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DISCOVER THE EASE AND EXCITEMENT 
OF TRAINING AT HOME THE NRI WAY 

New Achievement Kit—Custom 
Training Kits—"Bite Size" Texts 

Only NRI offers you this pioneering method of simpli-
fied "3 Dimensional" home-study training in Electron-
ics, TV/Radio and Broadcasting/Communications. It's 
a remarkable teaching idea unlike anything you have 
ever encountered, the result of more than half a cen-
tury of simplifying, organizing and dramatizing learn• 
ing-at-home techniques. If you are an ambitious man 
—regardless of your education—you can effectively 
learn the Electronics field of your choice the NRI way. 
NRI has simplified Electronics by producing "bite 

size" lesson texts averaging only 40 pages each. Dozens 
of illustrations open wide a picture window through 
which you'll see and understand practical uses of Elec-
tronics. You start out with NRI's exclusive Achievement 
Kit, containing everything you need to get started fast. 

(Illustrated at right.) 
NRI has organized Electronics training to take you 

step-by-step from the first stages into more intriguing 
areas. Once you know the fundamentals thoroughly, it's 
easy to grasp more advanced theory and techniques. 
You move with confidence and enthusiasm into a new 

adventure filled with the excitement of discovery. 
NRI has dramatized Electronics through the careful 

development of special training equipment that is 
programmed into your training systematically ... be. 
ginning with your first group of lessons. Things you 
read about come alive in your hands as you build, ex-
periment, purposely cause "problems" in circuits— 
and solve them. You learn to use test equipment, to 
build radios and TV sets, transmitter, or computer 
circuits. It's the priceless "third dimension" in NRI 
training ... practical experience. 

More than 50 years of leadership 

in Electronics Training 

Career? Part-Time Earnings? 
1. TELEVISION-RADIO SERVICING — 
Learn to fix all TV sets, including Color. 
Includes your choice of NRI Color Kit or 
19" black-white TV Kit.  Also covers 
radios, stereo hi•fi, etc. Profitable field 
spare or full-time. 

2. INDUSTRIAL-MILITARY  ELECTRON-
ICS — Basics to computers. Starts with 
fundamentals,  covers  servos.  telem• 
etry. multiplexing, phase circuitry, other 
subjects. 

3. COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS * — 
Operation, service, maintenance of AM, 
FM and TV broadcasting stations. Also 
covers marine, aviation, mobile radio, 
facsimile, radar, microwave. 

4. FCC LICENSE * — Prepares you for 
1st Class FCC License exams.  Begin 
with fundamentals, advance to required 
subjects in equipment and procedures. 

YOU GET MORE FOR 
YOUR MONEY FROM NRI 

Mail postage-free card now for your free NRI catalog. 
Then, compare. You'll find—as have thousands of others 
—NRI training can't be beat. Read about the new 
Achievement Kit sent the day you enroll; about "bite. 
size," texts and custom designed training equipment. 
See why NRI gives you more value. Whatever your reason 
for wanting more knowledge of Electronics, NRI has an 
instruction plan for you. Choose from major programs in 
TV/Radio Servicing, Industrial Electronics and Complete 
Communications. Or select from 
special courses to meet specific 
needs. Check the course of inter-
est to you on postage-free card 
and mail today for free NRI cata-
log. No salesman will call. NATIONAL 
RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Div., 
Washington, D.C. 20016. 

AvailableUnder 

NE W 
GI BILL 
If you served since 
January 31. 1955. or 
are in service. check 
GI line in postage-
tree card 

Hobby? Choose From 12 Training Plans 
5. MATH  FOR  ELECTRONICS — Brief 
course for engineers, technicians seek-
ing quick review of essential  math: 
basic arithmetic,  short-cut formulas, 
digital systems, etc. 

6. BASIC ELECTRONICS — For anyone 
wanting a basic understanding of Radio 
TV Electronics terminology and compo-
nents, and a better understanding of 
the field. 

7. ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION — 
Not for beginners. Covers process con• 
trol, ultrasonics. telemetering and re-
mote control, electromechanical meas-
urements, other subjects. 

8. AVIATION  COMMUNICATIONS * — 
Prepares you to install, maintain, serv• 
ice aircraft in-flight and landing sys-
tems.  Earn your FCC  License with 
Radar Endorsement. 

9, MARINE COMMUNICATIONS * — 
Covers electronic equipment used on 
commercial ships, pleasure boats. Pre-
pares for  FCC  License  with  Radar 
Endorsement. 

10. MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS * — 
Learn to install, maintain mobile trans-
miners and receivers. Prepares for FCC 
License exams. 

11. ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIR — 
Learn to repair all appliances, including 
air conditioning, refrigeration, small gas 
engines. Leads to profitable part or full-
time business. 

12. ELECTRONICS  FOR PRINTERS — 
Operation and maintenance of Elec-
tronic equipment used in graphic arts 
industry. Froto basics to computer cir-
cuits. Approved by major manufacturers. 

*You must pass your FCC License 
eirams (any Communications course) or NRI 
refunds in full the tuition you have paid. 
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How crazy 
are you about stereo? 

No matter how deep your stereo 
3sychosis, there's a Panasonic 
:o bring you soothmg relief. 
Because we start with a receiver 
for the stereo nut. And end up 
with one for the nut who's 
ommpletely out of  mind about 
smreo. 

Start with our Model SA-40 
and you're not bringing home a 
leginner's model. You're into 
FM/AM and FM ite m. With FET, 
four sensitive IF circuits, 
built-in Ferrite antenna in AM, 

$220 
SA-10 

$250 
SA 90 

$280 
SA JO 

$M30 

$400 
SA 6500 

$ 1 0 0 0  i 
Si 4000 

and a frequency response of 20 
Hz to 80,001 Hz (-3db). And 
direct coup ing. 

And th specs get more 
impressive the more you get into 
our SA-so, 60 and 70. 

Then t -sere's our SA-8500. 
With direct-coupled power ampli-
fier. No inp it transformer. No 
output transformer. No output 
capacitor. Which means more 
"no's" for d_stortion. With 200 
watts ( IHF ) worth of power. 
1.8 AV (IHF) FM sensitivity. 

1.11.111111. . . . 

Cr.sml filter and 4-Pole MOS-FET 
In:Wend. 

When you finally reach our 
L-1000, it's the end. Absolutely. 
3ecanse it contains every recent 
eloudopment in transistor and 
mkrocircuit design. And then some. 

Words can tell you a lot 
stou: these receivers. But your 
-ma's can tell you more. Take 
ilmo to your Panasonic Hi-Fi and 
:cenponent dealer. And listen. 
It zculd be the one sane moment 
Etereo nut could ask for. 

spraimate list prices shown. 

PANASONIC 
just slightly ahead of our time. 

?00 Park Avf,nue. New York 10017 For your nearest Panasonic Hi-Fi cl<aler, call 800 631-4299 In N J 800 .gE2-.:80.1. We pay tor the call. As< about our receivers. 



Johnson's 
new transceiver tester. 
Does everything other testers do... and 
more! Reads power output in actual 
watts. Reads modulation directly in 
percentage. Lets you hear what your 
transmitted signal actually sounds like, 
with the headphone monitoring jack! 
Field strength meter is great for making 
comparative checks. Also has built-in 
dummy load, RF and audio generators, 
crystal activity checker, SWR meter, 
S-meter, and more. No serious CBer 
should be without it! $49.95 

Other Johnson Accessories 
for the Advanced CBer 

--6 

CB Matchbox 
Antenna Tuner 
$15.95 

CB Antenna Antenna 
Meter $14.95 

Antenna Mate Tuner and 
SWR Meter $29.95  CB Mobile 

Speaker 
$13.00 

Recharger/Base 
Power Supply for 
Hand-Helds 

$28.00 

E. F..101-INSIIN CO. 
Waseca, Minnesota 56093 
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DIRECT St CURRENT 

Sixth in a Monthly Series by Oliver P. Ferrell, Editor 

PUTTING THE CARDS ON THE TABLE 

Electronics hobbyists and experimenters are either being flim-flammed 
by transistor and IC manufacturers or getting a run-around from suppliers. 
On one hand, individual solid-state components are now rarely sold to 
experimenters and on the other hand, the "substitution" game leaves some-
thing to be desired. 
Readers of POPULAR ELECTRONICS like to work with solid-state devices that 

are reasonably close to the state of the art in 1971. Why build a construction 
project using discrete solid-state components or out-moded IC's when the 
experimenter is aware that such-and-such a manufacturer has a product that 
will do the same job 3 times better and 4 times faster? Oddly enough, the 
latter manufacturer probably went to great pains to publicize his development; 
but unless the hobbyist has an "inside," he will find it impossible to buy 
1 or 2 pieces for his own experiments. Franchised distributors or suppliers 
claim that the new component is either not available or that it can only be 
sold as part of a $10-plus minimum order. 
A surprising number of counter clerks at walk-in-off-the-street electronics 

stores are something else. They have a different set of ploys: (a) "The 
component's identification as published is wrong." (b) "Never heard of it and 
why are you bothering us?" (c) "Use brand 'X' substitute—it's practically the 
same thing." 
After encounters such as those, it's not surprising that electronics 

hobbyists are often some of the most frustrated people in this country. 
The attitude adopted by many solid-state component manufacturers and 

franchised distributors is short-sighted. True, the depth of the experimenter's 
market will never equal the quantities purchased by the military at premium 
prices, but ignoring the "onesy-twosy" buyer creates enough ill will to last 
a lifetime. POPULAR ELECTRONICS has no brief against the minimum order charge 
—as long as it is reasonable and insures prompt delivery. 
However, we urge manufacturers and franchised distributors to 

re-examine their policies and make them sufficiently flexible to embrace 
the experimenter. We also urge full disclosure of substitution device 
characteristics and complete cross-referencing of basing and pin connections. 
Lastly, we believe that each solid-state manufacturer should consider the 
establishment of a "maximum order" (2 to 3 pieces per customer) mail order 
house to service the prototype or experimental construction market. 
Centralizing this mail order house at the manufacturer's doorstep would not 
affect the present large-quantity franchised distributor. The good will that 
this arrangement would create cannot be overestimated. 
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INTERFACE 
 4 

GETTING IT RI-GHT 

Porvi.An ELEcTitoNics would be better if it 
switched to the correct spelling of "quadri-
phonic(s)," "quadrisonic(s)," etc. The prefix 
meaning four is quadri-, quadru-, or quadr-
before vowels. The "a" of such words as 
quadrangle and quadrangluar belongs to the 
word itself not the prefix, and the "a" of such 
words as quadrant and quadratic is part of a 
whole, unprefixed word. Hence the forms 
"quadraphonic"  and  "quadrasonics"  are 
formed by false analogy. 
You are using such professional terms as 

monophonic (instead of "monaural"), stereo 
FM (in place of "FM stereo"), and stereo sets 
(instead of "stereos"). You should also be us-
ing  quadriphonics, quadriphonie, quadri-
sonics, quadricast, and so on. 

P. N. BRIDGES 
Ashton, Maryland 

the tape that 
turned the 

cassette into 
a high-fidelity 

medium 

CO M MENTS RE SELF-STUDY 

I lead with interest Kenneth J. Englert's 
article, "Electronics Self-Study Course" (De-
cember issue, p 45), and think your readers 
should be warned about study manual TM-
11-684,  "Principles  And  Applications  Of 
Mathematics For Communications-Electron-
ics." I have a copy dated 6 October, 1961 and 
in the first 75 pages I have found 55 mistakes 
and errors. These may have been corrected in 
later editions—if they exist—but, to the be-
ginner and someone completely unfamiliar 
with mathematics this particular Manual can 
be very confusing and misleading. 

G. LITTLE 
Savannah, GA 

SIR JAGADIS C. BOSE 
Concerning "Professor Jagdischandra 

Basu" (INTERFACE, p 97, Dec., 1970), your fail-
ure to find this accomplished scientist results 
from falling afoul of English-Hindi orthog-
raphy. Professor Basu is generally known in 
this country as Sir Jagadis Chunder Bose. 
In a series of papers published between 

1895-1897, Bose demonstrated the polarization 
of radio waves, the double refraction of radio 
waves by cyrstals, and the selective absorp-
tion of radio waves. He also published values 
for the index of refraction. Bose worked with 
centimeter waves and the filings coherer as 
devised by Prof. Lodge. Bose was making and 
using crystal detectors as early as 1901, five 

TDK SUPER DYNAMIC (SD) TAPE 

e 
CIRCLE NO. 2 

TDK 
7L" 

Until TDK developed gamma ferric oxide, cassette 
recorders were fine for taping lectures, conferences, verbal 
memos and family fun—but not for serious high fidelity. 

Today you can 
choose among 
high-quality 

stereo 
cassette 
decks. 

I" 

11.01( .. .1. •111! C-11/1 011 0 

@Ai 

edle 

PA M, IV NIre e 

fa  1,110  T.  SO  10.16 2000  fan 1110110 RID 
+e 

The new magnetic oxide used in TDK Super Dynamic 
tape distinctively differs from standard formulations in such 
important properties as coercive force, hysteresis-loop 
squareness, average particle length (only 0.4 micron!) and 
particle width/length ratio. These add up to meaningful 
performance differences: response capability from 30 to 
20,000 Hz, drastically reduced background hiss, higher 
output level, decreased distortion and expanded dynamic 
range. In response alone, there's about 4 to 10 db more 
output in the region above 10,000 Hz—and this is 
immediately evident on any cassette recorder, including 
older types not designed for high performance. There's a 
difference in clarity and crispness you can hear. 

Available in C6OSD and C9OSD lengths. 

TDK EL- ECT RCI NIC E C O RP. 

0 ON READER 
LONG ISLAND CITY, NE W YORK 11103 
SERVICE PAGE 
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Important 
New 

SAMS 
Books 

Color-TV Field-Service Guides 
These invaluable guides have been com-
piled to enable the technician to service 
color-TV more efficiently in the cus-
tomer's home. Charts provide chassis 
layouts showing type, function, and 
location of all tubes and/or transistors 
used in a particular chassis, ratings and 
locations of fuses and circuit breakers, 
location of service controls and adjust-
ments, etc. Specific field-adjustment 
procedures are shown on page opposite 
chassis layout. Index provides instant 
reference to the proper chart for any 
particular TV chassis. Each volume 
contains 80 diagrams covering over 
3,000 chassis. 
Volume 1. Order 20796, only. .. .$4.95 
Volume 2. Order 20807, only. . . . $4.95 

Questions and Answers 
About Medical Electronics 
by ED WARD J. BUKSTEIN Anyone fa-
miliar with basic electronic circuits will 
find this a fascinating and readily 
understandable book emphasizing the 
applications of electronic equipment in 
clinical and research medicine, general 
principles of equipment operation, 
special features of the equipment, and 
the related medical terminology. 
Order 20816, only   . $2.55 
ABC's of Integrated Circuits 
by RUFUS P. TURNER. This basic in-
troduction to the integrated circuit (IC) 
will be welcomed by }lobbyists, experi-
menters, and students who have some 
familiarity with semiconductors. De-
scribes the fundamentals of the IC, and 
its applications in amplifiers, oscillators, 
control circuits, communications, test 
equipment, and computers. 
Order 20823, only   $2.95 

Transistor Specifications Manual. 4th Ed. 
by THE HO WARD W. SA MS ENGINEERING 
STAFF. Lista the electrical and physical 
parameters (along with the manufac-
turers) of virtually all of the transistor 
types now in use. Also includes fre-
quency, gain, and leakage parameters, 
as well as a special section on rf power 
transistors. Comb-bound. 
Order 20788, only  $4.50 

ABC's of FET's 
by RUFUS P. TURNER. Clearly explains 
the theory and describes the operating 
principles of FET's (field-effect tran-
sistors), special semiconductor devices 
with unique qualities. Describes FET 
circuit design and typical applications 
in a number of practical circuits  
Order 20789, only  $2.95 

Computer Data Handling Circuits 
by ALFRED CORBIN. This book offers 
the beginner a valuable introductory 
course in practical digital data circuit 
analysis. Makes understandable the 
semiconductors and circuitry used in 
digital equipment. Explains digital data 
logic and the associated mathematics. 
Analyzes the basic logic circuits and 
their functional blocks, as well as digital 
display devices. Invaluable for anyone 
desiring to be conversant in the opera-
tional theory of data handling circuits. 
Order 20808, only  $4.50 

Color-TV Case Histories 
by JACK DARR. CREW histories not only 
provide the TV technician with solu-
tions to troubles he is likely to encounter, 
but enable him to compare his trouble-
shooting methods with those of others. 
Each of these case histories of troubles 
actually happened. The symptoms are 
given for each trouble, along with the 
method used to locate it. 
Order 20809, only   $3.50 

Radio Spectrum Handbook 
by JAMES M. MOORE. This book fills the 
"information gap" about the many 
types of radiocommunication which ex-
ist apart from radio and TV. Each 
chapter covers a given frequency-allo-
cation range; a table provides an over-
all summary of the uses of all frequencies 
in that range, followed by text describ-
ing the individual radio services avail-
able. Includes information on receivers 
available for the various frequency 
bands described. Hardbound. 
Order 20772, only  $7.95 

First-Class Radlotelepone 
License Handbook. Third Edition 
by ED WARD M. NOLL. Completely up-
dated to cover all the new material 
included in the recently revised FCC 
Study Guide. Book sections include: 
Theory and discussion of all phases of 
broadcasting; all the questions (and the 
answers) included in the FCC Study 
Guide; three simulated FCC examina-
tions; appendices containing the most 
relevant FCC Rules and Regulations. 
This book will not only help you ac-
quire your license, but will also serve as 
a textbook for broadcast engineering 
training. Order 20804, only  $6.50 

Short-Wave Listener's Guide. 4th Ed. 
by H. CHARLES W OODRUFF. Co mpletely 
revised and enlarged to include the 
most recent changes in SW broadcasting 
schedules. Lista world-wide short-wave 
stations by country, city, call letters, 
frequency, power, and transmission 
time. Includes Voice of America and 
Radio Free Europe stations, and sta-
tions operating behind the Iron Curtain. 
With conversion chart and handy log. 
Order 20798, only  $2.95 

ABC's of Tape Recording. 3rd Ed. 
by NORMAN CRO WHURST. Ne wly revised 
and updated edition of this popular 
handbook. Explains how tape recorders 
work (transport mechanisms, heads, 
controls, etc.), how to choose the best 
recorder for your needs, and how to use 
it most effectively for both entertain-
ment and practical purposes. Includes 
tips on recording quality and recorder 
care. Order 20805, only  $2.95 

 HO WARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 

Order from your Electronic Parts Distributor, 
or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. PE-021 
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268 

Send books checked at right. $  enclosed (please in-
clude sales tax where applicable). 

D Send FREE 1971 Sams Book Catalog 
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CB gets a first ever from Turner 

1111 , 
T 

Ill  101111011 !Ho , 
GU RANTEED 

Get the most out of your base rig. Put some-
thing new into it. Buy a Turner Modulation 
Indicator and be sure of full modulation 
every time. There's no other way to keep a 
steady eye on your signal. And nothing 
could be easier to operate. Just work the 
volume control on your Turner +2 or +3 
microphone until the indicator shows 100%. 
You'll get a clearer signal. You'll send it a 
lot farther. Buy now. Be among the first to 
own this handsome instrument with a black-
lucite and brushed-aluminum finish. Works 
with all CB sets, comes with complete oper-
ating instructions. Features solid state con-
struction, plug-in installation, self-contained 
standard 9-volt battery operation. CB users 
net price $39.50. Manufactured in the United 
States by the Turner Company, A Subsidiary 
of Conrac Corporation, 909 17th Street N. E., 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402. 

The Turner Company 
CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

INTERFACE f ('o( f',''!' f rom page 8) 

\ ears before Dunwoody's patent. Bose held a 
U.S. patent on a "detector of H.F. signals" 
earlier than Dunwoody's. 
Sir Jagadis Bose's writing is transparently 

clear and he had a naive candor that is very 
appealing. The growth of his philosophy of 
solid-state conduction can be seen clearly and 
it is significant that he referred to the prin-
ciple of self-restoration as one of "molecular 
allotropic change" in 1900-12 years before 
x-rays began to reveal anything of the details 
of crystal structures. 
As to his contacts with Marconi, they can 

hardly fail to have met on many occasions. 
If Marconi had been willing to learn from 
Bose, and had adopted the crystal detector 
instead of the filings coherer, and the head-
phones instead of the relay and sounder, 
Marconi's first Transatlantic communication 
would have been a much greater success. 

PROF. H. E. W ENDEN 
Ohio State University 

Columbus, Ohio 

ALPHA-PHONE 

The "Alpha-phone" has been described in 
various and sundry newspapers and maga-
zines. Basically, the device is a simplified 
electroencephalograph that allows an indi-
vidual to hear his own brain waves. Since 
the individual can consciously control the 
Alpha output, there exists a possibility of a 
mind-operated switch (MOX). One such de-
vice is marketed in California and lends 
credence to the possibility that this could 
be made into a construction project. 

J. KENNEDY 
Needham, MA 

This project has been requested by many 
readers. It is being investigated, although 
the initial tests were unsatisfactory — too 
much noise and ac hum pickup, plus the 
problems inherent in establishing good skin 
contact. An offshoot of our development in 
this area will appear in the March issue and 
will illustrate the generation of electricity 
in the musculature. 

SACRED CLUB OF ENGINEERS 

Your November 1970 issue contained some 
remarks by David L. Heiserman (in "Oppor-
tunity Awareness") on "The Sacred Club of 
Engineers" which I think deserve an addi-
tional commentary. 
I once asked a personnel manager why 

there is a seemingly blind preference for col-
lege graduates in hiring for the electronics 
industry. He offered the following explana-
tion: "Suppose you hire a chap with a de-
gree and he turns out to be a clinker. If you, 
as personnel manager, are called upon for 
an explanation, you can safely rationalize 
your action since you had picked a man who 

(Continued on page 100) 
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The new KLH Thirty-Two is the best speaker 
you can buy for the money. 

Bravado has never been our bag. But after carefully 
comparing the new model Thirty-Two with our ccmpeti-
tor's best-selling loudspeaker, were going to break our 
rule. 

Our product is superior. 
You see, the Thirty-Two sounds like o very clo:e rela-

tive of our now famous Model Six. 
With good reason. 
It's designed like o Six. It's built like a Six. And it 

shares many of the Six 's finest listening qualities. Boss 
response that curls your toes. A mid-range that seduces 
you with its smoothness. And an overall sound quality 
!hat finally puts an end to listening fatigue. 

But the Thirty-Two not only sounds like on expensive 
speaker, it looks like one, too. It is unquestioncbly the 
if•felfmf•d ••tAtf  P•gAily le,ghet .n floe weif 

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
February, 1971 

best looking loudspeaker in its price ronge. 
The price? 
Almost os amazing as the sound. Just $47.50 ($95 

the pairl.t 
Make sure you hear—and see—the new KLH Thirty-

Two soon. And compare it with the best-known speaker in 
its price range. We are sure you will agree that there's 
never been anything like it for the money. 

Anybody's money. 
For more information on the Model Thirty-Two, write 

to Kill Research and Development Corporation, 30 Cross 
St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. Or visit your KLH deafer. 

1.....1-.-1 
Kt1-1 RESEARCH AND DEVE LOPME NT CORP ORATI ON 
•A trodemorl of KLF110,00,0, GPO Development Colpovemon 
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versatile 
HOW  14:Piece, 

1/4 Sq. Drive 

socket wrench 1 se drives7  d iffe  rf ea ns tt e n ea rys s 

ri >j011 MINII V " "  

ti 

111 
nationwide availability 
through local distributors 

REVERSIBLE RATCHET — Precision made, long 
life, fully enclosed mechanism. Short handle 
swing for close quarter work. 

UNIQUE SPINNER/EXTENSION — 5-3/4" over-
all. Plastic (UL) handle with 1/4" sq. drive 
socket insert for ratchet. Use also as regular 
nutdriver. 

2" DRIVE EXTENSION — Fits on ratchet or 
either end of spinner/extension. 

RUGGED, HEAT TREATED, ALLOY STEEL 
SOCKETS — Nine for hex sizes 3/16" thru 1/2". 
Two dual purpose for hex and square sizes 
1/4" and 5/16". 

FREE STICK-ON INITIALS personalize the sturdy 
plastic case and help prevent loss or mix-up. 

REQUEST 
BULLETIN N770 

No. 1001 SET 

r--

Made in U.S.A. 

XCELITE, INC. • 20 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. 14127 

Send Bulletin N770 on 1/4" Square Drive Socket Wrench Set. 

name 

address 

city state 8. zone 
r—  .1 

CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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To obtain a copy of any of the catalogs or 
leaflets described below, fill in and mail the 
Reader Service blank on page 15 or 95. 

Jensen Tools and Alloys is making available 
its catalog No. 470, entitled "Tools for Elec-
tronic Assembly and Precision Mechanics." 
The 72-page catalog lists more than 1700 in-
dividual items of interest to electronics tech-
nicians, engineers, scientists, and instrument 
mechanics. The tools are grouped under de-
scriptive headings for easy location. A solder 
section lists different types of solders, and a 
four-page section gives technical data on tool 
selection. 

Circle No. 75 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

A 32-page "Quick Reference Catalog" contain-
ing useful information on the selection of 
fans, blowers, and applicable accessories is 
available from Rotron Inc. The catalog sec-
tions are color-coded and indexed on the basis 
of specific speed to enable the user to deter-
mine the most efficient type of air mover for 
parameters involving air flow, pressure, and 
shaft speed. Device descriptions include static 
pressure impedance curves, dimensioned out-
line drawings, and pertinent electrical and 
mechanical data. 

Circle No. 76 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

The 1971 Equipment Catalog (No. 30) avail-
able from World Radio offers mail-order 
service for hi-11, radio, CB, and ham equip-
ment as well as electronic parts and tools. 
Also listed are selected package buys and 
many exclusive items handled only by World 
Radio. 

Circle No. 77 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

More than 4000 unusual items are listed in 
Edmund Scientific Company's Catalog No. 
711. There is something in this catalog for 
everyone, whether interest is in science and 
optics, photography, toys, electrical and elec-
tronic gadgetry, psychedelic light displays, or 
lasers. Optical and precision machine shops 
will find such items as low-priced single-
surface optical flats and first-surface mirrors; 
experimenters will find low-cost He-Ne lasers; 
and concerned people will find an air pollu-
tion tester and a water pollution and lim-
nology set. The list goes on and on. 

Circle No. 78 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 
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Citation: 
the CB rig that 

turns itself on. $1 99. 
The Courier Citation, a beautiful Idea: Courier combines a new, powerful 23 channel 
base static% CB transceiver with an el.ctronically accurate digital clock. And then adds 
an automatie feature that lets you pre-set the rig to turn on anytime you want! Exclusive 

slide controls., big illuminated S-RF meter, ANL,delta tuning and separate cêborful illumi-
nated indicators for modulation, transmit and receive are included as standard equip-

ment. And it's all wrapped up in one of the most expensive looking cabinets you've 

ever sect.' —finis4ed in walnut with à satin chrome front 

panel. You can air-test this high-quality rig at yokir Courier 

dealer. Jr mail coupon for more informatiqe. Only S199.00 

(At left, other top-flight Courier 23-channy rigst.Classic JI 
—a mopile rig that's also a great base station, $199.95, 

Ranger 23—a high power. high performance tubibitype 

base station, $199.00 and Traveller II— World's sm Hest 

23-char nel mobile rig, $139.95.) 

If you're switched on to Citswitch up to Coarier. 

C ourier C o m mu nications 
100 Hoffman Place, Hillside, New Jersey 07205 
Canada: 25 Bathurst Street, Toronto 

Pr.ces nJgher I n me Wes..ern 

Dept. PE-712 

Please send me more information right away on: 

E CITATION  D CLASSIC II  D TRAVELLER II  RANGER 23 

Name  Address   

City  State  Zip 
CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE PAC: 
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Automatic  Cross Band Monitoring 

only in the fantastic HIA.0 
MONITORADIO / Scanner 
A computer patch board matrix, coupled with push 
button program control, allows automatic scanning 
of any combination of High or Low Band frequencies. 
You can use any mixture of 30-50 or 144-174 

MHz crystals ... it makes no matter to our busy 
little radio. It details the signal search with fascinating 
read-out lights. Upon a signal detection, in either 

band, our radio stops to bring the 
entire transmission . . . then re-
sumes its search. 

Push button control enables 
you to program for both sides 
of complex base/mobile 
networks. Each channel has 
a push button for placing the 

frequency in or out of service. 
Push button, too, for manual or 

automatic operation. 
It's compact! It performs base or mobile. And it 

has a built in 4" speaker and detachable, telescope 
antenna. 
The Hi/Lo Scanner is a bargain at $169.00 plus 

crystals at $4.95 each. See it to believe it ... at your 
favorite Regency retailer. 

Patent 
Pending 
Computer 
Patch board matrix 

e""« F elle MC44._ ELECTRONICS, INC. 
7900 Pendleton Pike 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226 

CIRCLE NO. 24 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Eiectronics 
LIBRARY 

BETTER SHORT WAVE RECEPTION 
by William I. Orr & Stuart D. Cowan 

This is a revised, up-to-date reprint of a good 
basic primer on all phases of SWL'ing—ham 
radio, CB, broadcasting, utilities, etc. The 
authors provide just about the right amount 
of information on antennas, receivers, propa-
gation, and listening techniques to introduce 
a novice to this fascinating hobby. In fact, 
this is also a handy book for old-timers to 
have around their shacks for information on 
building a preselector, a Q-multiplier, a cali-
brator, etc., plus receiver alignment sugges-
tions. 

Published by Radio Publications, Inc., Box 
149, Wilton, CT 06897. Soft cover. 160 pages. 
$3.95 ($4.95 in Canada). 

DIRECT TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION 
HANDBOOK 

by H. A. Middleton 

Have you ever been frustrated by attempts 
to locate an exact substitution for a transis-
tor that was either out-of-stock or out-of-
production? At one time or another, almost 
every one of us has had this problem. Fortu-
nately, the Substitution Handbook has finally 
come to the rescue. This is a complete, up-to-
date reference containing a listing of about 
12,000 transistors and 130,000 direct substi-
tutes. The substitutes listed were computer 
selected, with consideration given to all major 
electrical and physical properties, with con-
servative tolerances. With the direct substi-
tutes listed, even the pin basing is the same. 
We sincerely hope that this book will be up-
dated from time to time to include the yet-to-
be produced transistor types. 

Published by Hayden Book Co., Inc., 116 West 
14 St., New York NY 10011. Soft cover. 224 
pages. $2.95. 

THE SYNTHESIS OF TRANSISTOR 
AMPLIFIERS 

by Michael Kahn & John M. Doyle 

Intended primarily for use at the junior col-
lege level, this book devotes all its attention 
to the solid-state amplifier. The basic con-
cepts are illustrated by using numerical 
examples instead of relying on the reader's 
ability to manipulate algebra. Then the nu-
merical results obtained are used to explain 
the influence of various parameters and com-
ponents on the circuit's performance. Each 
chapter simultaneously reviews and expands 
the knowledge acquired in preceding chap-

14 POPULAR ELECTRONICS 



free information service 
Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about 
products advertised or mentioned editorially (if it has a "Reader Service 
Number") in this issue. Just follow the directions below...and the material 
will be sent to you promptly and free of charge. 

1 On coupon below, circle the number(s) that 
• corresponds to the key number(s) at the bot-

tom or next to the advertisement or editorial men-
tion that is of interest to you. (Key numbers for 
advertised products also appear in the Advertisers' 
Index.) Print or type your name and address on the 
lines indicated. 

2 Cut out the coupon and mail it to: POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 
ii P.O. Box 8391, Philadelphia, PA 19101. 

note' If you want to write to the editors of 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS about an article 

on any subject that does not have a key number, write 
to POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10016. Inquiries concerning circulation 
and subscriptions should be sent to POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 1096, Flushing, N.Y. 11352. 

Popular Electronics 
2/71-1 

Void after March 31, 1971 

P.O. BOX 8391 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

NAME (Print clearly)   

ADDRESS   

CITY  STATE  ZIP CODE   
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FREE NE W CATALOG 
CB M OBILE ANTENNAS 

The equivalent of 78 new CB Mobile 
Antenna Systems to select from. 
Get all the facts. Visit your local 
Mosley Dealer, or write factory di-
rect, Dept. 204. 

A L/E V elictoneed. Sne 
4610 N. LINDBERGH BL  0., BRI DGETON HO. 63044 

CIRCLE NO. 13 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING 
ELECTRONICS 

C 
tc) 

RP-84,  professional solid state, monaural 
record and playback preamplifier. For tape 
transports with two or three heads. Selectable 
equalization form 1-7/8 to  15 IPS. 
monitor switch. Mixing of mike and line 
inputs. Bias synch provision for multi-channel 
application. Phone jack, VU meter, record 
light. Overall frequency response 30-18,000 
Hz + 3 dB at 7.5 IPS. Compact design makes 
this an ideal'amplifier for all serious recording 
projects. $144.95. PB-10 — Playback pre-
amplifier. $46.20. PA94F — 8 watt playback 
amplifer. $91.25. Made in U.S. 

P R O M/ G , O f 8 0‘,/. 0 P F 613 .0. , . 

TELE X® 
co mteuw,ce , oNs 

9600 Aldrich Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420 

CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

ters. And when introducing new topics or 
circuits, a specific practical example circuit— 
including the values of all components and 
parameters—is provided for analysis to give 
the reader a firm understanding of real cir-
cuits. 

Published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
Inc., 383 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017. 
Flard corer.  poops. iC10.95. 

PULSE & SWITCHING CIRCUITS 
by Harvey F. Swearer 

Computers, 'attar, telemetry, automation, and 
TV systems—practically every phase of elec-
tronics—use pulse and switching circuits. And 
as technology continues to advance, it be-
comes increasingly more important for every-
one engaged in electronics to have a thorough 
understanding of the principles and operation 
of these circuits. This book is made-to-order 
to help you update your knowledge of current 
electronics. The opening chapters deal with 
the very basics. Then it is on to more elabo-
rate and sophisticated topic discussions, in-
cluding Pulse Generators, Response Charac-
teristics, Television, Digital Computers, Ra-
dar, Telemetry, etc. 

Published by TAB Books, Blue Ridge Sum-
mit, PA 17214. 256 pages. $7.95 hard corer; 
84.95 soft cover. 

SOLID-STATE HOBBY CIRCUITS 
MANUAL 

More than 60 practical and useful solid-state 
circuits which can be built by beginner and 
advanced hobbyists are presented in this man-
ual. The operation of each circuit is fully 
described, and photos, schematic diagrams, 
parts lists, and construction layouts —includ-
ing printed circuit board etching and drilling 
guides—are given. A guide to circuits by 
area of interest (such as amateur radio, pho-
tography, audio, etc.) is included to permit 
easy selection of the most useful circuits for 
specific applications. The manual also in-
cludes brief descriptions of the theory and 
operation of various semiconductor devices. 

Published by RCA Distributor Products, Har-
rison, NJ 07029. Soft cover. 368 pages. $1.95. 

ABC'S OF AVIONICS 
by Lex Parrish 

This book is intended to explain basic termi-
nology and systems in aviation, not to be an 
instruction manual on navigation or instru-
mentation flight techniques. A hardware ap-
proach is used to discuss the requirements 
for basic communications, navigation, instru-
mentation flight aids, weather avoidance 
equipment, and special flight control and 
safety devices. Actual equipment and systems 
currently in use are introduced to explain 
basic operating principles, capabilities, and 
limitations of aviation equipment. All of this 
is done on an easy-to-understand, non-tech-
nical level. 

Published by Howard W. Sams di Co., Inc., 
4300 West 62 St., Indianapolis, IN 46268. Soft 
cover. 128 pages. $3.50. 
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Neuexc ding home 
1111 training to be a 

You build your own digital computer step-by-step, 
circuit-by-circuit. You really get involved as you learn com-
puter organisation, operation and programming with this remarkable 
new training aid. It performs the same functions as bigger commer-
cial computers—and its yours to keep and use. 

What better way to learn all about computers than to ac-
tually build and use one? That's exactly what you do in NRI's 
new Complete Computer Electronics home training program. 

What you see illustrated may very well be the most unique 
educational aid ever developed for home training. This is not 
simply a "logic trainer." It is literally a complete, general 
purpose, programmable digital computer that contains a 
memory and is fully automatic. It's a small-scale model of 
larger, expensive commercial computers. Once you build it 
and it is operational, you can define and flow-chart a problem, 
code your program, store your program and data in the mem-
ory bank. Press the "start" button and, before you can remove 
your finger, the computer solves your problem and displays 
the results. 

NRI is offering this new course because this is only the be-
ginning of the "Computer Age." The computer industry con• 
tinues to leap ahead. Qualified men are urgently needed, not 
only as digital technicians and field service representatives, 
but also to work on data acquisition systems in such fascinat-
ing fields as telemetry, meteorology and pollution control. 
Office equipment and test instruments also demand the skills 
of the digital technician. This exciting NRI program can give 
you the priceless confidence you seek to walk into a techni-
cian's job and know just what to do and how to do it. 

You learn with your hands as 
well as your head Planned from the beginning to 
include training equipment in the pioneering NRI tradition. 
this exceptional new course combines kits with educator-ac-
claimed NRI "bite-size" texts in an easy-to-understand pack-
age. But, unlike other home training, this is not a general 
electronics course. Lessons have been specifically written to 
stress computer repair. You perform a hundred experiments, 

February, 1971 

COMPUTER 
TECHNICIAN 
NRI program includes a 
complete, operating computer, 
with memory, to make you 
thoroughly familiar with 
computer organization, 

design, operation, construction, 
programming, trouble shooting 
and maintenance. 

build hundreds of circuits, use professional test equipment. 
You build and use your own solid-state, transistorized volt. 
ohmmeter and your own oscilloscope in addition to your digi-
tal computer. Because you work with your hands as well as 
your head, your training is as much fun as it is education. 

Train at home with the leader 
There is so much to tell you about this latest NRI "first" in 
home training, you must fill out and mail the coupon today. 
Get the full story of Complete Computer Electronics and the 
amazing digital computer you build and use as you learn. The 
free NRI Catalog you receive also tells you about other NRI 
training plans in Color TV Servicing, Communications, Elec-
tronics Technology. There is no obligation. No salesman will 
call on you. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington, 
D.C. 20016. 

I. 

M AIL NO W FOR FREE CATAL O G 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Please send me your FREE CATALOG with de-  I 
tails about new Complete Computer Electronics 
training. (No salesman will call) 

91-021 

Name   Age 

Address   

Cly  State  Zip   
ACCREDITED MEPARER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 
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Your 
paycheck 
says a lot 
about you 

It tells you more than how much you make. It tells 
you how far you've come. And if your paycheck 
looks very much the same as it did last year, or the 
year before, it simply means that you look very 
much the same as you did last year and the year 
before. 

But times change, and you should be changing 
with them. Old dull jobs are disappearing. New ex-
citing ones are being created. There are challen-
ging new fields that need electronics technicians 
... new careers such as computers, automation. 
television, space electronics where the work is 
interesting and the earnings are greater. 

RCA Institutes has one of the nation's largest and 
most respected home study schools devoted to 
electronics. They can get you started even if you've 
had no previous training or experience. RCA Insti-
tutes has developed a faster, easier way for you to 
gain the skills and the knowledge you need for a 
fascinating, rewarding electronics career. And you 
don't have to quit work and go back to school. 
With RCA Institutes Home Study Plan you can do 

En  • c  IHome Study Dept. 694-002-1 
320 West 31st Street. New York. N.Y. 10001 

IPlease rush me FREE illustrated catalog. I understand that I am under no obligation. 

I Name  

IAddress 
I City   

both. You set your own pace depending on your 
schedule. 

Check over these RCA benefits: 
• You get Hands-On Training—over 300 experi-
ments and as many as 25 kits with some pro-
grams. 
• You get RCA's unique "Autotext" method of 
learning — individual programmed instruction, 
the easy, faster, simplified way to learn! 
• You get the widest choice of electronics 
courses and programs—everything from Elec-
tronics Fundamentals right up to Solid State 
Technology and Communications Electronics. 
• You get a selection of low-cost tuition plans! 

Sounds great, and it is! For complete information, 
without obligation, send in the attached postage 
paid card...or return the coupon below. That will 
say a lot about you. 

Veterans: Train under new GI Bill. Accredited Mem-
ber National Home Study Council. Licensed by N.Y. 
State—courses of study and instructional facilities 
approved by the State Education Department. 

Institutes 

Age 
(please ',mpg 

State  Zip 

Veterans: Check here D 

, If reply card 
is detached— 

'send this 
_I coupon today 



NE W 
PRODUCTS 

Additional information on products described 
in this section is available from the manu-
facturers. Each new product is identified by 
a corresponding number on the Reader Service 
Page. To obtain additional information on any 
of them, circle the number on the Reader Ser-
vice Page, fill in your name and address, and 
mail it in accordance with the instructions. 

MCINTOSH LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS —An established pro-
ducer of electronic high-fidelity components, Meintosh 
has added loudspeaker systems to its line. The unit pic-
tured here contains four speakers: one 12" handles fre-
quencies up to 250 hertz; then an 8" takes over and 

continues to 1500 Hz; a Ph" dome mid-range speaker 
carries the radiation pattern to 7000 Hz; and a compound 
coaxial continues to 14,000 Hz on the outer diaphragm 
and to above 20,000 Hz on the 1/2 " inner diaphragm. Other 
larger systems contain up to eleven speakers. Two sys-
tems are required, of course, for stereo and a complete 
installation must use an equalizer (also by McIntosh) 

for left and right bass and mid- and high-frequency dif-
ferences. 

Circle No. 79 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

JOHNSON CB TRANSCEIVER TESTER — Worried about your 
CB transceiver's operation? The E. F. Johnson Co. has a 
new checker that will test transceiver performance in 
a number of ways and also monitor the on-the-air signal 

continuously. It reads true r-f power output, modulation, 
and SWR; and can be installed to read received S units 
with transceivers that don't have S-meters. A built-in 
dummy load can be used to make tests off-the-air and, 

without changing cables, switch to the antenna to trans-

mit. It's all solid-state, portable and battery operated. 
Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN STEREO EQUALIZER —Accurate tun-
ing of the frequency response of a stereo system and 
listening room to a flat -±-2 dB is possible with the 

Soundcraftsmen Model 20-12 Audio Frequency Equalizer. 
Toroidal and ferrite-core inductor passive circuits and 

active transistor circuits allow a 24-dB range of equaliza-
tion for each of 10 octave bands per channel. An addi-
tional 18-dB range of full-spectrum boost or cut com-
pensates for acute response nonlinearities. Frequency 
response is ± 1/2 dB from 20 to 20,480 Hz at zero setting. 

Circle No. 81 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

COUSETTE AUTO TUNE-UP CASSETTE —If the current price 
of a tune-up for your car intimidates you and if you have 
a portable cassette recorder, Coursette System, Inc., a 
producer of programmed audio-visual instructions, now 
has detailed instructions for tuning up your car on cas-
sette tapes. "Tune-Up-Tapes" are currently available for 
Volkswagen, Maverick, Opel, Volvo, Porsche, and BM W 
cars —others are being developed. The tape kit includes 
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an engine diagram, tool and parts list, service record 
sticker, and window decal. 

Circle No. 82 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

DYNASCAN VHF MONITOR--Listening to the police, fire, 
business, and government channels is made easier by the 
Cobra PF-1 monitor, introduced by Dynascan Corp. It has 
separate front ends and separate tuning knobs for the 
low (30-50 M Hz) and high (152-174 M Hz) VHF bands, and 
tunes manually across the bands. Provision is made for 
crystal-controlled operation at a specific frequency in 
each band. The PF-1 operates on ac or de -117 volts ac 
for base station use; 12 volts de for mobile use (negative 
ground). In addition: a jack for headphone or 8-ohm 
speaker, auto antenna jack, squelch control. 

Circle No. 83 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

TOMPKINS RECEIVER MONITOR—For those who must 
keep in touch with a base station, but can't always be 
near the receiver, the Tompkins Radio Products Mobilink 
is a welcome accessory. Mobilink is a low-power AM 
transmitter and companion pocket receiver which can be 
used with any type of receiver and has a range of % 
mile. The transmitter, which uses a 9-volt battery, is 
connected to the speaker of the receiver to be monitored. 
Transmitter frequency is 27.263 M Hz or any CB channel 
on request. It is crystal controlled and has an input im-
pedance of 3 to 8 ohms. The pocket receiver has an 18" 

collapsible antenna. 

Circle No. 84 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

GARAGE DOOR RADIO CONTROL--A new "impossible to 
jam" radio control circuit is being introduced by Tea-
berry Electronics. Secret of the new control method is 
a system of generating carrier pulses at one of 19 pulse 
repetition frequency (PRF) rates. The PRF codes range 

from 11 to 75 Hz. The control transmitter operates on 
one of 22 frequencies between 71.9 and 72.95 M Hz. The 
control receiver will be a crystal-controlled super-regener-
ative with a "Tee" filter. Switching is done with a triac. 
Complete garage door operator facilities will be made 
available. 

Circle No. 85 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

HOLLYWOOD AF GENERATOR —Sine and square waves 
from 10 Hz to 100 kHz in four fundamental bands are 
obtainable from Hollywood Instruments, Inc.'s Model 7000 
Mini-AF Generator. With a FET in the oscillator circuit 
and a thermistor and heavy negative feedback, constant 
output signals of low distortion are provided over entire 
frequency range. Accuracy is -174% X 1 Hz; frequency 
response, -±-2 dB at 1 kHz, weight 1.7 lb. 

Circle No. 86 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 

HARMAN-KARDON PREAMPLIFIER /AUDIO EQUALIZER 
—Versatility in an audio preamplifier seems to have 
reached some sort of peak in Harman-Kardon's Citation 

Eleven. It combines the functions of a high-quality pre-
amp with equalizer controls —five of them —instead of 
the usual base and treble knobs. (The equalizers affect 
both channels in the same way.) Frequency response is 
±-0.5 dB from 2 to 200,000 Hz and the square wave rise 
time at 20 kHz is 1.0 microsecond in all functions. 

Circle No. 87 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 
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Now it costs less 
to own di& best 
oscilloscope you nee& 

The best you need is the new 5-inch RCA WO-505A, 
all solid-state oscilloscope. It makes yesterday's 
general-purpose 'scopes look old-fashioned. 

At just $298.50t the WO-505A offers an unmatched 
list of features usually found only in more expen-
sive, laboratory-type instruments. For example 
there's the all solid-state circuitry... an illuminated 
graph screen calibrated directly in volts, and a 
deep-lip bezel for exceptional clarity. The regu-
lated power supply minimizes trace bounce and 
provides excellent stability. And the camera mount-
ing studs offer still more evidence of the functional 
value built into the new WO-505A. 

But you've got to see this new RCA 'scope in 
operation—see the sharp, clean trace it provides— 
to appreciate it. 

'Inexpensive Duality 
'f Optional Distributor 
Resale Price 

RCA 
Some statistics: 
• High-frequency response, usable to 8 MHz. 
• High Sensitivity (.05 V p-p range). 
• DC vertical amplifier; DC/AC input. 
• Return trace blanking...Trace polarity reversal 
switch ... Phase control. 
• High-frequency horizontal sweep; solid lock-in 
on 5 MHz. 
• Preset TV "V" and "H" frequencies for instant 
lock-in. 
• Built-in square-wave signal for calibrating P-P 
voltage measurements. 
• Provision for connection to vertical deflection 
plates of CRT. 
Some statistics! For complete details, contact 
your RCA Distributor. 
RCA Electronic ComponentsIHarrison, N. J. 07029 
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COVER STORY 

MELODY SYNTHESIZER WITH 28 CONTROLS & 63-NOTE MEMORY 

BUILD THE 

This is a new and unusual approach to 
music synthesis. The sounds it produces 
are modern —to say the very least —and 
the operation is extraordinarily simple. 
Technically, this is a "psuedo random 
sequence generator" operating as a 
tune computer with tempo, voicing se-
lection, tone shaping, and pause gates. 

BEETHOVEN couldn't synthesize music 
like a Moog, nor could he be programmed 

to turn out a melody of the listener's own 
choosing. The "Psych-Tone" doesn't do those 
things either, but it is a real composer of syn-

BY DON LANCASTER 

• 

17 1 E 
thetie iisle. Set up on its internal digital 
computer are 1728 different 63-note sequences 
that can be selected and combined with any of 
63 pause combinations to produce 108,864 
different melodic lines. These melodies can be 
played at almost any tempo, pitch, or volume 
and they can be played forward or backward, 
right side up (normal scale) or upside down 
( inverted scale). Six different voices are pro-
vided and the user has full control of the at-
tack, sustain, and decay of the output. 
Because of the wide flexibility of the con-

trols, the music can have the sound of a violin, 
a piano, or something like nothing you ever 
heard before. On occasion, the music may 
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POWER 
SUPPLY 

FIG 9 

117V  +24  +3.6 

TEMPO 
GENERATOR 
ICI,R35 

FIG 2 

TUNE 
SELECTORS 
SI3, SI4, SIS 

FIG 

TUNE 
COMPUTER 
IC 2 - IC5 

FIG 3 

PAUSE 
SELECTORS 
"IC6, S 7-912 

FIG 6 

TONE 
GENERATOR 

QI-07 

FIG 5 

MONITOR 
SPKR 

VOICE 
SELECTORS 
FILTERS 
SI6 -S 21 

FIG 7 

rl  
1 

TONE 
SHAPER 
09 -910 

FIG 8 

Fig. 1. The overall block diagram shows the signal flow for the system'. Note 
that voicing filters and tone shaper are not linked to the monitor speaker 

PARTS LIST 

C1-4000- e, 6-volt electrolytic capacitor 
C2-0.1-µF, 10-volt disc ceramic capacitor 
C3--500-µF, 50-volt electrolytic capacitor 
C4-100- e, 25-volt electrolytic capacitor 
C5,C10-0.047-µF, 50-volt Mylar capacitor 
C6,C8-0.22-µF, 50-volt Mylar capacitor 
C7•C15 CI6 —47-µF 6-volt electrolytic 
capacitor' 

C9,C12-C14-0.47-µF, 50-volt Mylar capacitor 
C11--0.01.-µF disc capacitor 
DI-D3-1-antpere, 100-volt diode (1N4002 or 
similar)  , 

D4-24-volt, 1-watt zener diode (1N4749 or 
similar) 

115-07,D9—Silicon diode (1N914 or similar) 
D8-3.3-volt zener diode (IN746 or similar) 
ICI—Dual buffer ( MC799P) 

(MC791P) 
IC5,1C6—Quati two-input gate ( MC724P 
I—Phono jack  • 
Q 1 -Q3,Q7 -Q9—T raniistor (National 2N 5129) 
Q I—Transistor (National 2N5139) 
(1.5—T ransistor (Motorola 2N487 I , do not 
substitute) 

Q6—Transistor (Motorola MPS6523, do not 
substitute) 

Q Ul—Transistor (Motorola 2N435I, do not 
substitute) 

RI-3.30-ohm, A-watt resistor 
R2-R4,R12,R31-R33,R36-R38-1000-ohm, N-
itwit resistor 

R5-R 7-22,000-ohm, '/4-watt resistor 
R8-R10-100,000-ohm potentiometer 
RI I-11.000-ohm, 'A-watt resistor 
R13,R18-1.500-ohm, 'A-watt resistor 
RI4-5000-ohm potentiometer 

R15 -170-ohm, 34-watt resistor • • 
R16-20-ohm, 'A-watt resistor 
R17,R20-100,000-ohm,A-watt resistor 
R19,R28-4700-ohnt, 'A-watt resistor 
R2I,R23-27,000-ohm, 'A-watt resistor 
R22,R24,R25-1-megohm potentiometer 
R26,R30-3300-ohm, 'A-watt resistor 
R27-1000-ohm potentiometer 
R29-2209-ohm, 'A-watt resistor 
R30-3300-ohm, 'A-tuait resistor 
R34-8200-ohm, 'A-watt resistor 
R35-10,000-olutt potentiometer 
• R39,R40-3.3-megohm, 'A-watt resistor 
SI-S12—Dpdt rocker switch 
S13-515—Single-pole, I2-position, non-short-
ing rotary switch (Mallory 321121) 

• S16-S21—Interlocked six-station dpdt push-
bdtton switch assembly (Southwest Techni-
cal SW-9678-stf or similar) 

TI —Power transformer; secondaries: 24 volts 
at 100 mA, 6.3 volts CT at 400 mA 

Misc.—Printed circuit 'terminals (47, option-
al), 3.2-ohm speaker, suitable chassis, sub-
chassis, grommets (3), liné cord with strain 
relief, bottom plate with mounting .hard-
ware, rubber feet (4), switch hardware, 
ground lugs (3), A" knobs (9), A" knobs 

Note—The following are available from South-
west Technical Products, Box 16297, San 
Antonio, TX 78216: etched and drilled 
printed circuit board at $6.50, postpaid; 
complete kit with chassis, dialplate, and 
hardware at $47.65 plus postage and in-
surance for 7 lb. 
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sound familiar but it is more likely to have a 
science-fiction flavor with many wild tonal 
sequences. 
The Psych-Tone can be used with its inter-

nal monitor speaker; but, preferably, it should 
be connected to an external power amplifier 
to take advantage of the various voices and 
the sustain, attack, and decay provisions 
which are not available when only the monitor 
speaker is used. 

General Circuit Operation. The Psych-
Tone consist s of 'A.\ cit operational blocks and 
a power supply as shown in Fig. 1. The tempo 
generator determines the reference beat (or 
clock) for the tune computer, which cycles 
through 63 different states in step with the 
clock pulse. The three tune selector switches 
convert the initial 63-note sequence into any 
one of 1728 different combinations. The tune 
computer also drives a pause selector circuit 
that decides when pauses are to be produced 
instead of tones. The selected sequence of 
notes and pauses then goes to a tone genera-
tor where it is converted into audio tones. 
In the voice selector (filters) the tones are 

shaped into one of six selected voices, in a 
manner similar to the operation of an electric 
organ. The tones are further shaped in a 
variable-gain circuit that provides for adjust-
bur the duration (sustain), attack (how fast 

Fig. 2. The tempo generator is a simple os-
cillator made up from a single quad-gate IC. 

R35 
¡Oil 

TEMPO 

the tone reaches full volume), decay (how fast 
the tone dies away from full volume), and 
loudness. 

Tempo Generator. This circuit, shown in 
Fig. 2, contains a single integrated circuit 
(/Ci) operating as an astable multivibrator. 
Two square wave outputs are produced—one 
having a fast fall time and high drive capa-
bility for the tune computer, and the other for 

FROM TEMPO 
GENERATOR 
ICI, FIG 2 

TO TUNE SELECTOR SWITCHES 
513, 514,SI5 

FIG 4 

111 
INPUTS ON  • 
IC2, IC3, IC4  •  IC2  1  IC3 

 C  O.4b - -C  0.1I -C  0  C  0 .1 1C  O U 

 S 0  ._ +T  _ ol:.sT  T  T  i :T 
0  b  s b  s Ul  s ?) 

I — 1--  -I —  I —  T I T 1   

LO  

U5 

*lc 
DOWN u 

FI 

F2 

*ALSO TO PAUSE GATE ICE,FIG 6 

Fig. 3. The tune computer is a digital sequence generator that repeats every 63 
counts and can be programmed for forward, backward, normal or inverted counting. 
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a  c0 ' .._ Q, 'TONE 
 e 
.Ile GEN FIG 5 

QI  771 

 \\1J ,, ... ,, • 
1 I t  Ake i 

1  I I 
I  11 I I1 , 17e), 

I II  I I It  
I I I I I I 

Ti!  o 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

o  o o 

j 2 IC3 IC4 

FROM TUNE COMPUTER 
FIG 3 

Fig.  4.  Three  tune-selector  switches 
accept 12 outputs from the tune com-
puter, and after the desired selection, 
deliver three signals to tone generator. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

A recently introduced unit which is quite 
similar to the Psych-Tone is the Muse, made 
by Triades. Inc.. Newton Upper Falls, Mass. 
With 14 trillion note combinations, the Muse 

has four switches for volume, tempo, pitch, 

and fine pitch and eight slide switches. Four 
of the latter vary the interval and thus deter-
mine the notes, while the other four control 

the theme and variations of the melody. 
Triades warns that it is possible to set up 

a composition that would take 30 years to 
play—which may be a little too long if you're 

only interested in the finale. The Muse is listed 

at $300. 

Circle No. 92 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95 
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the tone shaper sustain circuit. The tempo 
(beat) is adjusted over a 5:1 range by po-
tentiometer 1135. If desired, the values of C15 
and C16 can be increased or decreased to slow 
down or speed up the tempo, respectively. 

Tune Computer. As shown in Fig. 3, the 
computer is a "pseudo random sequence gen-
erator." Like a random noise source, the com-
puter sequences appear to be totally unrelated. 
However, this circuit can be programmed to 
return to exactly the same random sequence 
at any time. The logic consists of a six-stage 
shift register (IC2, I('3, and IC4) and an 
EXCLUSIVE OR gate (JCS). The shift reg-
ister is toggled by the tempo generator de-
scribed above. 
At each toggle pulse, each stage of the 

register shifts a 1 or a 0 to the next stage. 
The last two stages (IC4) drive the EXCLU-

$15 
R2 
IK 

FROM 
FIG 4 

$14 

IK 

513 
R4 

FROM IC6 
FIG 6 

RATIO 

01 
255129 

02 
2N5I29 

03 
2195129 

+24V 

+24V 

SIVE OR gate. Switches S3 and Si connect 
the logic so that the shift register goes for-
ward, backward, with a normal scale, or with 
an inverted ›c;i1e. The eomputer repeats every 
63 counts. While any short sequence appears 
to be a random train of binary words, the 
saine sequence repeats every time. Selector 
switch 86 holds the computer in any inter-
rupted state until the user is ready to re-start 
the sequence. 
Each of the six stages has two possible out-

puts: a true or Q and the complement or not 
Q output. Thus there are twelve outputs which 
are selected by S13, 814, and S15, shown in 
Fig. 4 so that three signals are supplied to 
the tone generator. 

Tone Generator. The circuit shown in 
Fig. 5 is basically a unijunction transistor 
oscillator (Q5) whose frequency is determined 

04 
255139 

07 
255129 

RI4 
5K 
PITCH 

RI3 
I.5K 

+24v 

PIS 
470I1 

RI7 
100K 

e 

MONITOR 

OFF• t  • 

D5 
15914 

>I 

ON 

1  

C6 
.225F 

RI6 
20.C1 

3.2i1 
MONITOR 
SPKR 

TO VOICE 
SELECTOR 
FILTERS 

FIG 7 

Fig. 5. The tone generator consists of a UJT oscillator whose frequency is dependent on the current 
flowing through Q4. This in turn is determined by the pitch control and operation of Q1 through Q3. 
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by the value of C5 and the collector current of 

Transistors Q1 through Q3 cause the base 
voltage of Q-1 to vary in accordance with the 
signals selected by S13, S14, and S15. The 
effect of the signals on Q4 is determined by 
the collector loads on Q1 through Q3. These 
are potentiometers 118 through 1110. Normally, 
one control is set near maximum, one at the 
midpoint and the other near minimum to get 
a weighted average and provide a wide spread 
of tonal values. The three ratio potentiometers 
permit an infinite variety of tonal forms for 
each of the basic sequences. 
Pitch is controlled by 1114, which, when 

combined with the tone-shifting base voltage 
applied to Q-1, determines the frequency of 
oscillation. Resistor 1117 and transistor Q6 
form a buffer amplifier having a low-imped-

Fig. 7. Voice selection is sim-
ilar  to  that  of  an  electronic 
organ. To change the "color" of 
any voice, vary component values. 

Fig. 6. Pause gate is an arrangement 
of two-input gates having a common out-
put. The presence of signals on six input 
lines determines when there is an output. 

ance output for the voice selector without 
loading the ITJT oscillator. 
Pauses are provided by Q7, which shorts 

out C5 and prevents a tone from being gen-
erated when a pause is desired. 
The monitor speaker is switched in and 

out by S2 while diode D5 insures the same 
pitch whether the speaker is used or not. The 
speaker responds only to tone and pause se-
quences and is not affected by the sustain, 
attack, decay, and volume controls. However, 
the volume on the monitor is sufficient for 
practice sessions. 

Pause Gate. As shown in Fig. 6, the pause 
gate consists of three two-input gates (IC6) 
arranged so that a logic 1 on any input allows 
the tones to be produced (through Q7). The 
six inputs come through selector switches Si 
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R 3, R-9, P I0 
.RATIO) 

Although any mechanical arrangement can be used, :he prototype was assem-
bled to the front panel with a set of brackets and the potentiometer mounting 
hardware. The PC board is supported by the three tune-seIector switches. 

IC6 

'Cl 

The tune-selector switch terminals fit through holes drilled in the PC bcard, and are soldered 
to the foil side of board. The three switches then support the board away from the panel. 
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The six voice switches are mounted on their own bracket with other components attached directly. 
The switch combination should be such that only one switch can be operational at any time. 

through S12, which provide either a Q or fiot 
Q signal, the latter being ground. If all the 
switches were grounded, there would be no 
tone generated since the common output would 
be high, saturating Q7 and stopping the oscil-
lation of the UJT circuit. If any five switches 
are grounded, the circuit plays about half the 
tones, with blanks or pauses at random inter-
vals. With four switches grounded, 3/4  of the 
tones are sounded; while grounding any three 
switches drops one note in eight (on the aver-
age). The combination of switches used deter-
mines the positions of the pauses. Thus, there 
are 15 different ways to eliminate every 
fourth note on the average and 20 different 
ways to play the computer with an average of 
one note in eight missed. 

Voice Selector. The circuit shown in Fig. 
7 is controlled by a six-station interlocked 
pushbutton assembly ( S16 through S21). The 
switches determine the waveform of the tone 
produced sawtooth, peaked sawtooth, spiked, 
clipped, rough sinusoid, or overdriven. The 
filters suggested here were chosen for econom-
ical purposes; filters such as those found in 
electronic organs may be used to obtain other 
tonal qualities. 

02 
CI3 

R34 

Tone Shaper. The tone shaper (see Fig. 
8) converts the filtered tones into individual 
notes. Transistor Q10 is biased by R39 and 
1140 to act as a variable resistor which con-
ducts both positive and negative portions of 
a waveform equally. This transistor acts as a 
shunt to ground from the output terminal. 
The voltage across C8 determines the opera-

tional mode of Q10. If this voltage is 6 or more 
volts positive (with respect to ground), Q10 
acts as a low resistance and shorts out the sig-
nal. If C8 is grounded, Q10 passes all the 
signal. Intermediate values of the control 
voltage result in a controlled output level. 
The rate at which C8 goes from a positive 

voltage to ground determines how fast the 
output amplitude rises (the attack time) ; the 
length of time that C8 stays near ground de-
termines the sustain; and the rate of dis-
charge on C8 determines the decay time. The 
final output varies greatly for various values 
of attack, sustain, and decay. With a mod-
erate amount of all three, a violin effect is ob-
tained. With sharp attack, short sustain, and 
long decay, the percussive sound of a piano or 
chime is generated. A long attack, long sus-
tain, and very short decay provide a totally 
unreal sound similar to a recording being 
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522 
iN 

SUSTAIN 

2N5I29 255129 

Fig. 8. The tone shaper modifies the envelope of 
the input signal in sustain (duration), attack, 
and decay. Variation of these three controls pro-
duces some of the strange audio effects heard. 

played backward. Tremolo effects are ob-
tained when the decay is set to overlap into 
the next tone, producing a "waa-waa". With 
85 in the glide position, Q10 is disabled and 
the sound is similar to that of a bagpipe. 
Transistor Q8 is a monostable stage pro-

viding the sustain effect. Its output is con-
trolled by 1122 and is inverted by Q9. The 
output of Q9 is routed to C8 for the attack 
effert or R21 for decay. 

Power Supply. The circuit of the power 
supply is shown in Fig. 9. It generates 24 
volts de for the tone generator circuit and 3.6 
volts de for the digital logic circuits. 

II7VAC 

Fig. 9. As shown in the schematic. 
the power supply is quite convention-
al. The 24-volt supply has a zener 
diode regulator. The other side is 
not regulated since only the voltage 
level is of concern in the circuit. 

524 
IM 

DECAY 

529  GLIDE 
IM 
ATTACK 

F ROM VOICE 
SELECTOR 

FIG 7 

GI 0 
254351 

539 
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Construction. An etched and drilled PC 
board is available commercially (see Parts 
List of Fig. 1) or you can make your own 
from a foil pattern that can be obtained 
by sending 25e to Editorial Department, 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 1 Park Ave., New 
York, NY 10016. 
Install the components on the board as 

shown in Fig. 10. Install the five jumpers next 
to the IC's using insulated sleeving on the two 
jumpers toward the center of the board. You 
may use PC terminals for the external con-
nections to the board. 
To save a lot of individual wiring, switches 

813 through 815 are mounted directly on the 
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Fig. 10. Component installation. Unfortunately, the actual size foil pattern is too large for the page. 

foil side of the board, with the switch termi-
nals inserted through the board. The inserted 
terminals may be crimped and fastened to the 
component side of the board with epoxy ce-
ment; then solder them to the pads on the foil 
side. A small wire jumper at the common 

Author used a set of brackets and 
subchassis to assemble prototype. 
With some ingenuity, any other me-
chanical arrangement can be used. 

34 

terminal a each switch simplifies the final 
assembly. 
When installing the components, use a low-

wattage soldering iron and fine solder, and 
observe the polarities of all components. Sev-
eral different basing schemes are used on the 

SUBCHASSIS A ell" BRACKET 
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Fig. 11. If you want to use metal supports, this drawing 
will give you a good idea of how they are used and placed. 

transistors so be sure yon get them installed 
properly. 
Transistor Q10 can be damaged by careless 

handling,. To install this component, wait un-
til all the other parts have been mounted on 
the board. Do not remove the shorting ring 
that comes with the transistor until you are 
ready to install it. Just before installation, 
wrap several turns of bare wire around the 

In most cases, components directly associated 
with a switch are mounted on the switch terminals. 

leads at the case. remove the shorting ring, 
and turn the substrate lead ttp (it is left un-
connected). Install the transistor using a low-
power soldering, iron t not a gun). Once it is 
in place, remove the shorting wire. 
Two subchassis brackets and a larger 

U-shaped bracket are used in the final assem-
bly (see Fig. 11). The dialplate is secured to 
the brackets nsing the potentiometer hard-
ware. The transformer is mounted wherever 
convenient. The bottom panel supports the 
speaker. 
To avoid wiring confusion, it is best to use 

several colors of wire and group them into 
harnesses by tieing them or slipping them 
through lengths of sleeving. 

Preliminary Checkout. Double cheek all 
wiring, install the various knobs, identify the 
detents On the switches, and use some form of 
lettering to mark all controls and switch posi-
tions. 
Plug the unit in, turn on switch S1 and 

measure both supply voltages to make sure 
they are correct. Place the monitor switch 
(S2) in the ON position and set S6 to PLAY. 
Set any three pause select switches (S7 
through S12) up and the other three down. 
The Psych-Tone should start to compose. Con-
nect an external audio amplifier and speaker 
to n and note the effects of the voice selectors 
(S16 through S.21) and all other controls. 
There are no operating. rules. Any and all 

of the 28 operating rout nits can be used in 
any sequence to produce any desired effect. 
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Do you work in electronics? 
Find out how CREI can give 
you the specialized technical 
knowledge you need for 
better pay, more security. 
Mail postpaid card for 
FREE book and complete 
information. 
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"Stop kidding 
yourself about 
your future in 
electr  " 

E12021: 

You've been working in 
electronics long enough to know 
the facts. Companies are more 
selective in hiring and promoting 
men now than ever before. 
The result: plenty of opportunities 
for men with good technical 
qualifications; almost none for 
those without them. 
Make yourself one of the 

specialists who will enjoy good 
pay and excellent security in the 
years ahead. Supplement your 

\.• experience with more education 
in electronics. You won't have 
to worry about automation or itences in technology putting 

out of a job. 
El Home Study Programs 

Offer you a practical way to get 
more education without going back 
to school. You study at home, 
at your own pace, on your own 

,‘schedule. And you study with 
be assurance that what you 
I• cm can be applied on the job 

ediately to make you worth 
e money to your employer. 
ou're eligible for a CREI 

Pr  am if you work in electronics Iand ri ave a high school education. 
b Our FREE book gives complete 
information. Mail postpaid card 
for your copy today. 

In-depth coverage of solid 
state electronics... including 
integrated circuits! 

FREE BOOK 
Please mail me FREE book describing 
CREI Home Study Programs. I am employed in 
electrcnics and have a high school education. 

I am intereated in: 
D Electronic Engineering Technology 
Space Electronic. 

D Comt uters 
D Nuclear Engineering Technology 
Indurtrial Electronics 

NEW! Electronic. System,. Engineering 

O NEW! Non-technical Course in Computer Programming 

Nat, 
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"Stop kidding 
yourself about 
your future in 
electronics?' 

Men without advanced 
technical education will find 
few opportunities in 
electronics in the years 
ahead. But industry will 
offer exciting work, good 
pay and excellent security to 
mën who become specialists 
in these key areas: 

• Electronic Engineering Technology 

• Aeronautical & Navigational 

• Television 

• Communications 
• Nuclear Instrumentation & Control 

• Missile & Spacecraft Guidance 

• Radar & Sonar 

• Nuclear Engineering Technology 

• Automatic Control 

• Industrial Electronics 

• Computers 

• Digital Communications 

• Electronics Systems Engineering 

Take the advice of men who 
know the electronics industry. 
Make yourself a specialist in 
one of the key areas of 
electronics. Then stop worrying 
about how cutbacks, layoffs and 
contract terminations will affect 
you and your family. If you have 
up-to-date specialized 
knowledge of electronics, you 
can look forward to security and 
excellent earnings when men 
with ordinary qualifications 
are let go. 
But to become a specialist, 

you must supplement your 
experience in electronics with 

more technical education. CREI 
Home Study Programs offer you 
an opportunity to get that 
additional education without 
going back to school. 
You're eligible for a CREI 

Program if you work in 
electronics and have a high 
school education. Free book 
gives complete information. 
Mail postpaid card for your 
copy today. 

APPROVED FOR TRAINING 

UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 

FIRST CLASS 

Permit No 288-R 

Washington, D C 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
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CREI, Continuing Education Division   
McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
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Washington. D.0 20010 
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The oRp Thing 
BATTERY-OPERATED 40-METER TRANSMITTER 

BY HANK OLSON, W6GXN 

This solid-state amateur radio trans-
mitter overcomes some of the evils 
of low-power transistorized designs — 
chirpy keying and plenty of harmonic 
radiation. Through the use of a FET 
crystal-oscillator  and  ferrite  toroid 
core coils, this transmitter puts out a 
clean signal and has been used by the 
author on 7135 kHz to work most of 
the West Coast. 

THERE HAS ALWAYS been an interest in 
e low power operation among radio ama-
teurs. During the first days of high-frequency 
radio, the very early (VIP rigs were low-
powered because the more powerful tubes 
were vi t her rare or too costly. Even after the 
arrival of "war surplus" and a 100-watt tube 
became cheaper than a new 3Q4, there was a 

continuous stream of home-built Q1ZP rigs— 
considered quite fashionable. 
Most new QM' rigs are transistorized 

and  therefore  capable  of  low  battery 
Such rigs run easily for long 

periods of time from inexpensive dry batter-
ies or front a 12-volt auto battery. 

Pretty Good, But! A rather surprising 
peri•entaue  transisturized QHP rigs use 
cr‘ si al ost•illators with designs that leave 
much to be desired. In fact, many of the cir-
cuits either key the oscillator or drive the 
output transistor directly from the crystal 
oscillator—both acknowledged to be relatively 
poor circuit practices. 
Pre-World \Var 11 ham operators will re-

call some of the simple cryst I-oscillator trans-
mitters similar to the famous 6L6 Tri-tet 
circuit. These transmitters used a #49 incan-
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5011 
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5011 
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Fig. 1. A double pi-network was designed to be used with this transmitter. At the left, note 
that an untuned pi-network can be easily constructed using commonly available parts values 
to operate at 40 meters with 50 ohms input and 1000 ohms output. Two of these pi-networks 
placed back-to-back present the ideal impedance. The operating Q was chosen to be about 10. 

descent 1111111) ill Series With a crystal as a fuse 
to pre\ Pill  ii ,.• the quartz crystal due to 
exces- i‘r currents. Radiating directly from a 
crystal o...cillator—and keying it to boot—was 
bad practice in that era, and it is still bad 
pi-au-tire iii 1971. The only consolation is that 
a chirpy 2N3053 single st age running at 100 
mW input isn't causing as 11111(.11 interference 
a chirpy 61.6 running at 50 watts! 
"Most Q111) crystal oscillator designs exam-

ined by the author used bipolar transistors. 
The bipolar transistor does not make a good 
.• -1 ill I,Srill at or—except perhaps for use with 
•  Is It tat are cut for series-mode operation. 
211i, is because of the low impedances asso-
alcd with a bipolar transistor.' In many 

n-nits, the crystal either doesn't ()sell-
. •e reliably, or does so at a frequency coil-

il ily lower in frequency than it is marked 

Fig. 2. This is the display of out-
put from the 2N3053 stage 
without dual pi-network. Note 
the excessive generation of har-
monics that would go right into 
the antenna. Each horizontal di-
vision is 10 MHz and the 3rd 
harmonic is only 14 dB down. 
With dual pi-network above in 
circuit, the 3rd harmonic 
was suppressed about 55 dB. 

—since most amateur band crystals are ground 
for use in parallel res(mant circuits (around 
32 pl.'. 

FET Crystal Oscillator. The QRP trans-
mitter discussed in this article solves several 
of the problems inherent in circuits published 
in the past. This circuit uses an FET in a 
standard Colpitts configuration that presents 
32 pF to the crystal. Amateur band crystals 
in this circuit oscillate at the frequencies 
marked. Furthermore, the low drive assures 
thermal stability of the crystal to reduce fre-
quency drift. Since the crystal oscillator stage 
is not keyed, chirping is no longer a problem. 
Keying is accomplished in the emitter of the 
second (driver) stage which is running in 
class A. The final stage of this QRP trans-
mitter runs at zero bins—or class C—and only 
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conducts current when its base-emitter junc-
tion is forward-biased by positive swings of 
the r-f drive. 
Those familiar with transistor circuits are 

probably now reading this with raised eye-

For a front panel for transmitter, prototype had 
a second sheet of double-faced copper clad board. 

brows. Certainly the most nonlinear gadget in 
the history of ham radio is a transistor operat-
ing in class C. After all, driving a diode 
(hase-emitter junction) into forward conduc-
tion is reminiscent of antique 100-kIIz cali-
brators, where a diode was inserted in the 
output to enhance harmonic production. Since 
the final of the O P transmitter does have 
such a large harmonic content, it is necessary 
to insert an output network having a highly 
effective operating Q. This is no real burden 
in design since the output impedance of our 
transistor final is quite low and a two-section 
matching network is easier to realize than a 
single-section network. 
A double-pi network is shown in Fig. 1. 

The point at which the two pi-sections inter-
connect was chosen to be 1000 ohms and the 
operating Q of each section was chosen to be 
10. Since the input and output impedance are 
both 50 ohms, it is possible to show the effec-
tiveness of this network on a spectrum analyz-
er—see Fig. 2. Note that the analyzer pattern 
shows the third harmonic at 21 MHz to be 
only 14 dB down from the fundamental when 
operating the collector directly into 50 ohms. 
A similar spectrum oseillogram taken with 
the double-pi inserted in the circuit would 

Note how the front panel was soldered to the circuit board to make prototype unit. Copper on top 
of board must be removed so that component leads can go through to foil pattern without shorting. 
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PARTS LIST 

CI,C2,C8,C14-5-100-id trimmer 
capacitor 

C3£6-0.047-µF capacitor 
C4,C7.C9.0 I-0.01-uF capacitor 
C5 —I204pF capacitor 
C10-0.22-uF capacitor 
C124'15-560- 0- capacitor 
C13-180-pF capacitor 
II—Normally closed miniature phone 
jack 

LI —Coil: 34 turns #24 enamelled 
wire; 5-turn link* 

L2—Coil: 34 turns #26 enamelled 
wire; tap at 5 turns: 3-turn link* 

L3.1.4—Coil: 34 turns #24 
Forincar* 

Q1 -41 PE IO2 or 11E1'802 transistor 
Q2-2.V3641 or 11E1'53 transistor 
Q3-2N3053 transistor 
R -niegohin, 2-111111 resistor 
R2 —1000-ohin. !..'e-watt resistor 
R3-10,0014eihm. !c-icatt resistor 
R4 -1500-ohm. ".•icatt resistor 
R5-10-ohm. '...-watt resistor 
R6-100-ohni.'-watt resistor 
RFC ¡—.17./JI choke 
XT L 1-7.135-1111: crystal 
Misc.—Ferrite, beads*, heat sink Jur 
Q3, /000-pF feedthrough capacitor 
(3). 11 VC con n er11.1r, suitable f',11,• 
perldal ell P C h0(11d. er rafil socket. 
mounting hardware, etc. 

"The following are arailable twin 
:lssociates, 12033 111m•go 

.‘ deli/ Hollywood, CA 91607: 
T-50-6 toroid coil forms at 50e each: 
packet of ferrite beads at $2. 

XTAL1 
7.135MHz 

D-.--FERRITE BEADS (2) 

02 
5-100 PF 
IMPF102 

.0475F 

C5 
120PF 

2N3641 

R5 
1011. 

RFC1 
475H 

03 
21,43053 

TP12 1 13 
560  180p1 
F 

Fig. 3. Final circuit for the QRP transmitter accomplished all of the 
author's design objectives—better keying and less harmonic radiation. 

OUTPUT (BNC) 

1. 714 TI5 
5-100 560 
pF  pF 
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OUTPUT —, / 
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R; 02  

BEAD 
BEAD 

-- 1 

• 
4-C6-4 C 2 --4  

••--C3-•  

Ce 

Fig. 4. Above is printed circuit 
foil pattern for underside of the 
double-faced board. Parts place-
ment is shown at left. Note that 
this is view looking up through 

)(TALI  both  copper foils.  Terminations 
f  that are not marked with an aster-

R3 Ci7 c5  : 
„  c4R2 1 

R4  é i 4 r cl 

• • 
03  .-C9-4  • 

•--R 6 --•  ei 
1'  44. 11 1 

•  I 
*GROUND ON OTHER SIDE OF BOARD  TO JI 

show the only harmonic visible (secon(1) to be 
55 d l down from the fundamental. 
A fter experimentation, the final circuit for 

the Qlf1) rig is shown in Fig. 3. The overall 
circuit is straightforward and uses readily 

isk go through the top side of 
the board and are soldered to 
remaining etched foil pattern. 

available components with the sole exception 
of the two toroids, Li and L2. If any coil 
types other than the hin)ids are substituted, 
considerable additional shielding vill be re-
quired. 

The heat sink which holds transistor Q3 is fastened by a bolt through the front panel. Note how 
two of Q3's leads go through circuit board to foil pattern while the third is soldered to the top. 

HEATSINK  Q3 
CLIP 
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Ferrite beads are used in the plus 15-volt line to be sure harmonic radiation is kept dowc. The 
beads are slipped over the wires between the feedthru capacitors whici -.re soldered on the board. 

As a convenience to the vuitst ructor a print-
ed circuit foil pattern is shown in Fig. 4. 
Parts arrangement on the PC board may be 
seen in the photographs and in Fig. 4. The 
author suggests that the board be etched from 
double-sided laminate and that one side be left 
completely unetched as a ground plane. The 
ground plane side of the PC board is the 
"parts" side and clearance holes must be 
drilled in the solid copper for those part leads 
not grounded. These clearance holes are only 
in the copper—not the insulation. 

The author used a BNC out-
put connector, though any 
coax connector could be 
substituted. Capacitor C14 
is adjusted by screwdriver 
from the front panel for 
operation on QRP frequency 
most used in your locality. 
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Operation. To tune up the QM' trans-
mitter, the timing capacitors should be set so 
that Cl is about three-quarter turn from max-
imum capacitance, C2 about 11/2 turn from 
maximum, C3 at maximum, and C4 at half 
capacitance. 
A milliammeter should be inserted in the 

+18-volt lead to monitor current flow. The 
full-scale readhe for this meter should be 
300.-plus mA. A dummy load comdsfing of a 
2-watt, 50-ohm carbon resistor should be put 

(Continued on page 101) 
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BY DANIEL MEYER 

ULTI MATE  
DECI MAL  

C OUNTER 
DCU COUNTS UP AND DOWN 

In response to reader requests, here 
is a decimal counting circuit that uses 
medium-scale integration (M51) , counts 
down as well as up, and has storage pro-
visions. Various readout devices may be 
connected and the DCU may be cascaded 
or even preset by a special BCD input 
signal. Cost per decade including board, 
components, and readout is $25.00. 

C ERIOUS electronics experimenters are 
seeking a greater degree of sophistication 

in their measuring instruments. Although 
many test instruments now have digital read-
outs, the lack of flexibility in conventional 
decimal counting units (DCU's) has become 

February, 1971 

apparent. For example, most digital readouts 
only count in the up direction and must be 
recycled if the new number is just one digit 
below the last one. This is inconvenient since 
there are many applications where the count-
ing must be down. Conventional DCU's also 
have the disadvantage that the user sees a 
blur of figures while the device is moving to 
its next indication. Digital readouts have 
more than one application and frequently are 
required to do something other than a modulo-
» count (0 to 9 and then back to 0). This 
means that a different DCU must be built for 
each counter. Sometimes it is even desirable 
to be able to preset a DCU to some digit be-
fore starting operation and then have it start 
to count up or down from the preset value. 
And of course there is always the problem of 
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STORE CARRY BORROW CLEAR 
Up— COUNT ,DOWN COUNTER ICI 74192 
A   BCD‘e  

1 DATA , INPUTS,' D LOAD 

A STORAGE IC2 7475 READOUT DRIVER IC 3 7441 7447 READOUT 
Fig. 1. Counter is essentially the same as any 
other decade counter except in this case, the use 
of an MSI IC (IC1) enables both up and down count-
ing, and provisions for preset and modulo change. 

PARTS 

1C1-74192 synchronous 4-bit up/down 
counter 

IC2-7475 4-bit bistable latch 
IC3-7441 BCD-to-decimal decoder* 
RI-15,000-ohm,'/2-watt resistor* * 
Fl—Readout tube (Burroughs B-5750, Am-
perex ZM-1000, or similar) 

Note—The following are available from South-
west Technical Products Corp., 219 W. 
Rhapsody, San Antonio, TX 78216: etched 

LIST 
and drilled G-10 fiberglass PC board 
( # UCB) at $2.15 postpaid; complete kit of 
parts including PC board (#UCN-1) at 
$25.00 plus postage and insurance for 6 oz. 

*A 7447 BCD-to-seven-segment decoder/driv-
er must be used here if 7-segment readout 
is used. The PC board will have to be 
changed to accommodate different IC. 

**Controls readout tube brightness. May be 
bent een 10,000 and 22,000 ohms, as desired. 

speed—as more and more uses for the DCU 
are found, counting frequencies are steadily 
i reasi ng. 
The Ultimate Counter, with a maximum 

counting speed of 32 MHz, was designed to 
solve all of the above problems. This counter 
has a number of new features (see Fig. 1) 
whirl' are made possible by the use of a new 
it it egrat ed circuit ( the 74192 ) , the first me-
um-sca le integration ( M SI ) device to be 

used  in  an  experimenters'  construction 

project. 
The 74192 IC has up and down inputs, four 

extra data inputs to preset the counter to any 
state, and facilities for clear, carry, and bor-
row functions. The clear input is completely 
independent of the count and forces the out-
puts to a low state when it is activated. Sev-
eral counters can be cascaded by connecting 
the borrow and carry outputs to the up and 
down inputs of the next counter. The four 
data inputs can be used to preset the counter 
to any desired number by feeding the respec-
tive BCD (binary coded decimal) signal into 
these inputs and activating the load line. 
There is no prefix on the integrated circuit 

type number since the device is made by sev-
eral different manufacturers who use their 
own prefixes. 

Storage. This stage does not add anything 
to the performance of the counter, but makes 
it more enjoyable to use. In many instru-
ments, the measuring cycle can be from a 
tenth of a second to several seconds. During 
this time, an annoying blur of digits appears 
on the readout. This effect is removed by stor-
ing the BCD data from the input counter and 
passing it on to the readout on command when 
the counting cycle is finished. In this way, the 
readout remains stationary until the command 
is given and the readout switches to the new 
value. If this feature is not wanted, the out-
puts of the counter IC can be connected di-
rectly to the driver IC, with the storage IC 
omitted. 

Readout Driver. The driver stage is either 
a 7441 IC (for a Nixie® tube readout) or a 
7447 IC (for a 7-segment readout). 

Construction. The foil pattern for the 
Ultimate Counter, using a Nixie tube readout, 
is shown in Fig. 2. Component and jumper 
intitallations are also shown. The foil pattern 
will have to be altered if the 7447 IC is used 
for 7-segment readout. The power supply 
shown in Fig. 3 can be used to supply several 
counter boards. 
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Fig. 2. Actual-size foil 
pattern and component 
installation for Nixie-
tube operation. The foil 
pattern for IC3 will have 
to be revised if a 7-seg-
ment driver is to be used. 

 0-11-11011 " 18°  
6110 
STORE 

OA CLEAR 
BORROW 
L CAR » 
oo DOWN 

Op 
•5 

 low DEC 

el C7. 

«wP* A 
ICI 

117VAC 
60Hz 

01-06.1N5060 
07-09.1N914 

Fig. 3. The power supply can drive a 
number of Nixie readouts. Seven-seg-
ment indicators do not require the 
high voltage coming from Dl and D2 
therefore they, C2, and the high-volt-
age winding of Ti can be eliminated. 

PARTS LIST 
PO WER SUPPLY 

CI-6000-µF, 10-volt electrolytic capacitor 
C2--I2-µF, 250-volt electroyltic capacitor 
DI-D6-1A, 400V PIV silicon rectifier (IN-
5060 or similar) 

D7-D9-1N914 diode 
F1 -1A-fuse 
Q1-2N5128 transistor 
Q2—M.1.3055 transistor (Motorola) 
R1-150-ohm, 'i-watt resistor 
R2-220-ohm.:i-uatt resistor 
R3,R5-100-ohm, '-watt resistor 

L DEC 

VI 

OA 60 

o 07 50 
OS 40 0 

OA 30 
09 20 
•  2IC ) 

B-5750 
BOTTOM VIEW 

R DEC 

DEC 

VIEW 

OB 10 

09 20 

0 00 30 0 

0 07 40 0 
A 

06 50 2 

ZIM-I000 
BOTTOM VIEW 

C2 
12pF 

02 
MJ3055 

 o 

+5V 
 o 

09 

R3 
ioon 

ri0400 

R5 
1000 

GNO 
 o 

60Hz REF 

R4-100-ohm, PC-type trimmer potentiometer 
(IRC X-201 or similar) 

TI—Power transformer: secondaries: 6.3V at 
1,4.300V CT at 25 mA 

Misc.—Heat sink for Q2, spacers, mounting 
hardware, etc. 

Note—The following are available from 
Southwest Technical Products Corp., 219 
IT. Rhapsody, San Antonio, TX 78216: 
etched and drilled PC board # 169-PB at 
$2.45 postpaid; complete kit of parts in-
cluding PC board # 169-C at $11.55 plus 
postage for 4 lb. 
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Fig. 4. To cascade stages, use 
the arrangement shown in A. To 
change modulo count, use B. 
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If a number of counters are cascaded, the 
+5-volt de line to cadi module should be by-
passed with a 0.1-µF capacitor to ground at 
the board. The ground line for each counter 
should be a separate lead going back to the 
common of the power supply. Do not use the 

chassis as a common return. 
When assembling a counter, be sure that 

the high voltage ( +180) for the Nixie tube 
does not short to any other terminal or com-
ponent on the board. 

(Continued on page 98) 

THEORY OF CIRCUIT DESIGN 

The input stage (ICI) is a TTI. medium-
scale integration (MSI) device that forms a 
BCD counter and associated circuits using 55 
equivalent gates. In addition, the IC contains 
four master-slave flip-flops. Synchronous op-
eration is obtained by having all flip-flops 
clocked simultaneously so that the outputs 
change coincidentally when instructed by the 
associated steering logic. This mode of opera-
tion eliminates the output counting spikes 
which are normally associated with asyn-
chronous (ripple-clock) counters. The outputs 
of the four master-slave flip-flops are triggered 
by a low-to-high level transition of either 
count input (up or down). The direction of 
counting is determined by the input that is 
pulsed while the other is held at a high level. 
The circuit is programmable in that the out-

puts may be preset to any state by entering 
the pertinent data at the inputs while the load 
input terminal is low. The output to the next 
IC will then change to agree with the data 
inputs, independently of the count pulses. This 
feature allows the IC to be used as a modulo-
N counter simply by modification of the count. 
When the clear input is provided with a 

higli-li•\,1 signal, all outputs are forced to the 
low lrl. The clear function is independent 
of the count and load inputs. The borrow out-
put produces a pulse equal in width to the 
count down input when the counter under-
flows. Similarly, the carry output produces a 
pulse equal in width to the count up input 
when an overflow exists. Several counters can 
be cascaded by feeding the borrow and carry 
outputs to the count down and count up termi-
nals, respectively, of the following counter. 
The second stage (IC2) is a 4-bit bistable 

latch. Binary coded decimal (BCD) signals on 
its input are transferred to the output when 
the clock input is high (via the strobe line). 
The output follows the input only as long as 
the clock input is high. When the clock goes 
low, the information that was present in IC2 
remains there until the strobe line again goes 
high. 
The third stage (IC3) uses the BCD signal 

from the latch to drive one of 10 transistors 
into saturation. The collector of each transis-
tor is connected to one cathode of the readout 
tube. When a transistor saturates, the current 
through the numeral causes it to glow. 
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DISCRETE COMPONENTS 

YIELD BETTER 

UNDERSTANDING 

E Q UI V ALE NC Y 
IN R TL 

CI RC UITS 
Virtually all RTL (resistor-transis-

tor-logic)  integrated circuits can be 
duplicated from conventional discrete 
components. This enables the builder to 
design and test circuits at the same 
time —well before an IC is selected and 
installed.  Various logic gates,  latch 
circuits, and half-adders are discussed 
in this part of the article. 

THE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT has been with us for barely a deende and in use in 
hobbyist and experimenter circles for roughly 
half t. hat time. Yet, the IC has had a profound 
effect on every area of electrollit.s, tanking 
possible the present sophistication of modern 
digital equipment. 
The digital computer, for example, is often 

viewed erroneously as a comi)lex device of 
gigantic proportions. But you have only to 
consider how much more complex and larger 

in size it would have to be if it were assembled 
entirely with dise 1(4e components. Without 
the IC, a digital computer could easily occupy 
the volume of a suai Il 11e. 
What is true of the digital computer is also 

true of an digital logic devices, including 
communication, telemetry, and instrumenta-
tion systems, as well as the digital test equip-
ment many home enthusiasts use on their 
workbenches. Without integrated circuits to 
simplify and miniaturize electronic devices, 
our space program would still be where it was 
ten years ago, information processing would 
be slow and tedious, and it is more than likely 
that digital test equipment would never have 
evolved. 
The hobbyist/experimenter, however, does 

not need a shelf full of various digital IC's to 
simulate IC operation. The experimenter can 
take the far nmre practical approach—just as 
do IC design engineers—of breadboarding eir-

PART 1 OF A 2-PART STORY BY FRANK H. TOOKER 
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cuits from discrete elements: transistors, re-
sistors, capacitors, diodes, etc. 
The purpose of this article is to provide 

information needed to breadboard IC logic 
element equivalents, or near equivalents. 
"Equivalent"—as used here—refers to the 
function and not the configuration of the IC 
and discrete circuits. 
In this first of a two-part story on resistor-

transistor logic (RTL), attention is focused 
on logic gates. (The glossary explains the dis-
tinction between the three fundamental types 
of digital logic systems—RTL, DTL, and TTL 
—and provides definitions for the various 
technical terms used in this article.) Instal-
ment number two will deal with the more so-
phisticated toggled logic circuits, including 
the JK flip-flop. 

Virtually every RTL element consists of 
some form of logic gate which operates in 
much the saine manner as a common relay. 
The gate requires an input activating force 
and a two-state (on/off, high/low, or logic 
1/logic 0) output. Only two output states are 
necessary for digital circuits to communicate 
in their two-digit, or binary arithmetic, lan-
guage. Consequently, the basic elements of 
digital systems are quite simple. 
Compared to the 0-to-9 decimal system of 

arithmetic, however, binary arithmetic re-
quires a tedious number of operations to per-
form the same function and process the same 
information. The extra operations, of course, 
require extra logic elements which, in turn, 
give all digital equipment the appearance of 
being complex. 
The actual simplicity of a digital logic ele-

ment can be seen in the two-input IC logic 
gate shown in Fig. 1. If only one stage of this 
circuit is wnsidered, it is the configuration of 
an inverter, or one-input gate, in an integrated 
circuit. This gate could not be simpler, con-
sisting of a single transistor and its associated 

90/2 

meor 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 1. N-input integrated circuit gate. 

base resistor. A hex-inverter IC would contain 
6 such inverters, all connected to the power 
source through a common 640-ohm collector 
load resistor. (Note: Integrated circuit de-
signers have chosen 450 ohms and 640 ohms 
for the base and collector load resistors, re-
spectively. These values give the circuit opti-
mum fan-in and fan-out. The 450- and 640-
ohm values used inside IC's are not commonly 
available in discrete component form; when 
you breadboard your elements, you would use 
470- and 680-ohm resistors. These will work 
adequately.) 
The transistors in all RTL integrated cir-

cuits are silicon npn types with characteristics 
similar to discrete computer-type switching 
transistors. All RTL IC's operate from a pow-
er source of 3.6 volts within a maximum toler-
ance of ten percent. 
When breadboarding any RTL element, 

keep in mind that a computer-type transistor 
need not have a linear transfer characteristic 
since it is never operated in a linear fashion. 
It is either completely eut off or fully saturat-
ed. However, it must have certain other 
characteristics: excellent high-frequency re-
sponse; comparatively high saturation ourrent 
gain; and 0.2 volt or less collector-to-emitter 
saturation potential. The latter is important 
because when the output of one gate is con-
nected directly to the input of another gate, 
the output potential of the first transistor, 
when saturated, is sufficiently near ground 
potential to insure that the second transistor 
is fully cut off. 
A one-input gate is most commonly referred 

to as an inverter because its output is 180° 
out of pitase with its input. In terms of posi-
tive computer logic, when the input is at a 
logic 1, the output is at a logic 0, and vice 
versa (logic 1 is the complement of logic 0). 
In terms of negative computer logic, the O's 
and l's change places for the on or off state 
of a given transistor. 
It is simpler to follow positive computer 

logic where a logic 0 is equal to ground or 
near ground potential because the logic desig-
nation coincides with the signal level. As far 
as logic is concerned, however, it makes no 
difference whether logic 0 is represented by a 
near-ground potential or by some potential 
significantly removed from ground. If you 
think of a logic 0 as represented by a cut off 
transistor, and a logic 1 as represented by a 
saturated transistor, then negative logic can 
be followed as easily as can positive logic. 
The sche,matic diagram of Fig. 1 shows how 

simple it is to provide additional inputs to the 
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Fig. 2. N-input discrete-component logic gate. 

logic gate. The collector load resistor rentains 
the same for melt additional input st ;pre. 
Theoretically, at least, l( ilesigners could go 
on adding inputs in this fashion until the 
total accumulated leakage current became ex-
cessive. In easily available. IC's, four inputs— 
in a quad arrangement—are the most you can 
....mt. Within reasonable limits, adding inputs 
has no significant effect on the fan-in and fan-
ont factors of a gate. 

There is nothing mysterious about re-
sistors and transistors on an IC chip. They 
function the same as their discrete counter-
parts. So, you can easily assemble an inverter, 
a two-input gate, an a-input gate, etc., using 
discrete components alone. (The circuits pre-
sented from here on are designed to operate 
at speeds up to 100,000 IIz, sufficient for ex-
perimental purposes. Digital equipment used 
in science and industry, of course, becomes 
practical only because it can operate at speeds 
in the MHz range.) 
Fi,-,ure 2 shows how you can breadboard 

logic gates with discrete components. Readily 
available resistor values are somewhat greater 
tlUit t hose conventionally used in integrated 
circuits, but they are close enough for the 
most part—especially if you do not attempt to 
work your discrete-component setups close to 
maximum fan-out. But when working with 
critical circuits, you shouldn't load your cir-
cuits too heavily in ai»'  ease. 
Almost any high-speed, computer-type sili-

con npn switching transistor can be used in 
your circuit setups. .\ good example of such a 
transistor is the '2N2-175 and IIEP56. If you 
are in an area where surplus parts stores are 
located, you might be able to pick up quite an 
assortment of silicon switching transistors at 
ba rga ill prices. 
In the absence of computer-grade transis-

tors, you might try using any high-frequency 
silicon lipti transistors you have around. But 

remember to run the input up to where the 
transistor is well into saturation, and check 
the collector-to-emitter potential with a meter. 
If the reading obtained is 0.2 volt or less, 
chances are you ran use the transistor in digi-
tal logic-gate service. 
Being able to expand a gate is particularly 

useful when circuits are being assembled on 
your workbench. The circuit in Fig. 3A is an 
expander, resembling an inverter or one-input 
gate with the exception that it has no collec-
tor load resistor. Figure 3B shows how an 
expander can be added to an IC inverter ele-
ment to make a two-input logic gate. Simply 
connect the cidlectie (output) of the expander 
circuit to the output of the inverter. The in-
put to the inverter now becomes input 1 and 
the input to the expander becomes input 2. 
Note that the circuit is fundamentally identi-
cal to that in Fig. 1. In a similar manner, you 
can add an expander to a two-input gate to 
create a three-input gate, and so on. 
Now, suppose you have a two-input-gate 

IC, you need a three-input gate, and you have 
no suitable transistor on hand to breadboard 
the expander. You can expand the two-input 
gate to a three-input gate by using a couple 
of germanium diodes as shown in Fig. 4A. 
The diodes can be 1X191 or 1IEP134 types— 
or any diode with similar characteristics. 
The purpose of the diodes is to keep a logic 

signal at input 1 from entering input 2 and 
vice versa. Yet each diode allows the signal at 
its respective input to enter the IC left-gate 
input. (Note: Discrete and IC configurations 
can be ident itied by whether or not a circle 
encloses the transistors. Discrete transistors 
are enclosed in circles, while IC transistors 
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Fig. 3. Simple expander (A) adds inputs to gate (B). 
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are not.) If you need a four-input gate, you 
can add a similar pair of diodes in the same 
manner to the input resistor on the second 
transistor. 
There can be a 0.3-0.4-volt forward voltage 

drop across each diode, so it is not advisable 
to use diode expansion as part of the load in 
a maximum fan-out configuration. The tran-
sistor expander in Fig. 3A is not subject to 
this limitation. 
On the other hand, if you are breadboard-

ing a two-input gate using a pair of germani-
um diodes and a single transistor, as shown in 
Fig. 4B, you can often get around the voltage-
drop limitation by using a germanium npn 
transistor (HEP641 or similar) in the setup. 
However, there are significant factors that 
must be taken into consideration here. First, 
germanium transistors can be operated in no 
more than a moderate temperature environ-
ment since they perform poorly or not at all 
at elevated temperatures. (The same, of 
course, applies to germanium diodes.) Sec-
ond, the lower the required logic level, the 
lower the noise immunity of the circuit. 
For those setups where noise pulses or 

spurious signals are a particular problem, 
the circuit in Fig. 4C can be of considerable 
value. This circuit gates with an input logic 
level of 3 volts but is unresponsive to input 
signals of 1.5 volts or less. Additionally, its 
fan-in is only about ten percent that of a gate 
with a conventional input. 
From now on, logic symbols will be used in 

many of the schematic diagrams in this ar-
ticle. The logic symbols, with their equivalent 
electronic circuits, are given in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 4. Germanium diodes are often used to 
add inputs to existing gates (A) and (B). 
Typical noise immunity circuit (C) is below. 

68012 68012 

A positive-logic NOR gate is a nega-
tive-high. NAND gate. From the point of 
view of positive logic, the gates described 
thus far are all NOR gates in which a logic 1 
input to either input 1 or input 2 (or both) 
produces a logic 0 output. 
The circuit in Fig. 6A is a conventional 

positive-logic two-input AND gate wherein 
both inputs must be supplied with a logic 1 
signal to generate a logic 1 signal at the out-
put. This setup requires two inverters and a 
two-input gate to bring the input and output 
signals into phase with each other. The small 
circles at the apices of the logic symbols in-
dicate inversion, or a 180° phase displace-
ment, between the input and output signals. 
Hence, two gates or inverters are needed to 
make the output and input signals of the 
same phase. 
If you have only three inverters and no 

two-input gate available, you can breadboard 
a positive-logic AND gate with the aid of a 
pair of germanium diodes as shown in Fig. 
6B. An AND gate, assembled with discrete 
components is given in Fig. GC. 
An AND gate requires two inversions so 

that logic 1 inputs provide a logic 1 output. 
Without the second inversion, we would have 
a NAND gate. In the NAND circuit, logic 1 
inputs provide a logic 0 output. Given in Fig. 
6D and in Fig. 6E are the logic diagram and 
discrete component schematic diagram for 
NAND gates. 
In comparing the AND and NAND gates, 

note that a double inversion is equal to no in-
version at all. 
In the preceding logic-gate circuits, output 
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GLOSSARY OF DIGITAL LOGIC TERMS 

ADDER: Switching circuit that combines bi-
nary information to generate the SUM and 
CARRY of this information. 

AND: This Boolean logic expression is used 
to identify the logic operation where, given 
two or more variables, all must be logic 1 
for the result to be a logic 1. 

OIL (Diode-Transistor Logic): Logic is per-
formed by diodes with transistors used 
only as inverting amplifiers. 

EXCLUSIVE OR: A logic function whose output 
is 1 if either of the two input variables is 
1 but whose output is 0 if both inputs 
are 1 or 0. 

FAN-IN: A figure denoting the input power 
required to drive a logic element satisfac-
torily. 

FAN-OUT: A figure denoting the power output 
of a logic element with respect to logic 
element inputs. 

AND GATE: All inputs must have 1-level sig-
nals at the input to produce a 1-level output. 

NAND GATE: All inputs must have 1-level sig-
nals at the input to produce a 0-level output. 

NOR GATE: Any one input or more than one 
input having a 1-level signal will produce a 

0-level output. 
OR GATE: Any one input or more than one in-
put having a 1-level input will produce a 
1-level output. 

HALF ADDER: A switching circuit which com-
bines binary information to generate the 
SUM and CARRY. It can accept only the 
two binary bits to be added. 

INVERTER: A circuit whose output is always 
180° out of phase with its input. (Also 
called a NOT circuit.) 

NEGATIVE LOGIC: Logic in which the more 
negative voltage represents the 1-state; the 
less negative voltage represents the 0-state. 

NOISE IMMUNITY: A measure of the sensitivity 
of a logic circuit to triggering or reaction 
to spurious or undesirable electrical signals 
or noise, largely determined by the signal 
swing of the logic. 

RTL (Resistor-Transistor Logic): Logic is per-
formed by resistors. Transistors are used 
to produce an inverted output. 

TTL, T2L (Transistor-Transistor Logic): A logic 
system evolved from Diode-Transistor Logic 
in which the diode cluster is replaced by 
a multiple-emitter transistor. 

iri enz 
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Fig. 5. Logic symbols (at left of each circuit) are generally used in logic flow diagrams. 
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The best way to get electronics into your head 
No book ever written can give you the 

"feel" of electronics. 
This is why every NTS course in Elec-

tronics includes the most mourn, profes-
sional training equipment in kit form. 

Putting equipment together, kit by kit, 
can teach you more about electronics than 
a whole library of bone-dry theol. 

Each kit contains illustrated instruc-
ting: s. 

You look at the pictures, then you apply 
what you see as you assemble or service 
you- equipment. 

What could be simpler? Or more fun? 
You'll enjoy every profitable mimite. 

Here's just some of the equipment you 
get to build and what you will learn. 

Color TV 
295 sq. in. picture. 

NTS COLOR AND B&W TV  NTS COMPUTER 
SERVICING  ELECTRONICS 

You receive a big screen color TV 
with many unique features, including 
self-servicing equipment so you can 
make all normal test operations. You 
also get an AM-SW radio, solid-state 
radio, field-effect transistor, Volt-
Ohmmeter and electronic tube 
tester. You learn about electronic 
principles, trouble-shooting, hi-fi, 
multiplex systems, stereo and color 
TV servicing. 

Solid-
state 
B&W TV 
74 sq. in. 
picture 
(cabinet 
included) 

IL_ 

The B&W TV receiver features the 
latest in solid-state circuitry, making 
your TV training the most modem, 
most advanced available. 

One of the 10 important kits included 
is this remarkable Corrpu-Trainer 
— an NTS exclusive. It's a fully oper-
ational computer logic trainer — 
loaded with integrated circuits. It in-
troduces you quickly to the how, 
what, when, and why of computers. 
This unit is capable of 50,000 opera-
tions per 
second. 

Exclusive 
Compu-Trainer 

NTS ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Two exciting courses in the big-pay-
ing fields of transmitting and receiv-
ing equipment. Either one qualities 
you for your FCC F rut Class Radio-
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is to have the actual equipment in your hands. 
Telephone License. NTS assures you 
will pass this FCC exam within 6 
rrronths after successfully complet-
ing your course — or your tuition is 
refunded. You receive 14 kits to build 
an amateur phone 6 meter VHF tran-
ceiver plus NTS' exclusive 6 transis-
tor solid-state radio and a fully 
transistorized volt-ohmmeter. 

5 watt AM 
transmitter/ 
receiver. 

AmamiNIL 

NTS AUTOMATION/ INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
Let NTS pul you into the age of elec-
tronic controls. Systems automation 
is rapidly becoming the emphasis of 
modern incustry. NTS training in-
cludes equipment like a 5" . wide 
band oscilloscope. You also get the 
new, exclusive NTS Electro-Lab — a 
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complete workshop 
that lets you build 
five industrial 
controls to regulate 
motor speed, 
temperatures, 
pressure, liquid 
level, smoke, and 
much more. 

5" Oscilloscope 

Mail card today for free, full-color cata-
log that details what each training program 
offers. (Or if card is missing, send cou-
pon.) No obligation. No salesman will call. 
Remember, the best way to get electron-

ics into your head is to have the actual 
equipment in your hands. The sooner you 
mail the card, the sooner you'll get your 
hands on the finest, most advanced elec-
tronics home training ever offered. 

CLASSROOM TRAINING 
AT LOS ANGELES You can take class-
room training at Los Angeles in sunny Cali-
fornia. NTS occupies a city block with over 
a million dollars in facilities devoted ex-
clusively to technical training. Check box 
in coupon. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 
Accredited Member, National Association of Trade 
and Technical Schools; National Home Study CounCiL 

NATIONAL  SCHOOLS 
WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1105 

4000 S Ftqueroa Si Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 

rit card Is enIts.ng check 
coupon and null for free 
color catalog and Sample 
lesson. Now. 
Please rush Free Color 
Catalog and Sample 
Lesson, plus informa-
tion on course checked 
below. No obligation. 
No salesman will call. 

National Technical Schools 
4000 S. Figueroa St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 

Master Course in Color TV Servicing 
Color Tv Servicing 
Master Course in TV & Radio Servicing 
Practical TV & Radio Servicing 
Master Course in Electronic Comm. 
FCC License Course 
Master Course in Electronics Tech. 
Industrial and Automation Electronics 
Computer Electronics 
Basic Electronics  Dept. 205-021 

Name  Ago 

Address 

City  State Zip 
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Fig. 6. Diode pair can be used to make AND gate in 
(A) from three inverters as in (B). Discrete-com. 
ponent diagram for ((B) is shown in (C); (D) and (E) 
are logic and schematic diagrams for NAND gate. 
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(A) 

(B) 

OUTPUT 

logic directly follows input logic. In the sim-
ple two-input gate, for example, a logic 1 at 
either of the two inputs produces a logic 0 
output. Removal of the logic 1 input by send-
ing the input to logic 0 produces a logic 1 out-
put. 
There are, however, applications where it 

is desirable to turn on one gate by applying a 
signal to one input and turn off the gate by 
applying a signal to the other input. Once 
such a circuit is energized, it will remain 
turned on even after the excitation signal is 
removed. It will also be unresponsive to suc-
ceeding turn-on signals. Similarly, once it is 
turned off, it will remain off and be unre-
sponsive to subsequent turn-off signals. Such 
a device can be thought of as a l̀atch" and is 
known as an RS (for reset-set) flip-flop. 
The fundamental eireuit of a latch eau be 

represented by a pair of inverters, with the 
output of one inverter connected directly to 
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the input of the other as shown in Fig. 7A. 
Because inversion occurs in each inverter, it 
is obvious that when one side of the circuit is 
on. the other must be cut off. It is equally ob-
vious that the on side must remain on and the 
off side remain off unless something is done to 
make the system change states. No provision 
is made to effect any such control in the sim-
ple ci rend shown. 

A more Prartieoi Intel' or RS ilip-flop is 
shown in Fig.  Here a pair of two-input 
logic gates is used. flue input of each is used 
for the feedback, and the other is used for 
control. A logic I signal applied to input 1 
sends output 1 to logic 0 and output 2 to logic 
I. The circuit then remains in this state—held 
there by its own feedback and disregarding 
any further application or removal of turn-on 
signals—until a logic 1 signal is applied to in-
put 2. at which time the output logic reverses 
itself. 
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LID 
Fig. 7. Two inverters are employed in fundamen-
tal latch circuit (A). More practical latch is RS 
flip•flop illustrated in diagrams in (B) and (C). 

Only a brief ptil,e at the proper input 
terminal is needed to trigger and latch the 
circuit in either state. The waveform of the 
control pulse is not especially critical. In 
fact, an RS flip-flop is often used to "shape" 
a logic pulse by converting it to a square 
wave with very steep sides. 
If a logic 1 signal is applied to both latchi 

inputs simultaneously, both outputs will go to 
logic 0. The final state of the latch will then 
depend on which of the two inputs is the last 
to be removed. Ordinarily, a latch is not oper-
ated in this mode; but if a particular setup 
calls for such operation, there is no reason 
why it cannot be employed. 
The circuit in Fig. 7B is given in discrete-

component form in Fig. 7C. Depending on 
what components you have available, you can 
breadboard a latch in several different ways. 
It can consist of a dual two-input gate IC, a 
pair of inverters in an IC (plus a couple of 
expanders), or four individual transistors if 
necessary. 
If 3'c:en need a latch circuit and have only a 

single pair of computer-type silicon npn tran-
sistors, or a couple of spare inverters in a hex-
inverter IC, you can assemble the fundamental 
latch circuit in Fig. 7B and gate or trigger it 
from one state to the other with germanium 
diodes. The circuit in Fig. 8A illustrates how 
this can be done. It is possible to do this for 
the same reason that it is possible to use a 
pair of diodes for gate expansion, in which 
the two diodes on each side of the setup oper-
ate as positive-logic OR gates. 
In the circuit of Fig. 7B, turn-on of a tran-
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sistor is accomplished by pulling its collector 
down to near ground potential. It then turns 
on as a result of cross-coupling. In the circuit 
of Fig. 8A, the same result is obtained by 
driving the base positive with a logic 1 input. 
Minimum input logic level is about 50 percent 
higher than that required by the circuit in 
Fig. 7B, however. 

A power-gated or buffered-input latch 
circuit is shown in Fig. 8B. A virtue of this 
circuit is that, with light loading, it will trig-
ger reliably from one state to the other with 
an input current as low as a few microam-
peres. For a minimum-load setup, input re-
sistors It can have a value as high as 500,000 
ohms. It is important to note, however, that 
input logic level must be about 3 volts. Input 
current is exchanged-for input voltage in this 
setup. Tho "high-step" input can help to im-
prove noise immunity. 
You can assemble a power-gated latch using 

a pair of inverters in a hex-inverter integrated 
circuit, or you can breadboard the whole cir-
cuit with four transistors as shown in the 
schematic diagram. You should use this cir-
cuit whenever you have a sufficient input-logic 
voltage level but inadequate input-logic cur-
rent to operate a more common latch. Do not 
attempt to get around the higher input logic 
level requirement by using a germanium tran-
sistor for triggering. Leakage current through 
a germanium transistor is too great for this 
application. 
The fan-in of the circuit if Fig. 8B is so 

low that, when used in the majority of digital 
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Fig.  8. Practical  latch  using inverters is 
illustrated in diagram (A); discrete-compo-
nent circuit for power-gated, or buffered-in-
put, latch is shown in schematic diagram (8). 
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logic layouts, it can be considered as practi-
cally an open circuit. It is especially useful as 
an exceptionally low-power input start/stop 
switch in counter and time-lapse applications. 
An element which can supply the OR logic 

function and the AND logic function of two 
inputs simultaneously is of considerable value 
in digital circuitry. For one thing, with only 
slight modification, it forms the foundation 
for an EXCLUSIVE OR, or HALF-ADD-
ER, element. 
In the simultaneous AND/OR gate of Fig. 

9, five diodes and four one-input gates per-
form all of the required logic functions. At 
the output of the two input inverters, one 
pair of the diodes provides the AND function, 

INPUT 2 

#3.6V 

 oourpe2 
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(5) 
while the other pair, together with the 1500-
ohm resistor, provides the OR function. A 
logic 1 is obtained at the OR output when a 
logic 1 is applied to input 1, input 2, or both 
inputs simultaneously. A logic 1 is obtained at 
the AND output only when a logic 1 is ap-
plied to both inputs simultaneously. 
A state table for the circuit is also provided 

in Fig. 9. This state table lists all possible in-
puts to a digital logic element or device and 
the outputs which result from these inputs. 

A half-adder or EXCLUSIVE OR Logic 
circuit is shown in Fig. 10. The circuit is ob-

INPUT 1  INPUT 2  OR OUTPUT  AND OUTPUT 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
1 
1 
1 

o 
o 
o 

OR CiurpvT 

ANP 007-Prir 

Fig. 9. Simultaneous AND/OR 
gate at left employs diodes and 
simple inverters. All possible 
inputs and their outputs are 
listed in truth table (above). 
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Fig. 10. Simple addition of diode 
D and resistor R to the simultaneous 
AND/OR gate yields the EXCLUSIVE 
OR circuit that is shown at right. 
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INPUT 1  INPUT 2 SUM 
OUTPUT 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 

tained by adding resistor 1 and diode 1) to 
the OR circuit of Fig. 9. (In some cases the 
diode may be omitted.) 
In the circuit in Fig. 10, the EXCLUSIVE 

OR output is the SUM output, and the AND 
output is the CARRY. As shown by the state 
table in Fig. 10, the circuit provides a logic 1 
at the SUM output when a logic 1 is supplied 
to either—but not both simultaneously—input. 
When a logic 1 is supplied to input 1 and in-
put 2 simultaneously, the output is a logic 0, 
as it is when both inputs are logic 0. The out-
puts of the circuit demonstrate the fact that 
a logic 1 added to a logic 0, or vice versa, pro-
duces a sum of 1 and a carry of 0. A logic 1 
added to a logic 1 produces a sum of 0 and a 
carry of 1. 
A half-adder is required to sum only two 

logic inputs, whereas a full-adder must sum 
two inputs and a carry, for a total of three 
logic inputs. (A full-adder consists of two 
half-adders, plus some additional circuitry. 
Details of this circuit would simply digress 
from the subject of this article. Also, a full-
adder would be impractical to breadboard in 
any event.) 

4-3.6V 
/A.P117 I MO— 

Fig.  11.  Half -adder/sub-
tracter  has  DIFFERENCE 
and BORROW outputs in 
addition to the SUM and 
CARRY of EXCLUSIVE OR. 

»Pte.2  (B)D-
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Now, if we label input 1 with an A mid in-
put 2 with a B, then in a half-adder/sub-
tracter in which B is subtracted from A, the 
following happens: First, the SUM output is 
identical with the DIFFERENCE output, 
such that the SUM or DIFFERENCE out-
put supplies the EXCLUSIVE A OR B fune-
tion. Next, the CARRY output supplies the 
A AND B function. And, finally, the BOR-
RO W output supplies the B AND A-COM-
PLEMENT function. 
The circuit of a half-adder/subtracter, 

which can be readily breadboarded, is given in 
Fig. 11. It consists of five diodes, four in-
verters, and a dual two-input gate (or the 
equivalent in discrete form). This particular 
setup also supplies the complement of the 
SUM or DIFFERENCE output. 

As you can see from the preceding, there 
is little need—or reason—for you to make a 
large financial investment in digital IC's if 
you want to experiment with and design logic 
elements and systems. Discrete components, 
and maybe a few commonly • used gate IC's, 
will suffice for your breadboarding arrange-
ments. You can select your IC's from the 
knowledge you gain through experimenting 
with discrete component elements. This is 
really the best and safest route to go when 
experimenting with integrated circuit digital 
logic techniques. 

11< 

  SUM OR 
0 
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SUM OR 
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Build a 
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE 

999,999 Resistance Values 
to Jleasure or Substitute 
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A PC board, mounted directly on meter terminals, is used to hold two bridge 
circuit resistors as well as provide connection points for circuit wiring. 

Here is a versatile project that will 
serve the experimenter or technician 
in two ways: It can be used as a test 
instrument to measure any resistance 
value from 1 ohm to 1 megohm; and it 
can provide substitute resistors over 
the same ohmic range to be plugged 
into any circuit. 

MCRPHY's "Law of Resistors" states that 
you never have the value of resistor 

needed to test a particular circuit and that, 
when measuring a resistance value (using a 
VOM), the needle invariably goes to the 
crowded, difficult-to-read, end of the scale. 
If you have these problems, you will want 

to build the combination Wheatstone bridge/ 
resistance substitution box described here. 
At the flip of a switch, you can get resistance 
substitution values from 1 to 999,999 ohms 

quite a few parts. As the schematic in Fig. 
1 shows, this bridge/resistance box has only 
four resistors and four spdt switches in each 
decade. Not only does this represent a mone-
tary saving, it also means that éonstruction 
is simplified. 
Note that the resistors in each decade are 

in a 1-2-3-3 arrangement. Thus in the 
first decade, you can obtain any value from 
0 through nine by switching in the required 
values and shorting the others out. The same 
is true of all the other decades. Since the 
decades are in series, values from 0 to 999,-
999 ohms are obtainable. 
The Wheatstone bridge, whose simplified 

schematic is shown in Fig. 2A, is an elec-
tronic balance circuit. If RA, RR, and Ré are 
known, then Rx must have a resistance such 
that there is no voltage difference between 
points A and B in order to get a null indica-

SUBSTITUTION BOX 
in one-ohm steps or you can measure pre-
cisely the value of an unknown resistor with-
in the same range. 
Conventional resistance substitution boxes 

have nine resistors and a 10-position switch 
for each decade. For six decades, a total of 
54 resistors and six switches is required— 
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tion on the meter. When Rx is either higher 
or lower than the required balancing value, 
the meter will deflect to one side or the other 
by an amount proportional to the difference. 
If R8 and Re are made equal and RA is ad-
justable, the value of an unknown resistance 
at Rx can be determined by adjusting RA 
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until the meter reads zero and reading the 
resistance of RA. 
As shown in Fig. 2B, potentiometer 1127 

controls the voltage applied to the bridge and 
provides a means of increasing or deereasing 
the sensitivity of the meter. The direction of 
meter movement is determined by the respec-
tive polarities of the meter and the battery. 
When the instrument is complete, attach a 

km)wn resistance to terminals J1 and J2 and 
determine the direction of deflection caused 
by too much or too little resistance. It is 
customary to make the left side of zero "too 
little" (or "under") and the right side "too 
nmeh" (or "over"). Mark the meter to in-
dicate which side is which. The scale itself 
does not actually have to be marked except 
for an indication at zero. 
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Any size zero center micioammeter may be used and 
the meter scale may be left ''as is", Cr marked as 
"over" and "under" on tie right and left sides, re-
spectively. The meter scale divisions are not used. 

Constructior. The prototypi:i was as-
semblcd in It larze plastic case as shown in 
the photos. With the 24 switches mounted 
on the front patie,  precision resistors 
are connected ilitectly to the switch terminals. 
In the prouitypc. till sensitivit.t• rontrol 
and the Itridge pima. switch S.:0 mere mount-
ed on the top of the calenet with all other 
controls on the froLt. The battery is clip-

(Cmitiiiued oil page 99) 

(A) 

B) 

J2 

Rx 

RI-R24 JI 

MI 

R26  125 

BI 

11 

S26 

R27 

Fig. 2. The classical Wheatstone bridge is il-
lustrated at A, while B shows how it is cre-
ated  in the  bridge-substitution  box  project. 

The bulk of the work is 
in cutting the holes to 
mount the 24 switches in 
the selector circuit.  Be 
careful when drilling plas-
tic as  it shatters very 
easily.  If there  is any 
doubt, use a metal cover 
for the plastic container. 
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BY L. GEORGE LAWRENCE 

This is an experi mental arrangement 

developed by the author to test certain 
theories relative to sti mulating plant 
growth in a very high voltage electro-

static field. Details on the equipment 
built for the experi ment are detailed 

and some of the background on the 

"why" of electro-culture is discussed. 

HANGING your pet geranium upside down in the cellar all winter isn't necessarily 
all it takes to grow a beautiful plant next 
spring. Of course, amateur horticulturists—as 
well as professionals—have any number of 
theories about how you can automatically 
have a green thumb; but several historical and 
many more recent experiments have shown 
that successful gardening isn't just a matter 
of fertilizing, watering, and tender loving 
care. 

Stimulaerg 
plaid growth 
without fertilizers 

Indeed, only a handful of people realize the 
role that natural electricity plays in the de-
velopment of plant life. Yet, in 1902, physics 
professor S. Lemstroem, after a trip to the 
northern polar regions, decided that the rapid 
growth of vegetation during the short arctic 
summer was due to the unique electrical con-
ditions of the atmosphere in those latitudes. 
Back in his laboratory, Professor Lemstroem 
reproduced the assumed arctic conditions by 
increasing the atmospheric current (which 
normally flows from the air to the plant) by 
placing a wire with a high static charge on it 
(generated by a Wimshurst machine) over a 
plant. An increase in plant yield was noticed. 
Study of electro-culture (as the science is 

called) began with basic experiments by a 
Dr. Mambray in England in 1746. Later, in 
1879, a French scientist, L. Grandeau, saw 
dramatic possibilities in the field which he de-
scribed in a paper "Influence de l'Electricite 
Atmospherique sur la Nutrition des Vege-
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taux." But the real break came in 1902 with 
the Lemstroem experiments. 
In more recent times, other experimenters 

extended the work to treatment. of viable 
seeds using radio-frequency and ultrasonic 
methods. The r-f techniques involved fre-
quencies above 30 MHz applied for a few sec-
owls to seed bags placed into r-f tank circuits. 
Ultrasonic schemes involved the brief dipping 
of bags into baths agitated at frequencies up 
to 1 MHz. Plants grown from seeds treated in 
t his way had yield profiles ranging from fair 
to excellent. 

Fertilizers Spoil Picture. It was the in-
vention and use of cheap chemical fertilizers 
that effectively suppressed electro-cultural en-
gineering. Today, however, we are in the posi-
tion where nitrate pollution by these very 
fertilizers threatens not only our water supply 
but the entire ecological panorama as well. 
Thus it would appear that the revival of 
electro-culture is not only desirable but immi-
nently necessary. 
Experimenting with electro-culture is hard-

ly the same as building a stereo amplifier or a 
digital voltmeter. For one thing, high, static 
voltages are involved and a good degree of pro-
fessionalism is required to obtain good results. 
(Keep in mind that we are concerned with 
living plants, which have their own peculiari-
ties and may not always respond as expected 
—only large-scale trends are important.) 
Typical electro-culture systems frequently 

operate unattended for long periods of time 
in an open-air environment. This requires 
heavy-duty construction in both the electrical 
and mechanical aspects of the equipment. 

l i INSULATOR 

/737 EARTH GROUND 

February, 1971 

MORE INFORMATION? 
See: 
"Electronics  and  the Living  Plant," 

L. G. Lawrence, Electronics World, Octo-
ber 1969. 
Plant Physiology, E. C. Miller, McGraw-

Hill Book Co., New York, 1938. 

However, expenditures can be kept low by 
using surplus-type materials. In the case of 
an experimental electro-culture system using 
high-voltage discharge, the cost of a typical 
exciter unit can be below $35.00. 

Basic System. A schematic of a Lem-
stroem type of electro-culture system is shown 
in Fig. 1. Here, the positive terminal of the 
high-voltage power supply is connected to the 
overhead wire, with current return through a 
ground path. Potentials are as high as 20,000 
volts—up to 60,000 volts for short periods of 
time. While natural atmospheric currents 
range between 10' and 10' s amperes, the 
excitation' provided by the high-voltage wire 
provides currents around A ' or 10-" A, as 
measured by a sensitive electrometer. In open-
air experimental fields, the height of the over-
head discharge wires with respect to ground 
may be from 3 to 10 feet. The height above 
ground naturally affects the amount of at-
mospheric current. Remember that the high 
voltage essentially serves as a "current car-
rier"—appropriate current values cannot be 
generated under other than high-tension con-
ditions. 

Fig. 1. This is system originally used by Dr. Lemstroem who 
got the idea from rapid growth of vegetation during the short 
arctic spring and summer. He believed that the natural high at-
mospheric current was responsible for extremely rapid growth. 
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High-voltage electro-culture systems may 
take the form shown in Fig. 2. The apparatus 
was designed to investigate the susceptibility 
of many different plants to stimulation. The 
equipment generates ozone (03) and must be 
used in well-ventilated areas only. 

Fig. 2. Provision must be made to prevent animals, 
children, or strangers from touching the high-volt-
age lead. A simple wooden barrier is sufficient. 

An electrical schematic of this system is 
shown in Fig. 3. Transformer Ti has an out-
put of 3000 volts rms. After rectification, the 
effective de is approximately 4200 volts. A 
dropping resistor may be necessary on the 
filament winding to obtain the correct voltage 
for the rectifier. If leakage current in the re-
verse mode can be tolerated, a high-voltage 
rectifier diode may be used instead of the tube 
and filament winding. 
The 3000 volts dc generated is highly dan-

gerous to touch. 
Resistor R.1 (made up of several resistors in 

series) serves as a current limiter and can be 
anywhere from 5 to 20 megohms, the latter 
value limiting the current to 210 µA in the 
event of an accidental short circuit. Resistor 
R.1 may be in series with either the positive or 
negative output terminal. 
Resistor 112 is connected to two pieces of 

high-voltage cable with the connections and 
resistor thoroughly wrapped with high-volt-
age insulation so that the resistor is actually 
imbedded in the cable. Put insulated alligator 
clips on each end of the cable. This resistor 
forms a safety discharge shunt and must be 

FI 
IA 

117 VAC 

Fig. 3. A high-voltage diode 
may be used in place of VI. 
The filament winding of Ti 
and R3 can then be omitted. 

TI 

*GEE TEXT 

PARTS LIST 
CI-0.25-µF, 7500-Itilt eajuiritor 
Fl-1-ampere fuse with holder 
RI-5-to-20-megohm resistor (see text, 
-watt each) 

R2-100,000-ohm, 2-watt resistor 
R3—See text 
SI—Spst slide or toggle switch 
Ti—Oscilloscope transformer; secondaries: 

RI 
ALTERNATE 
CONNECTION 

+ DISCHARGE 
ELEMENT 

3000 volts and 6.3 volts 
VI—Hall-wave, high-voltage rectifier tube 
Note—Alternate rectifier diode DI (JR 67 D-
050H55FNN) can be used as shown by 
dotted line. See text. 

Misc.—Large plastic container, 3-lead power 
line, mounting plate, insulators, high-voltage 
cable (10-kV test), hookup wire, hardware, 
ground plate for pot. 
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TRANSFORMER 
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Because the relatively weak plastic chest cover will not support much weight, a perforated 
metal base plate is used to mount the heavy components. Feedthroughs are used to 
couple to the "antenna" and the main ground plane that supports the flower pot. 

connected across the output terminals when 
the apparatus is shut off to discharge capaci-
tor Cl and the antenna structure ("dis('harge 
element" in Fig. 3). 
The power supply's physical layout is 

shown in Fig. 4. For safety's sake and good 
appearance, the entire power unit is mounted 
on the lid of a plastic camping chest. Ceramic 
insulators are fastened to the lid to provide 
connections for the discharge element and 
ground wires. A simple ground electrode is in-
serted into the moist dirt (earth mixed with 
moss is good) in the pot and the pot sits in a 
metallic basket which is connected to the neg-
ative terminal of the supply. The antenna or 
discharge element is connected to the positive 
terminal and consists of a simple metal rod. 
The 117-volt line cord is a grounded 3-wire 

type, with the green (ground) wire connected 
to the perforated-steel mounting plate on 
which the plant basket sits. The high-voltage 
transformer is mounted on insulators and the 
rectifier tube socket is mounted on insulators 
on a bakelite terminal board. The string of 
resistors comprising RI is fastened to stand-
off insulators of the ceramic type. In the mod-
el shown in Fig. 4, a separate transformer was 
used for the tube filament supply with drop-
ping resistor R3 mounted on the bakelite ter-
minal board. The entire high-voltage section 

February, 1971 

is wired with high-voltage cable tested to 
10,000 volts de. 

R-F High-Voltage Supply. A schematic 
for a radio-frequency high-voltage unit is 
shown in Fig. 5. It is an inexpensive and 
slightly less dangerous alternate to the supply 
described above. 
Effective de output of this supply is 5000 

volts at 200 microamperes maximum. Thus, 
should the supply's output electrodes be 
touched accidentally, an unpleasant, but non-
lethal, shock will be experienced. 
Electronically, the supply is comprised of 

a straightforward feedback oscillator. Opti-
mum oscillator frequency is approximately 
225 kHz. Tube V2 is a half-wave rectifier. 
The supply may be constructed on a simple 
chassis and installed in a manner similar to 
the one shown in Fig. 2. 
Note, however, that the transformer speci-

fied for Ti does not have a filament winding 
for the rectifier. A filament loop may be add-
ed simply by placing one turn of No. 20 insu-
lated high-voltage wire around Ti's ceramic 
base, being careful to maintain spacing from 
the tuned r-f circuit. (Follow the instructions 
packaged with the transformer.) A VTVM or 
similar high-impedance meter my be used to 
measure output voltages without excessive 
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+250V 

II 
NE-I 

V2 
183 

R3 
2  7  100K 

C6  C7 
500  500 
pF  FF 

GND 

Fig. 5. An r-f type of power supply can be used instead 

of the  power line version.  It also delivers 5000 volts. 

PARTS LIST 
CI-8_0%350-volt electrolytic capacitor 
C2,C4-0.03-µF, 600-volt capacitor 
C3-0.001-µF, 600-volt capacitor 
C5-360-1000-pF tuning capacitor 
(1.1r. Miller 160-A or similar) 

C6,C7-500-pF, 10-kV capacitors (TV type) 
11—NE-1 neon lamp 
L1-2.5-mH r-f choke (I.W. Miller 4537 or 
similar) 

R1-40,000-ohm, 1-watt resistor 
R2-50.000-ohm, 1-watt resistor 
R3-100-000-ohm, 1-watt resistor 
TI—High-voltage, r-f transformer (J. W. Miller 
4525 or similar) 
V1-6V6 tube 
V2-1B3 tube 
Misc.—Suitable high-voltage and filament sup-
ply, insulated chassis, tube sockets, high. 
voltage wire for 183 filament winding (see 
text), cap for 183. 

loading. After wiring is complete, remove rec-
tifier tube V2 and adjust the oscillator for 
maximum output power by tuning capacitor 
C5 with an insulated alignment tool. Place a 
"gimmick" or single-turn coupling loop with 
a neon lamp on the output of Ti as shown in 
Fig. 5 and tune the circuit until the lamp at-
tains maximum brilliance. Remove the neon 
lamp and gimmick after tuning is complete. 
In operation, it is proper for the filament of 
the 1B3-GT to glow a dull red. 

Safety Precautions. Due to the inherent 
shock hazards involved in either of the sys-
tems described here, they should be operated 
behind a simple wooden barrier marked to 
keep away "unauthorized personnel." The 
experiment may then be operated near a win-
dow or other well-lit area indoors. 
The equipment may also be operated out-

doors, preferably in a fenced-in private gar-
den, provided it is protected from rain and 
moisture and the proper precautionary mea-
sures are employed. With component values 
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shown, an "antenna" height of three feet is 
suggested—depending on local wind conditions 
and ambient aerobic moisture content. 
When it is necessary to work on a plant or 

water it, turn off the power and connect safety 
shunt 112 across the high-voltage terminals. 
When watering, avoid wetting the electronic 
equipment and the high-voltage discharge ele-
ment. When you are through working on the 
plant, remove the safety shunt, get out of the 
way, and turn the power back on. 
Always keep safety uppermost in your 

mind. Physically protect the electro-culture 
experiment from strangers, children and ani-
mals. 

What Can You Expect? According to 
data advanced by Dr. K. Stern and others, a 
true increase in yield of 45 percent for a well-
cultivated field can be expected. Yield differ-
ences are determined by comparing results 
against non-treated control cultures of the 
same type. Some plants give very low yield 

(Continued on page 96) 
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STEREO SCENE 
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ALTHOUGH I haven't really tried, I sus-pect it would be quite difficult to find an 
audiophile who has never heard of The 
Dolby. The Dolby noise-reduction system has 
been discussed in record reviews, learned 
audio journals, and the hobbyist publications 
that serve as the "popular press" in audio 
circles, to the extent that it would seem safe 
to assume that everybody who cares knows 
what the Dolby is, how it works, and why. 
But, judging by conversations I have had 
with some audiophiles and, on occasion, with 
supposedly knowledgeable professionals, this 
is not a safe assumption. There is still much 
misunderstanding about the Dolby, and the 
situation was not improved by the appear-
ance of a Dolby variant known as the 
B Dolby, to distinguish it from the original 
Model A301 or A Dolby version. 
At first, it struck me as odd that the peo-

ple who least understood the Dolby were 
often those with the most experience in 
audio. Finally, it occurred to me that they 
had encountered noise-reduction systems be-
fore, they understood how those worked, and 
they assumed that the Dolby was another 
variation that just happened to work a bit 
better. Well, it isn't. It's an entirely new 
approach to the problem of background 
noise, and its success stems from the ap-
proach rather than from the refinement of 
an old idea. 
Early noise-suppressor designs, aimed at 

the irksome hiss from 78-rpm discs, were 

MAXIMUM COMFORTABLE 
LISTENING VOLUME 

o 
_1 
o 
o 
cc 

o 
X 
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based on the premise that, since surface 
noise originates with the recording itself 
and thus doesn't show up until the playback 
process, any noise-reduction gadget had to 
be in the playback system. The basic prob-
lem was that, once the audio signal was in-
scribed in the disc grooves, there was no 
way of separating the signal modulations 
from the groove-surface irregularities that 
cause hiss. Since hiss is primarily high-
frequency energy, the obvious way of re-
ducing it was by filtering out the high-end 
response of the playback system. The hook-
er, of course, was that this also took out the 
high end of the program material. The ques-
tion, then, was how to filter the treble from 
the surface noise without filtering the treble 
from the program ? 
Researchers and record listeners alike had 

observed that surface noise was most con-
spicuous during quiet passages, and tended 
to be covered up or "masked" by loud pro-
gram material. This suggested the possibil-
ity of a "dynamic noise suppressor" that 
would reduce noise only when the program 
content was quiet or absent. 
Two approaches were tried. One system 

used the volume of the program material to 
control the amount of treble filtering applied 
to the signal. When little or no signal was 
coming through, the treble "gate" would 
close, filtering out the surface noise. When 
the signal got louder, it caused the automatic 
control circuit to open the treble gate until, 

MAXIMUM COMFORTABLE 
LISTENING VOLUME 

These three charts show 
how the volume expansion 
system "seemed" to reduce 
surface noise in 78-rpm 
discs.  It worked  to an 
extent  but  the  overall 
effect was not sufficient 
to warrant its acceptance. 
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One of our students 
wrote this ad! 

Harry Remmert decided he 

needed more electronics 

training to get ahead. He 

carefully "shopped around" 

for the best training he could 

find. His detailed report on why 

he chose CIE and how it worked 

out makes a better "ad" than 

anything we could tell you. 

Here's his story, as he wrote it 

to us in his own words. 

By Harry Remmert 

AFTER SEVEN YEARS in my present position, I was made 
painfully aware of the fact that I had gotten just about 

all the on-the-job training available. When I asked my 
supervisor for an increase in pay, he said, "In what way 
are you a more valuable employee now than when you 
received your last raise?" Fortunately, I did receive the 
raise that time, but I realized that my pay was approach-
ing the maximum for a person with my limited training. 
Education was the obvious answer, but I had enrolled 

in three different night school courses over the years and 
had not completed any of them. I'd be tired, or want to 
do something else on class night, and would miss so many 
classes that I'd fall behind, lose interest, and drop out. 

The Ads antages of Home Study 

Therefore, it was easy to decide that home study was the 
answer for someone like me, who doesn't want to be tied 
down. With home study there is no schedule. I am the 
boss, and I set the pace. There is no cramming for exams 
because I decide when I am ready, and only then do I 
take the exam. I never miss a point in the lecture because 
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Harry Remmert on the ¡ob. An Electronics Technician vroth a prorr,strut 
future. he tells fus own story on these pages. 

it is right there in print for as many re-readings as I find 
necessary. If I feel tired, stay late at work, or just feel lazy, 
I can skip school for a night or two and never fall behind. 
The total absence of all pressure helps me to learn more 
than I'd be able to grasp if I were just cramming it in to 
meet an exam deadline schedule. For me. these points 
give home study courses an overwhelming advantage over 
scheduled classroom instruction. 
Having decided on home study, why did I choose CIE? 

I had catalogs from six different schools offering home 
study courses. The CIE catalog arrived in less than one 
week (four days before I received any of the other cata-
logs). This indicated (correctly) that from CIE I could 
expect fast service on grades, questions, etc. I eliminated 
those schools which were slow in sending catalogs. 

FCC License Warranty Important 

The First Class FCC Warranty* was also an attractive 
point. I had seen "Q" and "A" manuals for the FCC exams, 

*CIE backs its FCC License-preparation courses with this famous warranty: 
graduates must be able to pass the applicable FCC Licence exam or their 
tuition will be refunded in full. 
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and the material had always seemed just a little beyond 
my grasp. Score another point for CIE. 
Another thing is that CIE offered a complete package: 

FCC License and technical school diploma. Completion 
time was reasonably short, and I could attain something 
definite without dragging it out over an interminable num-
ber of years. Here I eliminated those schools which gave 
college credits instead of graduation diplomas. I work in 
the R and D department of a large company and it's been 
my observation that technical school graduates generally 
hold better positions than men with a few college credits. 
A college degree is one thing, but I'm 32 years old, and 
10 or 15 years of part-time college just isn't for me. No, 
I wanted to graduate in a year or two, not just mart. 
If a school offers both resident and correspondence 

training, it's my feeling that the correspondence men arc 
sort of on the outside of things. Because I wanted to be 
a full-fledged student instead of just a tagalong. CIE's 
exclusively home study program naturally attracted me. 
Then, too, it's the men who know their theory who 

arc moving ahead where I work. They can read schematics 
and understand circuit operation. I want to be a good 
theory man. 
From the foregoing, you can see I did not select CIE 

in any haphazard fashion. I knew what I was looking for, 
and only CIE had all the things I wanted. 

Two Pay Raises in Less Than a Year 

Only eleven months after I enrolled with CIE, I passed 
the FCC exams for First Class Radiotelephone License 
with Radar Endorsement. I had a pay increase even be-
fore I got my license and another only ten months later. 
I'm getting to be known as a theory man around work, 
instead of one of the screwdriver mechanics. 
These are the tangible results. But just as important are 

the things I've learned. I am smarter now than I had ever 
thought I would be. It feels good to know that I know 
what I know now. Schematics that used to confuse me 
completely are now easy for me to read and interpret. 
Yes, it is nice to be smarter, and that's probably the most 
satisfying result of my CIE experience. 

Praise for Student Service 

In closing, I'd like to get in a compliment for Mr. Chet 
Martin, who has faithfully seen to it that my supervisor 
knows I'm studying. I think Mr. Martin's monthly reports 
to my supervisor and generally flattering commentary have 
been in large part responsible for my pay increases. Mr. 

•  Martin has given me much more student service than "the 
contract calls for," and I certainly owe him a sincere debt 
of gratitude. 
And finally, there is Mr. Tom Duffy, my instructor. I 

don't believe I've ever had the individual attention in any 
classroom that I've received from Mr. Duffy. He is clear, 
authoritative, and spared no time or effort to answer my 
every question. In Mr. Duffy, I've received everything 1 
could have expected from a full-time private tutor. 
I'm very, very satisfied with the whole CIE experience. 

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. If you 
served on active duty since January 31. 1955, or are in service 
now, check box on reply card or coupon for G.I. Bill information. 

Every penny I spent for my course was returned many 
times over, both in increased wages and in personal satis-
faction. 

Perhaps you too, like Harry Remmert, have realized that 
to get ahead in Electronics today, you need to know much 
more than the "screwdriver mechanics." They're limited 
to "thinking with their hands".., learning by taking things 
apart and putting them back together...soldering connec-
tions, testing circuits, and replacing components. Under-
standably, their pay is limited—and their future, too. 
But for men like Harry Remmert, who have gotten the 

training they need in the fundamentals of Electronics, 
there are no such limitations. As "theory men," they think 
with their heads, not their hands. For trained technicians 
like this, the future is bright. Thousands of men are ur-
gently needed in virtually every field of Electronics, from 
two-way mobile radio to computer testing and trouble-
shooting. And with this demand, salaries have skyrocketed. 
Many technicians earn $8,000, $10,000, $12,000 or more 
a year. 

Send for Complete Information—FREE 

Many men who are advancing their Electronics career 
started by reading our famous book. "How To Succeed 
In Electronics." It tells of the many electronics careers 
open to men with the proper training. And it tells which 
courses of study best prepare you for the work you want. 
If you're "shopping around" for the training you need 

to move up in Electronics, this 44-page book may have 
the answers you want. We'll send it to you FREE. With 
it, we'll also include our other helpful book, "How To Get 
A Commercial FCC License." 
To get both FREE books, just fill out and mail the 

bound-in postpaid card. If the card is missing, send the 
coupon below. 

CIE Cleveland Institute 
of Electronics 

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredetel ...ember National Home Study COunf 11 • A leuler in tle,tron,c,t,a,i,i,o . Since 1934 zet. 

COLLEGE-
LEVEL 
COURSE IN 
ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERING 
for men with prior en• 

perience in Electron-

ics. Covers steady-

state and transient 

network theory, solid 

state physics and cir 
cuitry pulse tech• 

niques, computer logic 

and mathematics 

through calculus. A 
college.level course 

for men already work-

ing in Electronics. 

1 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 Cast 17th Street, Cleveland. Ohio 44114 

Please send me without cost or obligation: 
1. Your 44-page book "How To Succeed In Elec. 
tronics" describing the job Opportunities in 
Electronics today, and how your courses can 
prepare me for them. 
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC 
License." 
I am especially interested in, 

12 Electronics  D Electronic 
Technology  Communications 

C Broadcast  C Industrial Electronics 

Engineering  and Automation 

El First-Class  O Electronics 

FCC License  Engineering 

Name 

AddreSS 

City   

State   Zip  Age   

II Check here for G I. Bill information  pE -1 

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

(nuts« rwrior) 
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The available dynamic range o 
any recording medium lies be-
tween overload distortion poin 
and gackgonind noise level. 

at full volume, it was wide open for maxi-
mum high-end range. 
The other approach used the program's 

volume to control the volume of the entire 
sound, in order to provide an expansion of 
dynamic range, making loud passages louder 
still. This gave satisfyingly full crescendos, 
and since the average listening volume had 
to be reduced to avoid crescendo overloads, 
there was also an apparent reduction in sur-
face noise during the quieter, un-expanded 
passages. This approach also, incidentally, 
restored to the music some of the original 
dynamic range which had had to be com-
pressed to conform to the limitations of the 
78-rpm medium. 
Both systems worked, in that they did a 

pretty nice job of reducing record scratch, 
but they were far from The Ultimate An-
swer. In order for the treble gate or the 
expansion control to pass a sudden, loud, 
signal impulse, it had to be able to respond 
very rapidly, and this meant that it was also 
likely to respond to disc surface ticks and 
pops. And since the variable-gain circuits 
that caused the gating or expansion were 
inherently nonlinear, they introduced more 
distortion than a lot of listeners were willing 
to accept. There were other problems, too. 
The control and gating circuits often tended 
to over-react or to function with instability, 
causing an accompaniment of thumping or 
"breathing" noises that some people found 
more annoying than the record scratch they 
replaced. So, noise suppressors came, but 
none endured. 

Enter the Dolby. Then along came a 
young electrical engineer, Ray Dolby, who 
hadn't the slightest interest in record sur-
face noise (78's were 20 years in the past), 
but had worked with Ampex Corporation 
long enough to learn what a problem tape 
noise could be in multiple-step duplicating — 
the normal course of commercial record pro-
duction. His answer was absurdly simple in 
principle. Instead of trying to reduce play-

back with minimal effect on the program, 
he let the program be drastically affected by 
the noise reduction, and compensated for the 
effects during the recording process. 
This is easier to do than it sounds. If the 

signal can be used to expand its own dy-
namic range or attenuate its own high end 
in playback, it can just as easily be made to 
do the opposite thing during the recording 
process. And if exactly the same control 
circuitry is used, first in one direction and 
then in reverse, the action of the system 
during playback can be made a virtual "mir-
ror image" of its action during recording, so 

that the signal is restored to its original 
state. The nice thing about this mirror-image 
processing is that, even if the control cir-
cuits in the record phase are nonlinear or 
somewhat slow to react or prone to produce 
overshoot, the playback control circuits will 
"malfunction" in exactly the same manner 
but in reverse, and will cancel out the prob-
lems. 
The noise-reduction action of the Dolby 

is easy to visualize if we consider the avail-
able dynamic range of a tape. Overload dis-
tortion sets the upper limit of recorded sig-
nal level, while the lower limit is set by 
the tape's inherent background noise. So, 
how can we squeeze a signal with 60 dB of 
dynamic range into say a 50-dB space be-
tween the tape's overload point and its hiss 
level? We can do it by compressing the 
60-dB volume range of the signal down to 
50 dB before it goes onto the tape. In play-
back, the softest signal will still be above the 
hiss level, but we're now 10 dB shy of the 
original signal's dynamic range. So, we use 
the same compression circuits in reverse 
during playback, to stretch the signal back 
to its original 60 dB, and as the quiet pas-
sages are made 10 dB quieter, so is the 
accompanying tape hiss. 
There is another way in which the Dolby 

differs from previous noise suppressors: It 
will not help program material that is noisy 
to begin with, and a moment's thought 
should make it clear why. If the noise is 
mixed in with the program, Dolby record 
compression will affect both the noise and 
the signal, and Dolby playback stretching 
will restore both to their original levels, 
without changing their relationship. If we 
use the playback stretcher only, without 
first compressing the material, surface noise 
will be reduced along with the quieter parts 
of the program. This might not sound too 
bad were the actual Dolby nothing more than 
a volume compression and expansion system, 
but it's more. 

Not Quite That Simple. The Dolby A301 
device that finally became the workhorse of 
the recording industry is one very complex 
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gadget. Its compression and expansion act 
only on low-volume signals, leaving loud 
signals unchanged. It is much more sophis-
ticated than previous expander-compressor 
designs in that it takes into account the fact 
that noise is most effectively masked by 
signals of similar frequency. Thus, instead 
of a simple broadband volume expander, it 
divides the audio spectrum into four sepa-
rately controlled bands. The range below 
80 Hz is controlled to reduce rumble (which 
can arise from tape coating irregularities or 
recorder imperfections), the 80- to 3,000-Hz 
range is controlled to reduce broadband 
noises such as stereo separation leakage and 
print-through, and the ranges above 3 kHz 
to 9 kHz and on out are individually con-
trolled to reduce hiss. 
The resulting device lowers recording-

induced noises by as much as 10 dB at fre-
quencies up to 5 kHz and by as much as 15 
dB at 15 kHz —without audibly affecting the 
desired signal in any way. The A301 costs 
$1,495 for two channels of record or play-
back processing. If you want to record-
process and playback-process two channels 
simultaneously, so you can monitor from the 
output of a tape while it is being Dolby-
recorded, you need two A301's. Understand-
ably, the average audiophile's only contact 
with A301's has been through the quieter 
recordings he's bought that were made using 
this system. 
Actually, vinyl discs had never been all 

that noisy to begin with. The real noise 
source in the home has been commercially 
pre-recorded tapes  (especially cassettes), 
and since most of the hiss from these origi-
nates in the final mass-duplicating process, 
it was academic to the home listener whether 
the previous master-tape copies had been 
Dolbyized or not. What was needed was a 
Dolby in the home, but not at almost $1,500. 
The result was the B Dolby. 
Since the noise problem in the home was 

primarily tape hiss, the B Dolby was made 
to concentrate on that exclusively. Instead 
of four controlled bands, the B design oper-
ates only through the upper-frequency range 
above 1,200 or 3,000 Hz. The greatly simpli-
fied circuitry, plus the absence of profes-

The Dolby system reduces hiss 
by a compression and expansion 
process on low-volume signals; 
loud signals remain unchanged. 
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sional "frills" allowed the home-type B mod-
el to be produced at prices an audiophile 
could afford. Two manufacturers were quick 
to get their versions of the B on the market. 
KLH was first with its Model Forty tape re-
corder that had a built-in Dolby B, an excel-
lent electronics section, and so many early-
production mechanical problems that the 
unit earned an undeserved blacklisting by 
the buying public before it had even proven 
itself. (I understand the Forty-One works 
fine.)  Advent Corporation followed KLH 
with its Model 100, which is a self-contained 
component-type B Dolby for use with any 
tape recorder. It is an eminently popular 
design for the perfectionist who will pay 
$250 to gain 10 dB of signal-to-noise ratio. 

Not For Cassettes? At that time, no-
body entertained seriously the idea of using 
a Dolby B with cassettes. Cassettes were so 
bad in so many ways that their execrable 
hiss was just considered further proof of 
their hopelessness. But as cassettes im-
proved in other respects, leaving hiss as their 
main drawback, the Dolbyized cassette no 
longer seemed an inane idea. At least it 
didn't to the Fisher, Harman-Kardon and 
Advent companies, all of which brought out 
in late 1970 cassette recorders with built-in 
B's. In each case, the B does a truly remark-
able job of eradicating hiss, and this plus the 
new DuPont "Carolyn" cassette tapes prom-
ise to make the cassette a quite respectable 
medium for everyone but the real audio per-
fectionist. 
The Dolbyized cassette is just beginning 

to come into its own. Before the Dolby, 
cassettes that you recorded yourself (on 
low-noise tape) were capable of around 45 
dB of s/n ratio, which isn't all that bad. By 
comparison, a good 4-track open-reel re-
corder may measure (without weighting) 
around 55 dB. The typical pre-recorded cas-
sette, on the other hand, has less than 40 dB 
of s/n, which is not good. Any attempt to 
reproduce these via the B Dolby playback 
stretcher, without preliminary compression, 
causes excessive stretching (downwards) of 
the high frequencies and makes the sound 

(Continued on page 97) 

ORIGINAL SIGNAL TAPE RECORDING PLAYBACK IDENTICAL 
TO ORIGINAL 
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THE PRODUCT GALLERY 

Sixth in a Monthly Series by "The Revie wer" 

ELECTRONICS experimenters and elec-tronics development or repair technicians 
have many things in common. Particularly 
pertinent to this column is the realization 
by experimenters and technicians alike that 
the old reliable pieces of test equipment are 
rapidly becoming antiquated and just can't 
do a proper job with 1971 circuits. 
To lay out, design or repair semi-conductor 

circuits involving the use of IC's and discrete 
transistors  requires measuring and  test 
instruments of greater sensitivity, band-
width, and flexibility than those old faithfuls 
used in the day of the vacuum tube. Even 
most VOM's or VTVM's just can't cut the 
mustard when it comes to low voltage mea-
surements. Except for a few isolated in-
stances,  medium-priced  oscilloscopes  de-
signed prior to 1969 shouldn't even be 
discussed. A scope having an ac range from 
5 Hz to a couple of megahertz will not be 
able to display the high-speed waveforms 
racing through many digital circuits, color 
TV, etc. Even if you do find a scope that can 
display these waveforms, it is a hairy job 
just to keep the scope in synchronization 
unless it uses triggered sweep. 

LEADER INSTRU MENTS LBO-5O1 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

For several years I have been using one 
of the more popular—and one of the first— 
triggered sweep oscilloscopes. It is, of course, 
built around vacuum tubes and has per-
formed  quite  satisfactorily.  When  the 
Leader Instruments LBO-501 oscilloscope 
came to hand, I was really not prepared for 
this rather astonishing (less than $340) in-
strument. It is a Japanese import with solid-
state circuits except in certain parts of the 
vertical amplifier and triggered-sweep gen-
erator. It is safe to say that the Leader LBO-
501 scope is four or five different instruments 
in the same package. Obviously, you can 
display just about any waveform under in-
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vestigation and you can make an extremely 
accurate measurement of signal amplitude. 
Frequency  (or time)  can  be measured 
through the use of the switch-selected or 
variable time base (17 options). You can 
change the graticule and convert the LBO-
501 to a vectorscope, and you can also use 
it for television servicing and repair with 
help from the factory-calibrated fixed fre-
quency sweeps (vertical rate of 33.3 mS 
and horizontal rate of 127.0 µS ) . 
Naturally, this scope has triggered sweep 

and once the test probe is connected, the 
display becomes impervious to any other sig-
nal coming in for the duration of that sweep 
period. After retrace, the sweep is again 
triggered and the cycle repeats. Because 
random triggering is eliminated, there is no 
trace jitter. Such a circuit lends itself to the 
use of a series of different sweep rates, and 
since they are all extremely linear, the 
scope's horizontal graticule can be cali-
brated in microseconds, milliseconds, or 
even seconds per scale division. This is how 
frequency is measured. Besides the sweep 
speeds that range from 1 AS to 0.2 second 
per horizontal division, a variable control 
is provided for in-between measurements. 
A X 5 magnifier switch permits the operator 
to expand the center of the sweep for close-
in waveform examination. The horizontal 
can also be triggered from an external 
source and access has been provided to the 
horizontal amplifier input without the sweep. 
The bandwidth here is claimed by the manu-
facturer to be from 2 Hz to 200 kHz. 

Performance Tests. The scope speeds 
of the LBO-501 were tested using the "Time 
Base Calibrator" construction project de-
scribed in the January issue of this maga-
zine (p 33). The accuracy of the sweeps 
was remarkable and this reviewer could 
not discern any deviation from the square 
wave pattern being produced versus the 
graticule calibration. Incidentally, the very 
high rate of triggered sweep showed up some 
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SWEEP TRIGGERING CONTROLS. 
Bes,des obvious usual focus and in-
tensity  controls,  LBO-501  permits 
an  option  of  internal  or external 
triggering with positive or negative 
display of the triggered signal. 

LEADER INSTRU MENTS 

LBO-501 OSCILLOSCOPE 

LBO-501  OSCILL OSC OF 

AMPLIFIER AND TIME BASE CONTROLS. Horizontal time base 
is switch selected in 1-2-5 sequence from 1 microsecond to 0.2 
second per centimeter of display. Calibration jacks supply volt-
ages to verify accuracy of vertical amplifier. We found fault 
with single full-on/full-off switching of graticule illumination 
from rear of scope. Supplied probe not used in this photo. 

100,000-HERTZ SQUARE WAVE. To demonstrate 
versatility of the scope this photo was taken 
of a 100-kHz square wave which is just starting 
to show ringing and overshoot. The claimed rise 
time of the LBO-501 scope is 0.035 microsecond, 
which means a useful response to about 30 MHz. 

COLOR TV DISPLAY. The LBO-501 was used to 
check out the Heathkit GR-370 also mentioned this 
month. Display above shows the color bar signal 
at the chroma circuit board. Here the horizontal 
time base has been switched to the precalibrated 
127 iis/cm for the TV horizontal circuit testing. 
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high-frequency ringing that just wasn't 
visible on our older oscilloscope. The vertical 
calibration of the LBO-501 was checked 
against the Heath EU-80-A voltage cali-
brator and also found to be right on the 
money. The LBO-501 has a built-in voltage 
calibrator with three banana jack outputs on 
the front panel providing 5.0, 0.5, and 0.05 
P-P outputs. And internal calibration adjust-
ment is available should the transistors in 
this circuit "age." Similar provisions are 
made for the timing switch circuits involving 
television vertical and horizontal sweep 
rates. 
The LBO-501 is supplied with three dif-

ferent probe tips that screw into the probe 
handle. One is a sharp needle point, one is 
a bare hook for conventional test point 
checks, and a third is a thumb-operated 
locking hook with a 10:1 attenuator that 
presents a 10-megohm, 15-pF load to the 
circuit under test. 
If you haven't guessed it by this time, 

your reviewer was impressed by not only the 
price, but the flexibility and versatility of 
the Leader LBO-501 scope. It will be inter-
esting to see how this scope stands up under 
everyday use. Due to the extensive use of 
transistors the cabinet runs much cooler (no 
circulating fan required) and the unit itself 
is about half the weight of comparable 
products. About the only annoyance noted 
to date has been the graticule illumination 
which is unfortunately switch controlled 
from the backside of the instrument. Also 
the graticule illumination cannot be varied in 
intensity and if this reviewer keeps the scope 
around, he intends to add a potentiometer to 
vary the voltage fed those two pilot lights. 

HEATHKIT GR-370 WRAP-UP 

As reported here last month ( p 86), the 
assembly process of the Heathkit solid-state 
color TV Model GR-370 took 34 hours—in-
cluding time spent building the remote con-
trol GRA-70-6. The receiver produced a full 
raster at first turn-on and everything looked 
OK until the antenna was connected. Then 
the picture tore and the age was ineffective. 
Resistance checks (see last month, p 88) 
indicated that the transistors and resistors 
were OK and that the problem was probably 
an open capacitor. As it turned out, this was 
true and the retouched photo shown here 
may give builders an idea of what to look for 
when soldering in the plastic-coated "green" 
Mylar capacitors. 
The GR-370 has been operating for several 

weeks —as this is being written —and outside 
of normal minor "aging-in" adjustments, we 
are quite pleased with the performance. The 
"instant-on" (really delayed some seconds) 
turns out to be one of those things we won-

IT LOOKED SOLDERED. Only major headache in 
building the Heathkit GR-370 was our own failure 
to realize that one lead of an agc bypass capaci-
tor had not been soldered. It is a common prob-
lem with small (green colored) Mylar capacitors 
that have been dipped in plastic. Some of the 
plastic gets on the wire leads and prohibits an 
electrical connection. This retouched photo shows 
how solder puddles around the wire lead, rather 
than adhering as shown in the other connections. 

der how we managed to get along without. 
Setting brightness, noise limiting, AFT, con-
vergence, purity, etc. were all relatively easy 
and positive. The return of the tone control 
is a blessing in cutting down some of the 
Saturday morning cartoon violence. 
In general, the experimenter will find the 

GR-370 (or GR-270) a unique and challeng-
ing kit-building experience. If a vacuum-
tube color TV has been assembled in the 
past, the new emphasis on accessibility and 
ease of servicing will be appreciated. And, if 
all the stories about the longevity of solid-
state are true, the GR-370 will outlast all 
other receivers by a wide margin. 

RUSSELL BCB ANTENNA BOOSTER 

In case you didn't know it, there's some-
thing missing in just about every transistor-
ized AM broadcast band receiver—antenna 
input terminals. About a decade ago, you 
couldn't buy a BCB portable radio without 
antenna input terminals. But, as manufac-
turers became more cost conscious and fer-
rite loopsticks more efficient, the antenna 
terminals were eliminated. It is quite likely 
that 25% of those listening to AM broad-
casts have excessive background noise and 
weak signal reception. 
The experimenter could open up just about 

any transistor AM portable and add a few 
turns and his own antenna terminal connec-
tions. A better way appears to be getting 
one of the Russell Products "Radio Antenna 
Booster" encapsulated loopstick and lay it 
on or attach it to his AM portable. The Rus-
sell Booster has its own antenna wire and 
ground lead (with alligator clip). The user 
simply clips the ground lead to any appro-
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priate metallic ground and unrolls the 4' in-
sulated antenna wire. Inductive coupling be-
tween the ferrite loopstick in the Russell 
Booster and the receiver loopstick adds up to 
30 dB of signal on the AM broadcast band. 
I almost wish that there was something 

tricky or startlingly unusual about this 
gadget, but it is just as the advertiser claims 
and really works. Your reviewer has used it 
in conjunction with the Radio Shack "AC-
DC Long Range TRF" AM receiver as a red-
hot DX'ing combination. Daytime reception 
of AM broadcasting signals 90-125 miles dis-
tant is no problem and at night the only 
major headache in using the Russell Booster 
is curbing my natural tendency to "DX" and 
listen to KSL, Salt Lake City, rather than 
something local to the New York metropoli-
tan area. 

INDUCTIVE COUPLING. The Russell Booster is 
an encapsulated loopstick with antenna winding. 
The wires at right are the ground lead and anten-
na of the Booster. The user simply positions the 
Booster to insure inductive coupling to the ferrite 
loopstick in the AM broadcast band receiver. 

THE GOOD IDEA —BUT — 
DEPARTMENT 

Some months ago your reviewer received 
in the mail an "Extendo-Mag-" telescoping 
magnet from United States Magnet. Actual-
ly, I shouldn't say "telescoping" magnet 
since the magnet itself obviously does not 
telescope, but the chrome-plated arm to 

which the Alnico-5 magnet is attached ex-
tends and retracts. In this particular gadget, 
the manufacturer has collapsed the Extendo-
Mag to 5" and attached a shirt-pocket clip 
to the barrel. The extended length is just 
under 18". 

Since I am up in the front line when it 
comes to having a handy magnet around the 
lab to retrieve nuts, bolts, screws, etc., that 
have a knack of finding their way into in-
accessible areas, I was very pleased to give 
the Extendo-Mag a trial. I must admit that 
I'm not too sure why the manufacturer both-
ered with the pocket clip unless he thought 
fumble-fingered experimenters might lose 
the magnet also. 

In any case, I tucked the Extendo- Mag in 
my shirt pocket and went about my day's 
business. It wasn't too long before I noticed 
that strange things were happening. It was 
becoming very difficult to remove my pen-

TAKE IT WITH YOU. The Extendo-Mag is made 
to extend to 18 inches or collapse to 5 inches. 
A pencil clip permits carrying Extendo-Mag in the 
shirt pocket. Your reviewer gave it a try, but 
found the over-energetic magnet a Good Idea-But! 

cil from the same shirt pocket since the 
Extendo-Mag didn't want to break up the 
partnership. When I solved that problem, 
I found I was "wearing" 6-32 nuts and bolts 
on my shirt front! 
This is a good idea, but I don't think too 

many users will take advantage of the 
pocket clip. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Leader Oscilloscope—Circle No. 88 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95. 
Heathkit Color TV-Circle No. 89 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95. 

Russell Antenna Booster-Circle No. 90 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95. 
Extendo-Mag-Circle No. 91 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

_L vL-1\1-3D 
SHORTWAVE LISTENING 

Propaganda-Circa 1975  Is there more to the upsurge of interest 

in facsimile broadcasting than meets the eye (no pun intended) ? 

Is it possible that a few daring shortwave broadcasters are 
considering the following scene: a Soviet DX'er turns on a receiver 

but instead of VoA propaganda, it brings forth a subversive 
anti-Marxist comic strip? In South Africa, an SWL is receiving 
the daily installment of his favorite news magazine —which by now 
had been banned from conventional entry into that Republic. And 

Fidel Castro, who never takes a back seat when it comes to international 
broadcasting, is beaming the newest Black Panther manifesto into 
the United States via Radio Habana's transmitters. Unlike direct 
international TV broadcasts from space, the technology exists to 

transmit all sort of printed pages. North American DX'ers can 
readily verify this by tuning 3357 kHz (NSS, Washington, DC) or 

5345 kHz (NPG, San Francisco, California) and listen to the 

insect-like sounds of facsimile transmissions (weather maps) 
each and every evening. ( Submitted by the Short Wave News Service) 

SHORTWAVE LISTENING 

More on Chicom 1—Tape recordings sent by various routes to Peking are now 
being acknowledged by the Academia Sinica (Academie des Sciences de Chine). 

/n a letter dated September 30,1970, William A. Matthews reports the following 

text: "The great call issued by Chairman Mao, the great leader of the Chinese 
people, 'we too should produce man-made satellites' bas come true on April 24, 

1970. It is a fruitful result achieved by the Chinese people under the guidance 
of Mao Tsetung Thought and after being tempered in the great proletarian cultural 

revolution. The music of 'T be East is Red' and the telemetric signals you 

received were broadcast by China's first man-made earth satellite." 

MEDIUMWAVE LISTENING 

New Zealand Goes Into Private Radio —The establishment of the 

New Zealand Broadcasting Authority with the intention of setting up 
two broadcasting networks is creating worldwide interest. Radio 

Hauraki (see POPULAR ELECTRONICS, September, 1970, p 86) operated 
so successfully that the government —reacting to public pressure — 

decided to open the broadcasting field to private commercial as well as 
stations operated by the NZBC. Five stations have now been licensed 

and Radio Hauraki was the first to go into operation when they 
signed on at 6:00 a.m., September 26, on 1480 kHz. Mediumwave 

stations in New Zealand are not permitted commercial programming 
on Sundays. At this writing the commercials include: 1X W, Radio 

Waikato, Hamilton (930 kHz), 2 kW; 1XP, Radio Plains, Thames (1020 kHz), 
1 kW; 1XK, Radio Waitomo, Te Kuiti (1170 kHz), 1 kW; 1XA, Radio 
Hauraki, Auckland (1480 kHz), 5 kW; 1XI, Radio International, Auckland 

(1590 kHz), 5 kW. (Submitted by Arthur Cushen, MBE) 
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SHORTWAVE LISTENING 

Satellite Broadcasting—Although most of the talk at the International 
13; oadc‘bting COM ent ion, London, September, 1970, dealt with TV, a 
technical paper on shortwave broadcasting attracted the attention 
of many attendees. The BBC revealed that they had studied the possibility 
of II- and I3-meter band international broadcasts from satellites. 
Regarded as technically feasible, the transmitter need not have more 
than 1000 watts power output and a satellite could be in a relatively 
low orbit going around the earth once every 2 or 3 hours. No plans 
were discussed for putting this scheme into practice, although 
certain members of the audience bad knowing smiles on their faces. 

CITIZENS RADIO CB) 

Citizens Band Museum  In one of the most ambitious projects 
ever undertaken in the short history of CB, the Citizens Radio 
Association of Rockland, Inc. has announced plans for the construction 
of the nation's first and only CB historical museum. It is destined 
to be located on the Association's 40-acre camp grounds in the Catskills 
in Ulster County, New York. The museum will contain not only historical 
artifacts, but will house a research library and a "Hall of Fame" 
to honor CB'ers who have made vital contributions to the furtherance 
and best interests of CR Club participation throughout the country 
is being requested and details are available from Robert Knight, 
KMD4178, c/o Citizens Radio Association of Rockland County, Inc., 
P.O. Box 295, Nanuet, N.Y. 10954. 

AMATEUR RADIO 

Portable and Somewhat Mobile —One of the 
biggest challenges of ham radio is packing up 
your equipment and heading for the open places. 
Probably the most interesting maritime mobile ham 
station is aboard "FLIP", the Floating Instrument 
Platform for oceanographic research. FLIP, a steel 
tube about 20 ft in diameter and 325 It long, is 
towed into position and the bow end is flooded so 
that it sinks, lifting the aft end out of the 
water. Shown here in its two positions, FLIP is 
also the home of several radio hams: Butch Smith, 
K6GHO; Dave Holloway, K6DHD; and Romeo 
Vadnais,K611X. Conceived at the Marine Physical Lab. 
of Schripps Institute of Oceanography and funded by 
the U.S. Navy, FLIP may sometimes be seen at the 
B St. pier in its home port, San Diego. (Submitted 
by W/611X. Photos courtesy Marine Physical Lab.) 
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Tenth in a Monthly Series by David L. Heiserman 

OPPORTUNITY 
AWARENESS 

Thoughtful Reflections On Your Future   

Selling Inventions 

Although I have not received a patent as yet, 
I have designed a circuit for a new kind of 
burglar alarm. I am not telling anyone ex-
actly how it works, but have tried to sell the 
idea to several large firms. I always walk 
away with the idea that these people are 
laughing at me. What are the chances of 
getting someone to buy my idea.? 

• It is very doubtful that a responsible en-
gineering or manufacturing firm would be 
laughing at you. Most companies treat 
"walk in" inventors quite seriously. 
Contrary to some popular beliefs, how-

ever, modern industrial manufacturers don't 
go out of their way to find new product ideas 
from the man on the street. Most companies 
have more ideas than they can possibly pro-
duce and many such ideas come from their 
own expensive research and development 
labs. For financial reasons, most manufac-
turers would prefer to keep all the inventing 
"in the house." 
If you have a really good idea, you must 

be prepared to convince fellow technicians 
and engineers that the thing actually works. 
You'll have to reveal every detail and prove 
with a working model that the idea is as 
great as you think it is. 
The biggest risk in the invention business 

is not legal, but psychological. Every time 
you walk into an engineering office, you run 
the risk of having your ego deflated. Many 
inventors have fooled themselves into think-
ing that their brainchild is the greatest thing 
since the invention of the wheel. Just be sure 
that your practical judgement has not been 
clouded by visions of fame and fortune. 
The public relations supervisor for a 

major aerospace firm says that his company 
tries hard not to discourage people who walk 
in off the street with a new idea. If the in-
ventor presents all of the details of his gadg-
et and it is not acceptable, the engineers 
explain why the company doesn't want the 
idea. If the engineers believe the idea isn't 

at all practical, they may take the time to 
point out the technical reasons. 

Experience and Income 

You keep talking about careers in electronics 
for beginners, or for technicians that are 
attempting to advance themselves in the in-
dustry. I've been an electronics technician 
for 22 years. Although I don't have a diplo-
ma from any electronics school, I am a high 
school graduate and would like to have your 
estimate of what my present salary should 
be and what I can do to further my career 
at my age. 

• With your experience your salary should 
be between $7500 and $12,000 per year —de-
pending upon geographic location. The na-
tional average income for technicians with 
your background is about $9800 per year. 
By way of comparison, beginners with no 
formal technical training start out with an 
average income of just under $6000. 
Obviously, your salary will also depend 

largely upon the type of company you are 
working for, your responsibilities, and the 
kinds of products being manufactured or 
services rendered. 
A salary report by the Engineers Joint 

Council shows that your next 10 years of 
experience aren't going to increase your 
earning power by any great amount. Most 
technicians earn salaries that top out around 
20-25 years. Thus, your future here might 
be considered bleak and restricted to "cost 
of living" salary adjustments. 
Note, however, that technicians who have 

an Associate Degree (EE) average about 
$10,300 per year with your experience. 
It would appear preferable to take some 

time over the next four years and get tlfat 
Associate Degree. Better yet, give serious 
consideration to the new Bachelors Degree 
in Engineering Technology. With your ex-
perience and a BSET, you could immediately 
command an $11,000-plus salary. 
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One Hundred Seventy-Seventh in a Monthly Series by Lou G 

ACCORDING to the American Automobile Association, over a half-million automo-
bile accidents each year result from "im-
proper overtaking." This frightening statis-
tic might be reduced substantially if a new 
solid-state detection system developed by 
Sylvania's Wakefield Development Labora-
tory (Wakefield, MA 01880) were to come 
into widespread use. 
Designed to meet the specifications of a 

major automobile manufacturer, Sylvania's 
Vehicle Proximity Detection System, Model 
HS-200, will respond to vehicles within 30 
feet of its sensor, covering an area slightly 
larger than a single traffic lane. Its intended 
application is to alert a driver to vehicles 
moving into his rear blind zones, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. 
A passive ultrasonic system-the HS-200 

reacts only to those high frequency sounds 
generated by a moving vehicle, such as road 
(tire) and engine noises. A passive design 
approach was selected by Sylvania's engi-
neers (after a thorough investigation of 
radar, active ultrasonic and infrared detec-
tion techniques) when it was found that 
simple active systems, in general, could not 

discriminate between real target vehicles 
and such stationary objects as fences, sign-
posts, tunnels, etc., and, moreover, were ex-
tremely sensitive to rain, snow, dust, salt, 
shock, vibration, and severe temperature 
changes. 
The system's functional block diagram is 

shown in Fig. 2. In operation, signals picked 
up by an ultrasonic transducer (micro-
phone) equipped with a directional horn are 
coupled through a tuned circuit to a high-
gain, solid-state amplifier. An agc circuit 
with a 20-dB dynamic range serves to sup-
press ambient highway noises, while a signal 
integrator and threshold detector, together, 
insure a response only to target vehicles, 
rejecting shock and similar pulse-like sig-
nals. The signal is "cleaned up and fed to a 
solid-state lamp driver. The output is a 
10-volt, 100-mA. de signal capable of ener-
gizing a panel lamp on the vehicle's dash. 
Circuit parameters are chosen so that the 
system is insensitive to vehicles traveling at 
less than 35 mph, thus avoiding nuisance 
alarms when in bumper-to-bumper city traf-
fic. 
In practice, the pickup transducer (s) may 

Fig.  1. Sylvania's Vehicle Proximity Detection System alerts a driver to vehicles moving into his 
rear blind zones. A passive ultrasonic system, it reacts only to high-frequency sounds of moving cars. 
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be mounted either in a special rear-view 
mirror package or within the vehicle's rear 
fender ( s) as part of the tail-and-turn-light 
assembly. The electronic control module may 
be placed wherever convenient. 
Although it was developed using a clever 

design approach, the proximity detection 
system is relatively simple. Given the basic 
block diagram (Fig. 2) and operational phi-
losophy, then, an advanced hobbyist might 
be able to devise his own functional unit for 
home construction. At the very least, the 
design and assembly of a system with com-
parable performance should prove to be an 
interesting and challenging project for the 
serious experimenter. 

Reader's Circuit. Submitted by J. L. 
Elkhorne (76 Roselawn Drive, Independence, 
KY 41051 ), the voltage controlled relaxation 
oscillator circuits illustrated in Fig. 3 may 
be used in pulse generators, electronic musi-
cal instruments, SCR control systems, and 
specialized test equipment. With modifica-
tions, the circuits also may be used as analog-
to-digital converters for telemetry and com-
puter applications. Essentially similar, both 
circuits are adaptations of conventional UJT 
relaxation oscillator designs. 
In the circuit shown in Fig. 3A, control 

transistor Q1 is connected in series with 

01 

RI 

CONTROL  150K 
VOLTAGE) 
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Fig. 2. In detection system. 
signals picked up by ultrason-
ic mike are used to activate 
a visual alarm on dashboard. 

charging resistor R2. An increase in Q1's 
base bias voltage reduces its emitter-collec-
tor resistance, thus reducing Q2's emitter 
RC time constant and increasing the output 
rate. In experimental tests, Elkhorne found 
that raising the de control voltage from 0.62 
to 1.40 volts shifted the pulse rate from 
approximately 2 Hz to 3 kHz. 
A somewhat different technique for rate 

adjustment is used in the shunt-control cir-
cuit given in Fig. 3B. Here, Q1 forms a 
voltage divider in conjunction with series 
resistor R2, thus modifying the slope of C/'s 
charge curve and limiting Q2's maximum 
emitter voltage. As before, an increase in 
Ql's base bias voltage will reduce its emit-
ter-collector resistance. In this case, how-
ever, the effect is to reduce the oscillator's 
pulse rate ( frequency). 

Manufacturer's Circuit. Suggested by 
Siliconix, Inc. (2201 Laurelwood Road, San-
ta Clara, CA 95054), the wide-band FET 
video amplifier circuits shown in Fig 4 may 
be used in TV sets, radio receivers, r-f re-
mote controls, telemetry equipment, analog 
computers, oscilloscopes, signal tracers, elec-
tronic voltmeters, counters, or in virtually 
any application requiring an amplifier stage 
with a high input impedance, a low input 
capacitance, and a broad frequency response. 

01 

CONTROL 
VOLTAGE , 

PULSE 
OUTPUT (B) 

+10 

PULSE 
OUTPUT 

10 

lo  Fig. 3. These UJT relaxation oscillator circuits 
have a variety of uses. In both, the frequency is 
controlled by changing base bias voltage on Ql. 
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With input impedances of up to 10 megohms, 
all three circuits employ a type 2N5397 
n-channel FET. 
The common-source stage shown in Fig. 

4A can furnish an average gain of 10 dB 
with a 70-MHz bandwidth and an input ca-
pacitance of approximately 8 pF, assuming 
a drain-to-ground distributed capacitance 
of about 2.5 pF (shown dotted as Cd ). 
Gain is sacrificed for bandwidth in the ar-

rangement shown in Fig. 4B. In common with 
most source-follower designs, this circuit has 
less than unity gain ( 0.96), but its bandwidth 
is 270 M Hz, and its input capacitance only 1.5 
pF. As before, Cd is considered to be 2.5 pF. 
A bipolar transistor, Q2, is teamed with 

the FET in the final circuit, Fig. 4C, to 
achieve an optimum compromise between 
gain, bandwidth, and low input capacitance. 
According to Siliconix, this circuit furnishes 
10 dB gain and has a bandwidth of 90 M Hz, 
while its input capacitance is a mere 1.0 pF. 
Again, Cd is estimated to be 2.5 pF. 
All the video amplifier gain, bandwidth 

and input capacitance figures are approxi-
mations, of course, and may vary somewhat 
in practical circuits, depending on the char-
acteristics of the individual components used 
for assembly as well as the skill of the build-
er in minimizing lead inductances and dis-
tributed circuit capacitance. 

From the Si mple to the Subli me. An 
essential part of circuit development pro-
cedures, breadboard techniques are used by 
hobbyists and design engineers alike. In 
practice, an individual breadboard may be 
as simple as a scrap piece of perf board on 
which an experimental circuit is wired, or as 
elaborate as a multi-subsystem rack which 
is patch-wired to simulate complex process 
control networks or computer systems. 
Recently, we've learned of two commer-

cial "breadboards" which should be of inter-
est tci experimenters specializing in solid-
state circuitry. One, available in several 
versions, is of moderate size, quite inexpen-
sive, versatile and easy-to-use. The other is 
extremely small, moderately priced, some-
what complex, and also versatile and easy-
to-use —provided one has access to (or can 
afford) a fairly expensive accessory. 
The simpler of the new breadboards is 

illustrated in Fig. 5. Dubbed EXPERI/ 
BOARD by the manufacturer, the Circuit 
Accessories Co. (514 S. River Street, Hack-
ensack, NJ 07601 ) , these units are offered in 
'six different versions —three 4" X 6" types 
which sell for a mere $1.95 each, and three 
6" X 9" models at $3.75 each. All six ver-
sions are similar except for size and pattern 
and ail are essentially etched circuit boards 
with large pads suitable for lap soldering. 
The type 46D1 and its larger companion — 

model, type 69D1, have patterns designed 

February, 1971 
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Fig. 4. Wide-band FET video amplifier circuits can 
be used in any application requiring a high input 
resistance, low input capacitance and broad fre-
quency response. Circuit (A) has a 10-dB gain with 
70-MHz bandwidth; (B) has lower gain but a much 
higher bandwidth with 0.96 gain for 270 MHz; (C) 
is optimum compromise-10 dB gain for 90 MHz. 
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Garble 
cusp 

The Cobra 24 strikes through garble 
and static everytime. All you get is a 
crisp and clear message on all 23 
crystal-controlled channels (no extra 
crystals needed). 

Thanks to: 
• A Dynascan exclusivel full 5-watts of 
clear message with DYNABOOST speech 
compression. 
• All solid-state plus FET and integrated 
circuitry for stability and dependability. 
• Selective, dual-conversion, superhet re-
ceiver with ceramic filter to give superior 
selectivity and gain. 
• Operates on 12 volts DC. Meets FCC re-
quirements. 
• Positive/negative ground operation with-
out internal wiring changes needed—with 
reverse polarity protection. 

The Cobra 24 also features a dynamic 
push-to-talk microphone, an illumi-
nated channel selector and "S" meter 
for night transmission and a PA/CB 
switch with adjustable volume. Plus 
many more features that make the 
Cobra 24 the most powerful and de-
pendable radio in its class. Write us 
or see your local distributor for our 
catalog. 
Just be sure you get the Cobra 24 

and let the other guys collect the 
garble. 

Cobra 24 Net: $169.95 
Optional PAC Power Supply—S32.95 

Cmijs ra_ 
Product of Dynascan Corporation 
1801 W. Belle Plaine 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 
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for maximum use in breadboarding dis-
crete component circuitry. Type 46-IC-1 
and 69-IC-1 have special patterns suitable 
for 14-lead dual-in-line IC's. Finally, types 
46-IC-2 and 69-IC-2 are designed for TO-can 
type IC's with up to ten leads. The IC models 
may be used with lap-soldered connections 
or, if preferred, drilled for standard IC sock-
ets. 
Measuring only 0.070 X 0.085-inch (real-

ly!), making it the smallest we've ever seen, 
the other "breadboard" comes complete with 
over 50 integral components, including 6 
high frequency npn transistors, 2 medium-
current npn transistors, 2 lateral pup tran-
sistors, one common-collector pup transis-
tor, 4 base-emitter junction diodes, one 
5.2-volt Zener diode, 30 center-tapped resis-
tors with values ranging from 30 to 200,000 
ohms, 4 pinched resistors with values above 
25,000 ohms, and 2 junction capacitors. 
Identified as the type SG3801 QuikChip 

by its manufacturer, Silicon General, Inc. 
(7382 Bolsa Ave., Westminster, CA 92683), 
the device is actually an uncommitted mono-
lithic IC chip with isolated components and 
a number of bus bar strips. The units them-
selves are furnished premounted on uncased 
TO-100 packages. Relatively inexpensive, 
the devices sell for less than ten dollars each 
in unit quantities. 
In practice, the designer first develops a 

schematic diagram compatible with the com-
ponent values and device parameters on the 
chip. Next, using the schematic as a guide, 
he lays out his intended circuit on a scaled-
up worksheet which duplicates the IC chip's 
geometry. Finally, actual circuit connections 
are made using a microscope-equipped com-
mercial wire bonder. If desired, the com-
pleted IC can be capped and sealed using 
conventional techniques. 
If you find Silicon General's little IC 

breadboards fascinating and find yourself 
developing the "gotta-try-it-itch," we sug-
gest you resist the urge to order a few until 
you check your wallet. The small accessory 
—a standard wire bonder —needed for cir-
cuit interconnections can be a wee bit expen-
sive. GTI's (GTI Corporation, Dix Engineer-
ing Division, 1399 Logan Ave., Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626) Bondsonic ultrasonic wire bond-
er, for example, sells for about $2,500.00 
each. 
All in all, a small EXPERI/BOARD and 

a handy soldering iron can be a lot cheaper 
way to breadboard, albeit not as intriguing 
as working with an IC chip! 
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Exclusive! 
Knight-Kit and 
Science-Fair 
Kits. 

Exclusive! 
Realistic 
Lifetime 
Tubes. 

Exclusive! 
Battery-A-
Month 
Club. 

World's finest 
selection of 
famous brands 
—in one book! 

Brochures and Things. Two valuable 
new Application Notes have been published 
by Fairchild Semiconductor  (Box 880A, 
Mountain View, CA 94040). Written by 
members of the company's Systems and 
Applications Engineering Group, the notes 
discuss new Fairchild devices and their ap-
plications. 
Entitled The 9310-9316 Counters, Applica-

tion Note APP-184 (10 pages) describes a 

Fig. 5. New breadboards are 
available in six sizes and pat-
terns and are etched circuit 
boards with lap soldering pads. 

new BCD decimal counter and binary hexa-
decimal counter, multifunctional TTL/MSI 
devices with three control inputs for mode 
selection.  Suggested  applications  include 
counters, multistage programmable count-
ers, up/down counters and cyclic D/A con-
version. 
The second paper, APP-189, RF Applica-

tions of the FT0601 Dual-Gate MOSFET, is 
a 12-page publication by Suleyman Sir which 

If you can't come to the world's newest, largest 
and most exciting electronics department 

store, we'll mail the store to you! 
New! 1971 Allied Radio Shack Catalog 
460 pages—thousands of electronic values! 

Big Choice of Audio Items 
. .. Factory-Direct Savings! 
Allied TD-1099. 3-Head Stereo Tape 
Deck. Walnut-grain case. $179.95 

Realistic STA-120. Wideband AM,FET-FM Stereo Receiver. 140 Watts. 

With case. $269.95 

MAIL COUPON ... or bring to Allied  Radio Shack store. 

ALLIED RADIO SHACK, 100 N. Western Avenue,  617 7 
Chicago, Illinois 60680 
Yes! I want your big new 1971 Catalog. I enclose $1 for mailing 
and handling (refundable with my first purchase of $1 or more). 

Mgddle  Last 

Street or Route and Box No. 

CITY  STATE  zIPDEEIDO 
L I enclose  !Ilene ', order  [I] cash. 
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El New Heathkit solid-state 25" ultra-
rectangular Color TV with exclusive 
MTX-5 Matrix picture tube 

This is the world's finest color TV... and you can prove it to 
yourself. Compare the standard features of the new "371" to any 
color TV at any price... and you'll agree. 
NITX-5 picture tube ... standard. Developed by Heath engineers 
in conjunction with leading domestic picture tube manufacturers 
to provide optimum picture quality. Specially formulated etched 
glass face plate cuts out unwanted glare ... gives increased con-
trast without sacrificing brightness ... delivers the sharpest, purest, 
most natural 315 sq in. of color you'll ever see. 
Unique solid-state design ... under development for over 5 years: 
45 transistors, 55 diodes, 2 SCR's; 4 advanced Integrated Circuits 
containing another 46 transistors and 21 diodes; and just two tubes 
(picture & high voltage rectifier) combine to deliver performance 
and reliability unmatched in the industry. Modular plug-in circuit 
boards permit easier assembly & service. 
3-stage solid-state IF ... standard ... delivers higher gain for 
better overall picture quality. Factory assembled & aligned. 
Exclusive design solid-state VHF tuner... MOSFET design for 
greater sensitivity, lower noise & lower cross-modulation. Delivers 
visibly superior color reception. Assembled & aligned. 
Automatic Fine Tuning ... standard. Just push a button and the 

assembled & aligned AFT module tunes in perfect picture & sound 
automatically, instantly .... eliminates manual fine tuning. 
VHF power tuning ... standard ... scan thru all VHF channels 
and one preselected UHF channel at the push of the button. 
"Instant-On"... standard. A push of the power switch brings in-
stant sound, picture in seconds. Preheated picture tube filaments 
extend picture tube life. 
Automatic noise limiting and gated AGC... standard. Keep 
pulse-type interference to a minimum, maintain signal strength at 
a constant level. 
High resolution circuitry... standard. Improves picture clarity. 
Adjustable video peaking lets you select the degree of sharpness. 
Adjustable tone control... standard. Lets you vary the tone from 
the built-in dual cone 6x9" speaker from deep, rich bass to clean, 
crisp highs. 

sound output... standard. Permits playing the audio from 
the "371" thru your hi-fi or stereo for better reproduction. 
Exclusive Heath owner-service capability built-In. Heath color 
lys are the only sets on the market that can be serviced by you ... 
without special equipment or knowledge. The exclusive Heath 
manual, combined with the built-in dot generator and volt-ohm 
meter make service and adjustment easy .... and save money. 
The GR-371 is the world's finest color TV. Order yours now. KR 
GR-371, 125 lbs.... $579.95*. Other solid-state color TV's In 227 
& 295 sq. in. sizes from $489.95*. 

E New Heathkit solid-state "Legato" 
25-pedal Theatre Organ 

The most versatile musical instrument ever created ... here to-
day in easy-to-assemble kit form, saving you hundreds of dollars 
over comparable organs. A truly professional instrument, designed 
exclusively for Heath by the famous Thomas Organ company. 
Exclusive Thomas Color-Glo key lights show you correct notes & 
chords. Match the colors with your left hand, letters with your right. 
The unique Color-Glo keys and comprehensive Thomas organ 
course supplied will have you playing complete professional 
sounding songs in minutes, without musical knowledge. 
15 manual voices, 4 pedal voices ... any or all at the flip of a tab. 
SOLO: Diapason 16', Bass Clarinet 16', Trumpet 16', English Horn 
8', Oboe 8', Violin 8', Tibia 16', Tibia 8', Tibia 4', Tibia 2'. ACCOM-
PANIMENT: Diapason 8', Saxophone 8', French Horn 8', Oboe Horn 
8', Cello 8'. PEDAL: Diapason 16', Major Flute 8', Bass Clarinet 8', 
String Bass 8'. 

200 watts peak power from two separate solid-state amplifiers... 
one for the Leslie system, one for the main system. 
"Stereo" sound. 2-speed rotating Leslie to create the liquid trem-
olo beauty of the theatre organ ... 2-12" speakers in the main 
system. Play some voices thru the Leslie, others thru the main sys-
tem to create a lifelike "stereo" effect. 
Two 44-note keyboards ... both manuals tilt & overhang for easier 
playing. Accompaniment manual range 8'... F1 to C5; solo man-
ual 16', 8', 4', 2'... F1 to C7. 
25-note heel & toe pedalboard... exclusive Thomas Radial-Arc de-
sign, permits easy, tireless pedal playing. Range 16' & 8', CO to C3. 
Other features include selective repeat percussion for "strum-
ming" effects; selective attack percussion for crisp piano or guitar 
sounds; Reverb for concert hall realism; variable vibrato and easy 
assembly with the famous Heathkit manual. 
Put a universe of sound in your home today .... order your new 
TO-101 now. Kit TO-101, 299 lbs $1495*. Playmate & Band 
Box accessories also available. 

E New Heathkit solid-state 
14" portable Color TV 

Console performance with portable convenience ... that's the 
new GR-169. Heath engineers took the highly sophisticated cir-
cuitry of the new GR-371 above, modified it slightly to accommo-
date the smaller picture tube, eliminated the AFT feature, and put 
it in a handsome, compact cabinet. The result is a portable that 
performs better than any portable at any price ... and better than 
most consoles as well. Features the unique Heath solid-state 
chassis for unexcelled performance and long-term reliability. 

Other features include modular plug-in circuit boards for easier 
assembly, faster service. Solid-state 3-stage IF provides increased 
gain for improved picture quality. Factory assembled & aligned VHF 
tuner uses MOSFET design for greater sensitivity.., delivers supe-
rior color pictures. Front panel secondary controls permit periodic 
minor adjustments without removing chassis from cabinet. Exclusive 
Heath self-service features built-in provide complete owner service 
capability... and you can do it without special knowledge or equip-
ment. 
It all adds up ... to the new Heathkit GR-169 ... the world's finest 
portable (and one of the world's best consoles too!). Order yours 
today. Kit GR-189, 69 lbs... $349.95* 

E New Heathkit solid-state 80-10 Meter 
Amateur Receiver 

The world's best ham receiver. Tunes USB, LSB, AM, CW & RTTY, 
80-10 M. 15 MHz WVVV coverage. 100 á 25 kHz calibration. Dual 
gate MOSFET front end for greater dynamic range. Solid-state fac-
tory assembled & aligned Linear Master Oscillator for rock-solid 
tuning with 1 kHz readout. Y. uV sensitivity for 10 dB S+N/N. 2.1 
kHz selectivity with built-in SSB crystal filter .... optional AM & CW 
crystal filters available. Fast, easy assembly. Order your SB-303 
now. Kit SB-303, 21 lbs   $319.95' 

[1] New Heathkit solid-state 15 MHz 
frequency counter 

Now... frequency measurement at a price you can afford. De-
livers stable, accurate counting from 1 Hz to over 15 MHz. All inte-
grated circuitry for top performance, high reliability. Automatic 
trigger level for wide range input without adjustment. Five digit 
cold-cathode readout with Hz/kHz ranges and overrange indica-
tors give 8-digit capability. Input Z 1 megohm shunted by less than 
20 pF for low circuit loading. Order your new IB-101 today. Kit 
IB-101, 7 lbs.  $199.95* 

See these and 300 other Heathkit suggestions at one 
of the following Heathkit Electronic Centers: 

CALIFORNIA Anaheim, 92005 
El Cerrito, 94530 
6000 Potrero Avenue 

La Mesa. 92041 
8363 Center Drive 

Los Angeles, 90007 
2309 S. Flower St. 

Redwood City, 94063 
2001 Middlefield Rd. 

Woodland Hills, 91384 
22504 Ventura Blvd. 

COLORADO  MASSACHUSETTS 
Denver. 80212  Wellesley, 02181 
5940 W. 38th Ave. 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta, 30305 
5285 Roswell Road 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago, 801145 
3462-66 W. Devon Ave. 
Downers Grove, 80515 
224 Ogden Ave. 

165 Worcester St. 
MICHIGAN 
Detroit, 48219 
18645 W. Eight Mile Rd. 

MINNESOTA 
Ho ek.., 55343 
101 Shady Oak Rd. 

MISSOURI 
SI. Loulb 83123 
9296 Gravois Ave. 

MARYLAND  NEW JERSEY 
Rockville, 20852  Fair Lawn, 07410 
5542 Nicholson Lane  35-07 Broadway (Rte. 4) 

NEW YORK 
Jericho, LI., 11753 
15 Jericho Turnpike 
New York, 10036 
35 W. 45th Street 

OHIO 
Cleveland, 44129 
5444 Pearl Rd. 
Woodburn, 45215 
10133 Springfield Pike 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Philadelphia,   
6318 Roosevelt Blvd. 

Pittsburgh, 15235 
3482 William Penn Hwy. 

TEXAS 
Dallas, 75201 
2715 Ross Avenue 
Houston, 77027 
3705 Westheimer 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle, 98121 
2221 Third Ave. 

WISCONSIN 
lAilweakee, 53216 
5215 W. Fond du Lac 

Retail Heathkit Electronic Center prices slightly higher to 
cover shipping, local stock, consultation and demonstration 
facilities. Local service also available whether you purchase 
locally or by factory mail order. 
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Five New Heathkir Solid-State Ideas 

E 25" ultra-rectangular 
Color TV 

E Amateur radio 
receiver 

III 14" portable 
Color TV 

Ill 15 MHz frequency counter 

Another great idea: 

Send for your 
FREE 1971 
Heathkit catalog 
today! 

r- NEATII COMPANY. Dept. 10-2 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

D Enclosed is j   plus shipping. 

Please send model Is) 
[j] Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.  ID Please send Credit Application. 

Name   

Address   

City 

11] 25-pedal 
theatre organ 

r =1  H  1-1 

a Schlurnberper Company 

 State  Zip   
•Mail order prices, F.O.B. factory. 

Prices á specifications subject to change without notice. 
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Lafayette's 
1971 Golden 
Jubilee 
Catalog 

Your 1st Guide To 
Everything in Electronics 

• Stereo/Hi-Fi Components • Musical Instru-
ments and Amplifiers • Photography Equip-
ment • Ham and CB Gear • Public Address 
Systems • Tools and Test Equipment • Edu-
cational and Optical Equipment • Black and 
White/Color Televisions • Police and Fire Mon-
itor Receivers • Books and Parts 
Plus Thousands of Additional Items 

Lafayette Radio Electronics Dept. 35021 
P. 0. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 11791 

en Send Me the Free Lafayette 
I  Golden Jubilee 1971 Catalog 710 

Name 
• Address 
I • City 
I State 

35021 

Zip 
(Please include your zip code) 
im  me  . . . . . . . 
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LONG DISTANCE CB 
MOBILE ANTENNAS 

Our fiberglass -Racers 4 & 6" 
have tunable tips so you can tune 
your SWR to 1 .1:1 and get the 
most distance out of your mobile 
transceiver. Extra strong, non-
fraying military grade fiberglass 
... fits all standard %"-24 thread 
mounts. The prices are right, too. 

Racer 6   6' length   $11 .95 
Racer 4   4' length   S11.25 
Racer Mounts   $ 4.95 

See your local CB dealer. 

I.  siramnte% 
Avant' Research & Development, Inc 

Addison, Illinois 60101 
CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

TUNABLE TIP 
FOR LOWEST 

POSSIBLE SWR 

SOLID STATE 
(Continued from page 89) 

discusses design and performance character-
istics of a new MOSFET and outlines the 
special features that make it ideal for use as 
a UHF, VHF or FM amplifier, VHF and FM 
mixer, or i-f amplifier. 
Monsanto  Electronic  Special  Products 

(10131 Bubb Road, Cupertino, CA 95014) 
has issued the second volume of their new 
series of booklets, GaAsLite Tips. Devoted 
entirely to opto-isolators, this new 28-page 
publication covers phototransistor, photo-
diode, and photoSCR couplers and isolators. 
Design considerations, applications, and test 
methods are discussed, with a number of 
practical circuits included for reference pur-
poses. One interesting section is devoted to 
the use of opto-isolators in computer inter-
face applications. For a copy of this worth-
while publication, contact your nearest Mon-
santo distributor or write directly to the 
company. 

Down, Down, Down go semiconductor 
prices while up, up, up go sales. Despite the 
nation-wide recession, semiconductor de-
vices continue to fare well in the market-
place compared to vacuum tubes. According 
to data compiled by the EIA Marketing Ser-
vices Department, U.S. factory sales of 
semiconductors showed a 2.0% gain during 
the first seven months of 1970, compared to 
a similar period in 1969. In contrast, U.S. 
factory sales of receiving tubes were down 
22.3% from 1969 sales during a similar pe-
riod. Actually, these figures don't tell the 
whole story, for some solid-state devices are 
doing much better than others. During the 
survey period, for example, sales of mono-
lithic IC's registered a whopping 41.4% in-
crease when measured against comparable 
1969 sales, while sales of discrete devices 
recorded a 5.2% drop. Obviously, the trend 
is toward an increased use of IC's. 
Aside from technical performance, the 

prime reason for the increasing popularity 
of semiconductor devices is the continuing 
drop in prices. When first introduced, for 
example, Raytheon's original type CK722 
"experimenter's transistor" sold for a low, 
low (for those days) $7.50 each. Today, ex-
cellent experimenter types are available for 
about 25¢ each in modest quantities. In an-
other category, Fairchild's original type 
709C IC operational amplifier sold for some 
$64.00 each when introduced a few years 
ago. Today, the same unit sells for a mere 
$1.49 in unit quantities and for less than one 
dollar in 100 lots.  —Lou 
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free information service 
Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about 
products advertised or mentioned editorially (if it has a "Reader Service 
Number") in this issue. Just follow the directions below...and the material 
will be sent to you promptly and free of charge. 

1 On coupon below, circle the number(s) that 
• corresponds to the key number(s) at the bot-

tom or next to the advertisement or editorial men-
tion that is of interest to you. (Key numbers for 
advertised products also appear in the Advertisers' 
Index.) Print or type your name and address on the 
lines indicated. 

2 Cut out the coupon and mail it to: POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 
a P.O. Box 8391, Philadelphia, PA 19101. 

note• If you want to write to the editors of 
o POPULAR ELECTRONICS about an article 

on any subject that does not have a key number, write 
to POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10016. Inquiries concerning circulation 
and subscriptions should be sent to POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 1096, Flushing, N.Y. 11352. 
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These bong plating 
eartridges 
outperform any long 
phi  ' 

ta se 

r eat Standard"— 
Tracks as low as 0.1 grams in laboratory play-
back arms. List Price —$99.95. 

999VE/ X "Professional" —Recommended 
tracking force 1/4 to 11/4 grams. List Price — 
$79.95. 

Free copy of "Guide to Sound Design for 
1971"; Empire Scientific Corp., 1055 Stewart 
Ave., Garden City, N.Y. 11530 

E MPIRE 
CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

CONTROLLED 
QUALITY  - 
CRYSTALS by 

CRUM 
The "On-Channel" Crystals 

FOR 

CITIZEN BAND 
23 Channels and "Mars" 

• 

HA M OPERATORS 
• 

Commercial 2- Way 
• 

Marine-Monitor 
See your Distributor for Speedy 

"Zip Certificates" 

CRYSTEK 
formerly Texas Crystals 

Div. of Whitehall Electronics Corp. 
1000 Crystal Drive  4117 W. Jefferson Blvd. 

Fort Myers, Florida 33901 Los Angeles, California 90016 

ELECTRO-CULTURE 
(('ontinued front page 70) 

unless well-watered. Peas and carrots are in 
this group. Further, electric treatment must 
be stopped if days are hot and sunny. A sim-
ple photoelectric relay circuit, connected in 
series with the power line, provides adequate 
control for this purpose. 
Note that plants are mavericks in many 

ways and do not necessarily show uniform 
yield patterns. Electronically speaking, being 
living organisms, species utilize the energy 
contained in the phosphate bonds of adeno-
sine triphosphate (ATP) to drive reactions 
which lead to maintenance and growth of 
cells, tissues, etc. This ATP is produced from 
adenosine di phosphate (ADP) by processes 
involved in aerobic respiration, fermentation, 
and electromagnetic bionuclear constituents 
of photosynthesis. In many ways, plants are 
organic semiconductors and apparently fea-
ture electron transport systems which, in 
higher plant mitochondria, are exactly the 
saine as those for animal mitochondria in 
ways of generating enzymes. 
However, taken together, science has only a 

vague idea why plants react to applied elec-
tro-culture and related methods mentioned 
earlier. The field is wide open for experimen-
tation and improvement, and it certainly has 
exceptional hopes for the future. 
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STEREO SCENE 
(Continued from page 77) 

muffled during all but the loudest passages. 
Clearly, the Dolby couldn't really get to 

the root of the cassette hiss bugaboo until 
somebody started releasing Dolbyized cas-
settes, recorded with the initial compression 
on them and all ready for playback stretch-
ing. Finally, this is happening. VOX has 
already released two Dolbyized cassettes, 
Ampex has announced that future cassette 
releases will be Dolbyized, and I'm led to 
believe that other pre-recorded cassette 
manufacturers are doing likewise. 
The fact that un-Dolbyized tapes sound 

muffled when played via the Dolby stretcher 
raises a question of concern to the person 
who doesn't feel he can afford a Dolby B 
in any form right now: What will the 
Dolbyized cassettes sound like played back 
"straight"? Well, frankly, they'll have the 
hottest-sounding high end you ever heard. 
The cassette manufacturers are aware of 
this. They are also aware that many people 
tend to equate the amount of treble with the 
degree of fidelity, and will consequently 
think they are hearing higher-fl than ever 
before. The assumption is, evidently, that 

100 1000 
FREQUENCY 

10,000 

Seven segment display 
Hours, minutes, seconds 
Choose 12 or 24 hour clock 

%  Solid State, easily assembled 

people who know better can either cut back 
on their treble control, for a semblance of 
fidelity, or can buy a Dolby-equipped cas-
sette machine. In other words, the new cas-
settes will be aimed at critical listeners, at 
the expense of the uncritical listeners. 
If the general public doesn't rebel at the 

hot high end on the new cassettes, maybe 
the industry will carry things a step further 
and do the same thing with disc recordings, 
for a Dolbyized disc playback must be heard 
to be believed! Ticks, pops and swishes 
practically disappear, and those that remain 
have the edge taken off them so they are 
much more easily ignored. If you have a 
Dolby-equipped recorder, you can get some 
idea of what Dolbyized-disc surface noise 
sounds like, by recording some unmodulated 
but typically noisy grooves (lead-in grooves, 
for instance) without the Dolby in circuit, 
and then playing it back while switching the 
Dolby stretcher in and out for comparison. 
This duplicates the actual situation in that 
the surface noise, originating after the disc 
is cut, is subjected to Dolbyization only in 
playback. 
Perhaps the Dolby disc has in fact already 

passed the speculation stage. Rumors within 
the industry have it that Ray Dolby has de-
veloped a C Dolby. Could it be the same as 
a B, but with rumble-reduction added? May-
be. We shall see. 

VERY SOFT SOUND 

11 71E1 915  
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

The Dolby B's effect on fre-
quency response during record-
ing (solid lines) and playback 
(dashed).  Mirror-image play-
back action exactly cancels 
treble boost that was applied 
to low-level passages during 
recording, restoring the orig-
inal flat response to sound. 

DIGITAL CLOCK KIT 
A totally electronic, solid state clock. Trouble free, 
sharper, clearer display with R.C.A. Numitron 
readout tubes. MSI-TTL logic on only one circuit 
board. New design eliminates line noise. 

Special introductory offer includes free walnut case. 

SEND CHECK OR  MONEY ORDER TODAY 

LOGICONCEPTS, INC. 
22513 SO. NORMANDIE /TOR RANCE, CALIF. 90501 

Write for list and prices of other Logiconcept kits. 
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ELECTRONICS 

FREE 
Catalog 

Fill in coupon for a FREE  One  Year  Subscription 
to  OLSON  ELECTRONICS  Fantastic  Value  Parked 
Catalog  Unheard  of  LO W,  LO W  PR ICES  on 
Brand  Name  Speakers,  Changers,  Tubes,  Tools, 
Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB, and other Values. Cre dif 

plan available. 

NAME __ 
ADDRESS 
CITY   STATE   

GIVE ZIP CODE   

If you have a friend interested in electronics send 
his name and address for a FREE subscription also. 

OLSON ELECTRONICS 
Dept.  IN  260 S. Forge Street  Akron, Ohio 44308 
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McGEE RADIO Co. 
WORLD'S BEST SELECTIONS 

AND LO WEST PRICES 

SPEAKERS 
ALMOST EVERY SIZE FROM 11/2 TO 18 INCH 

WOOFERS —TWEETERS —CROSSOVERS 
MANY HIGH FIDELITY KITS 

McGEE'S 176 PAGE 1971 CATALOG 
SENT FREE ON REQUEST 

NORELCO HI-FI SPEAKERS 
McGEE HAS ADDED A FULL LINE OF NORELCO 

HI-FI SPEAKERS FOR THE SYSTEM BUILDER. 

McGee ships orders all over the U.S. When requesting 
our catalog please give name, address and zip code. 

Our 41st year in Kansas City. Catalog offers every-

thing for Hi-Fidelity audio P.A. systems. All kinds of 
microphones. Names such as Shure, Bogen, Electro-

Voice, University, Altec, Ampex, G.E. Tubes and Tran-

istors. All kinds of parts. Everything for Educational 
and Industrial electronics. Write for your catalog today. 

McGEE RADIO CO. -1901 —PE 
McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 64108 

ULTIMATE COUNTER 
(('oilliained from page 48) 

Signals Required. A positive-going pulse 
at the clear input, forces all outputs to a low 
level. Up or down counting can be operated 
from any positive-going pulse and no shap-
ing or squaring circuits are required as long 
as the signal is clean and has no spikes or 
noise pulses. The counter will trigger from 
pulses as narrow as 20 nanoseconds. The di-
rection of counting is dependent on which in-
put is toggled while the other is kept high. 
The four data inputs are high level while the 
load line is kept low. 
The four outputs of /C./ will change to 

agree with the data inputs independently of 
the counting input. The borrow output is a 
pulse equal in width to the count down input 
when the counter underflows. The carry out-
put produces a pulse equal in width to the 
count up input when the counter overflows. 
Ca.seading of stages is performed as shown in 
Vic% 4A. 
'l'o program a new modulo, the carry output 

is connected to the load input (see Fig. 4B) 
and the four BCD data input lines are preset 
with the required digital code, with A being 
the first bit, B the second, etc. To obtain a 
modulo-6, for example, connect the data in-
puts for a binary four (A = 0, B = 0, 
C = 1, D = 0). The counter will then start at 
four, count to nine, and pick up at four again. 
Of course, the readout tube will have to be 
wired so that the number 1 lights instead of 
the 4, 2 instead of 3, etc. Any modulo can be 
selected merely by applying the correct binary 
logic to the (lata input terminals and modify-
ing. t lie readout tube wiring accordingly. 
Input for a logic 1 must be 40 µA at 2 volts. 

The signal source must go below 0.8 volt and 
lac able to sink 1.6 mA from the IC in order 
for it to go to a logic O. These values are 
standard for the Series 74 IC's and represent 
a fan-in of 1.  HIE 
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SUBSTITUTION BOX 
from »age (15) 

mounted inside the chassis and the two resis-
tors associated with the bridge (R25 and 
R26) are mounted on a small piece of perf 
board which is then attached to the meter 
terminals. The complete system is wired as 
shown in Fig. 1. When it is finished, use 
some form of rub-on letters to identify the 
controls and switches. 

Operation. To use as a substitute resis-
tor, place S26 in the RESISTANCE position and 
set the appropriate switches on the front of 
the instrument to total the desired value. The 
resistance is available across J.1 and J2. 
To use the Wheatstone bridge, place S26 

in the BRIDGE position and set 1127 for maxi-
mum resistance. Connect the unknown resis-
tor to Ji and J2 with appropriate test leads. 
Depress pushbutton switch S25 and operate 
any of the resistor switches. Note the direc-
tion and amount of meter movement. If the 
meter reads "too little," inerea.se the resis-
tance; if "too much," decrease the resistance. 

Prototype has a 10-turn potentiometer for close 
resolution, but a conventional pot may be used. 

Continue adjusting the known resistance until 
a null is obtained on the meter. As the nee-
dle is brought nearer zero, adjust 1127 to ob-
tain greater sensitivity. 

IT'S LIKE HAVING AN ELECTRONICS STOREHOUSE 

OF 70,000 PARTS RIGHT IN YOUR HANDS! 

Now Available--the "Most Wanted" 

1›,>,  . 

4.2 

' 

THERE'S AN ALLIED ELECTRONICS 

INDUSTRIAL CATALOG 

4, E., e ORDER DESK AT EACH 
OF THE 850 ALLIED 

RADIO SHACK STORES 

ALLIED ELECTRONICS 
A Subsidiary 0-TANDY CORP. 
,.2400. W. Washington Blvd. 

Chicago. III 60680 

Catalog in the Electronics Industry 

Get the most complete, most factual, 
most wanted catalog in electronics 
today! Allied Electronics' 616-page 
book is your buying guide to every-
thing in electronics. It's backed 
by  the  fastest  service  pos-
sible plus the full resources that 
have made us THE electronics supply 
house in the country for 50 years. 
Send for your catalog today! 

Gentlemen: 

Please Send Me a Copy of your 

New 1971 Catalog No. 710 

I Enclose $2.00 (Credited to my first Order) 

NAME   

TITLE   

COMPANY   

ADDRESS   

CITY   STATE  ZIP 

41. 
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 

Please include an address la-
bel when writing about your 
subscription to help us serve 
you promptly. Write to: P.O. 
Box 1096, Flushing, N.Y.11352 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 
Please let us know you are 
moving at least four to six 
weeks in advance. Affix 
magazine address label in 
space to the right and print 
new address below. If you 
have a question about your 
subscription, attach ad-
dress label to your letter. 
TO SUBSCRIBE: Check below. 
1:1 5 yrs. $21  D 3 yrs. S15 
1 yr. SG E New D Remewal 

Specify: D Payment enclosed 
You get 1 extra issue 
per year as a BONUS! 
D Bill me later. 

1/4 

Le— —  
T — AFFIX LABEL 

0454 
print na me   

address   

city   

state 

Add'I postage 

zip 
code 

per year outride U S., its possessions & Canada. 

 ABOUT YOUR  
SUBSCRIPTION 

YOU subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS iS 
maintained on one of the world's most modern, 
efficient computer systems, and if you're like 99% 
of our subscribers, you'll never have any reason 
to complain about your subscription service. 
We have found that when complaints do arise, 

the majority of them occur because people have 
written their names or addresses differently at 
different times. For example, if your subscription 
were listed under "William Jones, Cedar Lane, 
Middletown, Arizona," and you were to renew it 
as "Bill Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona," 
our computer would think that two separate sub-
scriptions were involved, and it would start send-
ing you two copies of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each 
month. Other examples of combinations of names 
that would confuse the computer would include: 
John Henry Smith and Henry Smith; and Mrs. 
Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor differences in 
addresses can also lead to difficulties. For exam-
ple, to the computer, 100 Second St. is not the 
same as 100 2nd St. 
So, please, when you write us about your sub-

scription, be sure to enclose the mailing label 
from the cover of the magazine—or else copy your 
name and address exactly as they appear on the 
mailing label. This will greatly reduce any chance 
of error, and we will be able to service your 
request much more quickly. 

INTERFACE 
(Continucti from puge 10) 

was qualified according to the norms of the 
industry." 
I took a lead from that bit of information 

and since that time have concentrated on 
making a decent living in communications. 
Of course, the work I do requires an FCC li-
cense but that is not too difficult to accom-
plish and possession of such a license opens 
many doors to the bearer. (Possibly because 
many employers respect that which they are 
not able to attain.) I believe earnings in this 
field can equal those of a typical college 
graduate serving as an electronics engineer, 
providing of course he has not worked up 
into management. 

N. JOHNSON, W2OLU 
Tappan, N.Y. 

MORE OF THE "NEW LOOK" 
Your "New Format" is superb. I went 

temporarily berserk and cut 10 articles out 
of your last three issues to file in my circuit 
library. Particularly found "Winding Your 
Own Transformers" (September 1970) and 
"Digital  Measurements  Lab"  (November 
1970) most welcome! 

R. W. CONWAY 
Austin, Texas 

LEADING OR LAGGING 

In your "Quiz on AC Circuit Theory" (De-
cember, p 44) there are two possible answers 
for Nos. 8 and 10. Thus, for No. 8, IC can be 
28 mA; and for No. 10, IC can be 25 mA. 

E. F. CATEY 
Carmel, Calif. 

This is true since the questions did not 
state whether the total currents were leading 
or lagging. 

OUT OF TUNE 
Your nomograph for determining "Reflex 

Enclosure Dimensions" (December, p 64) will 
be valuable to many of us do-it-yourselfers. 
But before embarking on a plywood-cutting 
spree, may I suggest the directions be modi-
fied slightly. The line connecting the four 
columns must be horizontal at all times. 

ERIC HODSON 
Presidio of Monterey, Calif. 

It certainlu must! 
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QRP THING 
(( '„„I limed from page 44) 

across the output. The 18-volt battery supply 
may be made up of three 6-volt lantern cells 
in series. 
With the key up, only transistor Q1 draws 

current and the meter indication should be 
about 5 mA. With the key down, tune C3 
toward minimum capacity and observe how 
the meter indication rises to 100 mA or more 
as the driver stage tunes to 7 MHz and Q3 is 
fed r-f power. Now, tune C4 in the pi-section 
for a dip in current and then retune C3, C2 
and Cl in that order for maximum current. 
It should be found that Cl and C2 have a very 
slow-to-respond effect on the output or cur-
rent drawn from the battery supply. Minor 
juggling of Cl will "rubber" the crystal 
oscillator. 
Although maximum r-f power output cor-

responds closely, in tuning, to the dip (of 
C4) in current, it is more satisfying to mea-
sure actual r-f output. This can be done with 
any convenient directional power output 
meter." 
After tuning up with the 50-ohm dummy 

load, the transmitter can be connected to a 
resonant 40-meter antenna fed by a 50-ohm 
coax cable. 

Results. The QRP rig has been the recipi-
ent of nothing but good reports (consistently 
TÍ)) and most hams on the other end of a 
QSO are unwilling to believe that they are 
listening to a signal running about 0.5 watt 
output. The entire West Coast of North 
America has been worked on 40 meters on or 
close to 7135 kHz—the most-used QRP fre-
quency in the band. 

1. The Camper's Special," H. B. Smith, POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS, August 1965, p 48. 

2. "QRP Special," C. Green, Electronics Illus-
trated, September 1965. p 84. 

3. "A One- Watt Rig for 40 Meters," F. L. Dwight, 
Q37', November 1966. p 40. 

4. "A Transistor 5- Watter for 80 and 40," D. De-
Maw, QST, June 1969, p 11. 

5. "Mini-Mitter: The Ultimate in Miniatures," 
H. S. Pyle, 73 Magazine, March 1968. p 18. 

6. "Transistor Rig for 40 Meters." E. Marriner, 
Ham Radio Magazine, July 1968, p 44. 

7. -The Needle Swings to QRP," H. S. Pyle, Ham 
Radio Magazine, December 1968, p 36. 

8. "The Crystal Oscillator," H. D. Olson, Ham 
Radio Magazine, July 1969, p 33. 

9. "The QRP 80-40 C. W. Transmitter," D. DeMaw, 
QST, June 1969, p 11. 
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POLICE! FIRE! WEATHER! 

Hear The News 
Only  BEFORE It's News! 
99" Realistic "Patrolman„ 

2-Band VHF Monitor 
For everyone who wants to monitor emergency 
radio calls. Two separate tuning knobs for 30-50 
MHz and 152-174 MHz—no need to detune one 
to tune the other. Solid-state. 117 VAC/12 UDC 
for home or car. Thousands in use! Sold only by 
Allied Radio Shack. 

FIND BURIED COINS! 
ANTIQUES! 
RELICS! JEWELRY! 
Knight-Kit 
Metal Locator 

29% 

/ It's fun, it's 
practical! Finds all 

kinds of valuable metallic 
objects up to 6" below 
ground. As detector 
nears metal, audible 
signal tells you where 
to dig. Solid-state, 

battery powered, fun 
to build. Exclusive at 
Allied Radio Shack! 

Free Color Catalog 
At 850 stores coast to coast 
or mail coupon to: 

Dept. E E 2627 W. 7th St., Ft. Worth, Tex. 76107 
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE 
NON-DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or in• 
dividuals offering commercial products or services. $1.25 per word 
(including name and address). Minimum order $12.50. Payment 
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited ad-
vertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months: 10% 
for 12 months paid in advance. READER RATE: For individuals 
with a personal item to buy or sell. soe per word (including name 
and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy. 

FOR SALE 

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1" by 1 column (2%" wide), $110.00. 2" 
by 1 column $215 00. 3" by 1 column, $320.00. Advertiser to 
supply cuts 
GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at 
no extra charge. All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing 
Date: 1st of the 2nd month preceding cover date (for example, 
March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to: 
Hal Cymes, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, 
New York 10016. 

FREE! Giant bargain catalog on fiber optics, transistors, diodes, 
photo cells, rectifiers. SCR's. zeners, parts. Poly Palm, P.O. Box 
942, Lynnfield, Mass. 09140.   

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, SnoonerscePes• Ra-

dios, Parts, Picture Catalog 25$. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.  

ROCKETS: Ideal for miniature transmitter tests. New illustrated 
catalog. 250. Single and multistage kits, cones, engines, launchers, 
trackers, rocket aerial cameras, technical information. Fast service. 
Estes Industries, Dept. 18-B, Penrose, Colorado 81240.   

LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog Free, KNAPP, 
3174 8th Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540.   

WE SEU. CONSTRUCTION PLANS. TELEPHONE: Answering Machine, 
Speakerphone, earphone, Phonevision, Legal Connector, Auto Dialer, 
Central Dial System. TELEVISION: $35.00 Color Converter. Tape Re-
corder, 3DTV. $25.00 Camera. HOBBYIST: Electron Microscope, 
96 Hour Tape Music System. Ultrasonic Dishwasher, Radar-Oven, 
Electronic Tranquilizer. Plans $4.95 each. COURSES: Telephone 
Engineering $39.50, Detective Electronics $22.50, Anti•Detective 
Electronics $27.50. NEW SUPER HOBBY CATALOG AIRMAILED 
$1.00. Don Britton Enterprises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90048.   
WEBBER INS's. Police & Fire Converters. Catalog 250. 72 Cottage 
Street, Lynn, Mass. 01905.   

INVESTIGATORS, LATEST ELECTRONICS AIDS. FREE LITERATURE. 
CLIFTON, 11500-1. NW 7th AVE., MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS: 10 meters. "Hawk"-25 watts output-
$59.95;  "Hornet"-50 watts-$98.50;  "Raider"-100 watts-
$139.95; "Maverick-250"-250 watts-$244.95; AM/SSB. "Scor-
pion" 50 watt 12 volt mobile-$99.95; "Bandit II" 100 watt 
mobile-$169.95. 20-35 megacycles. (Illegal Class D 11 meters.) 
Dealer inquiries invited. D & A Manufacturing Co., 1217 Avenue C. 
Scottsbluff, Nebraska 69361.   

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. Large cata-
log $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 

RADIO-T.V. Tubes-36$ each. Send for free catalog. Cornell, 4213 
University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

PSYCHEDELIC catalog. Posters, lighting, etc. Send 50$ for handling 
to Hole In The Wall, 6055PE Lankershim, North Hollywood, Calif. 
91606. 
CLEARANCE SALE rectifiers, transistors, 1000's other items. Catalog 
Ise. General Sales Company. 254 Main, Clute, Texas 77531. 
MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 100. Greatest Values-
Lowest Prices. Fertik's. 5249 "D", Philadelphia. Pa. 19120 

SPACE-AGE TV CAMERA KIT! Terrific for Experimenters, Industry, 
Education, Solid-state. Only $116.951 Starter kits: $18.95 up. 
Plans 250 up. Catalog FREE. Phone: 402-987-3771, Write: ATV 
RESEARCH. 1301 Broadway. Dakota City, Nebr. 68731.   

BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS and accessories. Controls, bells, sirens, 
hardware, etc. OMNI-GUARD radar intruder detection system, kit 
form or assembled. Write tor free catalog. Miciotech Associaies, 
Inc., Box 10147, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. 

SENCORE, B&K TEST EQUIPMENT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES. FREE 
CATALOG AND PRICE SHEET. FORDHAM RADIO, 265 EAST 149TH 
STREET, BRONX, N.Y. 10451. 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS-Distributor prices, Free catalog. Box 
2581, El Cajon, California 92021. 

JAPAN & HONG KONG DIRECTORY. Electronics, all merchandise. 
World trade information. $1.00 today. Wan° Kaisha Ltd., Box 
6266. Spokane, Washington 99207.   
AMATEUR SCIENTISTS, Electronics Hobbyists, Experimenters, Stu-
dents . . . Construction Plans-all complete, including drawings. 
schematics, parts lists with prices and sources . . . Radar-Build 
your own ultrasonic doppler radar. Detect motion of people, auto-
mobiles, even falling rain drops. Transistorized, uses 9 volt transistor 
battery-54.50 . . . Long-Range "Sound Telescope"-This amazing 
device can enable you to hear conversations, birds and animals, other 
sounds hundreds of feet away. Very directional. Transistorized. Uses 
9V battery-$3.50 . . . Robot Man-Moves hands and arms-$3.50 
. . . Or send 250 coin (no stamps) for complete catalog. Other items 
include Psychedelic strobes, light shows, lasers . . . 46 different 
projects. Technical Writers Group, Box 5994, State College Station, 
Raleigh. N.C. 27607.   
CITIZEN BAND Radios, SSB, AM. Swan CB, Amateur. Accessories, 
Free Catalogue. Dealers send letterhead for factory prices. Call 714-
894-7555, "Baggy's" Radio, 6391 Westminister Avenue, West-
minister, Calif. 92683.   
DIAGRAMS-Radios $1.50, Television $3.00. Give make and mod-
el. Diagram Service, Box 1151PE, Manchester, Conn. 06042. 

ELECTRONIC Ignition. Various Types. Information 100, Anderson 
Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239. 
NEW! PHONE PATCH with automatic switch. Now you can record 
those important conversations automatically. ONLY $19.95. Cheico 
Electronics, 11835 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.   

BACKGROUND MUSIC. continuous commercial-free. Solid-state 
MUSICON SCA ADAPTER plugs into any FM Tuner, Receiver. Line 
powered. 5 year guarantee! Only $39. postpaid. K-Lab. Box 572Z, 
South Norwalk. Conn. 06856.   

NEW SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES -bright red 
lights replace light bulbs. Typical life 100 years. Operate at 1.65 
volts. 50 milliamps. Order 2 for $2.98 NOW. Data sheet and in-
structions included. Monsanto Company. Hobby Section, 10131 
Bubb Road, Cupertino, California 95014. 

CONVERT any television to sensitive, big-screen oscilloscope. Only 
minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illus. 
tratad plans, $2.00. Relco-A33. Box 10563. Houston. Texas 77018. 

FREE catalog, parts, circuit boards for POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
projects. PAIA ELECTRONICS, Box 14359, Oklahoma City, OK 
73114.   
MATRIX ARRAY COMPONENT UNITS; needed in experimenter labora-
tory and repair shop. catalog 10$. CUHINCO, 2404 Stratton Drive, 
Rockville, Maryland 20854. 

CIRCUIT BOARDS: Complete Job Shop Operation. Jetca. Inc.. Box 
418, Monon, Indiana 47959. 

A powerfully 
sensitive Instrument - 
detects gold, silver, coins, 
relics. etc.  Fully tested - 
transistorised - guaranteed. 

DISCOVER HIDDEN 
TREASURE 

WITH A JETCO ELECTRONIC I 
METAL 

DETECTOR 

$29.95 
Send for Free Catalog 

JETCO, P.O. Box 132 PEM, Huntsville, Texas 77340 
up 
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MOBILE linear with 40 watts output and compact size of 3H-5W•70 
for $74.95 factory wired; kit available for $64.90. (Illegal class 
D 11 meters). 50 watt base unit factory wired $72.95, kit $59.90. 
Star Communication, Rt. 8. Paducah, Ky. 42001. 

PARTS! 
Send For /44 

CORNELL'S 
New Color 
Catalog 

40 Pgs New Items 

CORNEL 

3 3 e, puebre 

IN LOTS OF 100 

TUBES! 

36(per 
tube 

ORDER FREE 
IF NOT SHIPPED 
IN 74 HOURS' 

4219  UNIVERSITY AVE SAN DIEGO, CALIF 92105 

FREE Kit Catalog: Shortproof Powersupply $39.50. Ultrasonic Alarm 
$37.25. SWTPC, Box B32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216. 

FREE carbon resistor: Limit one USA, Send Stamped Envelope. 
Bigelow Electronics, Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 

CITIZENS Band-Shortwave Listener-Ham equipment from Amrad 
Supply, Inc. Free Flyer, 1025 Harrison St., Oakland, Calif. 94607. 

WRITE for catalog of unusual audio products for professional use. 
Timekeeper, Box 762, Mineola, N.Y. 11501. 

COLOR organs big savings broad line, guaranteed. Brochure 100. 
Rotch, 1636 Canton Avenue, Milton, Mass. 02186. 

SERVISET MODEL E.C. Commercial counterpart of our Navy model 
D'AN. A Complete troubleshooting lab that fits in your pocket. 
$24.95 P.P. 30-day guarantee. Free info. WA1HXZ Lee Electronic 
Labs, 88 Evans St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. 

POLICE-FIRE RADIO DISPATCHER CALLBOOKS! EXCLUSIVE. OF-
FICIAL LISTINGS. CALLSIGNS, FREQUENCIES! LATEST REVISIONS, 
NATIONWIDE. CATALOG, SEND STAMP. COMMUNICATIONS, BOX 
56-PE, COMMACK, N.Y. 11725. 

NEW expanded catalogue featuring relays, test equipment, and com-
ponents at reasonable prices. Send 10$ to Gust & Company, Box 
24081, Edina, Minnesota 55424. 

PLANS AND KITS 

KITS $2.99. Buy two, one free. Free information. Aline, 434 West 
4th Street, West Islip, New York 11795. 

CBers Build your own 250 watt linear. Instructions $2.00. Elec-
tronic catalog 25e. Roberts. Box 403, Whiting. Indiana 46394. 

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING MANUAL! Make strobes, kaleidoscopes, or-
gans, etc. Send $2.95. Lightrays. 1315-0 Weaver, Philadelphia, Pa. 
19150. 

BACKGROUND MUSIC (SCA) ADAPTER. Connects to any FM Tuner. 
6-transistor circuit. Complete kit $11.00; standard inexpensive coils 
are easily available. Plans & PC Board only, $4.50. Wallace Enter-
prise, Inc., 83-15 98th Street, Woodhaven, N.Y. 11421. 

BUILD your own electronic COMPUTER. New book explains theory, 
practical details. $2.25 postpaid. Cinnamon Press, Box 8453•A, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408. 

BURGLAR alarm. Plans for reliable alarm systems for home or auto-
mobile $3.00 each. Both for $5.00 Plans, Box 54, Bro mine, N.Y. 
10708. 

"DISTANCE CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION" Handbook-50e. "Coil 
Winding"-500. Catalog. Laboratories, 2612-L Butano, Sacramen-
to, Calif. 95821. 

FREE Kit Catalog: Digital Microlab $29.95. Also Segmented and 
Nixie Readouts, Timebases, Scalers, Electronic Digital Clocks (all 
featured in Popular Electronics) SWTPC, Box C32040, San Antonio, 
Tex. 78216. 

IC'S transistors, components-50% off! Catalog: 100. Nebula, Box 
1115, Lafayette, Indiana 47901. 

COLOR converter for B&W television. Electronic Patented system. 
Free Brochure, Bele Electronics Corp., Ill Northeast Second Avenue, 
Miami, Florida 33132. 

PSYCHEDELIC Strobe Kit: Complete with 110w/sec. tube, reflector, 
chassis and cabinet $17.50 plus postage and insurance. 2 lbs. 
(Extra tubes $3.50) SWTPC, Box E32040, San Antonio, Texas 78216. 

FREE Electronics Catalog. Tremendous bargains. Edu-Kits, De-
partment C-691 D, Hewlett, New York 11557. 

FREE Kit Catalog: Color Organs $11.00, Psychedelic Strobes $17.50, 
Professional quality-lowest prices. SWTPC, Box F32040, San An. 
tonio, Texas 78216. 

AVAILABLE NOW. . . . Plans; Visible and infrared Solid State 
Lamps; Matching receiving Photodiodes . . . Investigate fascinating 
optoelectronics field. Build profitable secret communications, alarm, 
control systems. Amazing possibilities! New 1971 Catalog, 25$. 
Lundart, University Station 4008-E5, Tucson, Arizona 85717. 

CONSTRUCTION PLANS: Laser . . . $2.00. 2•FM microphone trans-
mitters . . . $1.00. FM telephone transmitter . . . $2.00. Sound 
telescope . . . $2.00. Space monitor•missile tracker . . . $2.00. 
Equipment and kits available. Howard, 20174 Ward, Detroit, Michi-
gan 48235. 

REPAIR that set! Individual instructions, sketches. $5. Money-back 
guarantee. Charles Brown, 321 Price, Philadelphia, Penn, 19144. 

TV TUNER REPAIRS-Complete Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks, 
Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $1. Refundable. Frank Bocek, 
Box 833, Redding, Calif. 96001. 

MOTOROLA HEP BOOKS HEP-400 Solid State Projects 500, HEP-
407 IC Projects $1.00, HEP-408 FET Projects $1.00, HEP-414 
Power Circuits Handbook $2.00, HMA-32 IC Projects 25$, HMA-33 
FET Projects 25$, HMA-36 Ham Radio IC Projects 250. HMA•37 
Home Handyman Projects 250. Complete line of HEP Semi-conduc-
tors. Add we for postage. Circuit Specialists Co., Box 3047, Scotts-
dale, Arizona 85257. 

MOTOROLA HEP HOBBY KITS HEK-1 five IC's and instructions 
$3.95, HEK-2 contains FETS and nine projects $3.95, HEK•3 Radio 
Amateur Kit contains three IC's and ten projects $5.95. Complete 
lino of HEP Semiconductors available. Add 250 for postage Circuit 
Specialists Co., Box 3047. Scottsdale, Arizona 85257. 

PRINTED circuit kit. Etchant. Resist, Thinner, Copper Laminate, 
and Brush. Send $5.75 to Admiral Etching Co., 57 Union Street, 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01608. 

SCR Kit. Introductory. SCR's, many plans, circuit theory. $4.95. 
Catalog free John Huntley. 909 Wisconsin, San Francisco, Calif. 
94107 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT KITS: COMPUTER, STROBELITE, AUDIO. 
Catalog tree. KAYE ENGINEERING, Box 3932-A, Long Beach, Cali-
fornia 90803. 

FREE kit Catalog: Amazing new Universal Digital Instruments with 
plugins as featured in Popular Electronics. Unbeatable prices. 
SWTPC, Box D32040, San Antonio, Tex, 78216. 

TESLA COIL-40" SPARKS! Plans $5.00. Information 500. Hunting-
ton Electronics, Box 9•P, Huntington, Conn. 06484. 

FREE Kit Catalog. Why does every major College, University, Tech-
nical School, Research & Development Center buy from us? Because 
we have the highest quality and lowest prices. Free catalog. SWTPC, 
Box H32040, San Antonio, Tex, 78216. 

COLOR CONVERTER FOR 
BLACK AND WHITE TELEVISION 

New electronic patented system. A do-it•yourself kit 
for hobbyists and experimenters. Plans and instruc-
tions available. Write for free brochure. 

BELE ELECTRONICS CORP. 
111 Northeast Second Avenue, Miami, Florida 33132 

NSTANT Sound and picture from tube type radios, TV's, Stereos. 
Complete instructions for simple, low cost circuit addition $1.50. 
Holbrook Research, Box 11282, Richmond, Virginia 23230. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

TAPE RECORDERS, Hi-Fi, components, Sleep Learning Equipment, 
tapes. Unusual Values, Free Catalog. Dressner, 1523R, Jericho 
Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040. 

DIAMOND NEEDLES AND STEREO CARTRIDGES at low, low prices 
for Shure, Pickering. Stanton, Empire. Grado and ADC. Send for 
free catalog and price sheet. We will be happy to quote on any 
cartridge-Magnetic. Ceramic or Crystal. All merchandise brand 
new and shipped PREPAID. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. P, 265 East 
149 Street, Bronx, New York 10451, 

LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders, HIFI, Roslyn, 
Penna, 19001. 
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TURN AN ENTIRE WALL $995 
INTO A LOUDSPEAKER  Postp., 
Attach the tiny 2 inch-8 on.  ASHWORTH 
SOUND REPRODUCER to practically anything. 
autos included, and the entire object becomes a 
Hi-Fidelity speaker. Connects like speaker to any 
radio, phono, tape player, or amplifier. Seen on 
the TODAY and TONIGHT T.V. shows. Winner of 
Popular Mechanics Magazine "Scientific Achievement Award." 
Literature on request. Dealer plan and displays available. 
RELIANCE ELEC. MFG. CO., INC.  Neu Albany, Mks. 38652  

FREE Kit Catalog. Amplifiers: Lil Tiger $11.10, Universal Tiger 
$30.00, Preamp $44.50 (Featured in Popular Electronics) SCA 
Adaptors $14.55. SWTPC, Box A32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216. 

WANTED 

CASH PAID! Unused tubes, electronic equipment. Barry, 512 Broad-
way. NYC 10012. 

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. Free Circular. 
Mercury Terminal, Norwood. Mass. 02062. 

TAPE AND RECORDERS 

TAPE  RECORDERS, TAPE—blank.  pre-recorded.  Catalog 250. 
Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.   

OLD radio programs on tape. 6 hours for $8.00. Catalog 500. Don 
Maris. 1926 Cherokee, Norman, Okla. 73069.   

STEREO TAPE RENTAL for particular people. Free catalog. Gold 
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla. 
33012. 

EXCITING Apollo 11 moon landing tapes. 30 minutes. Specify speed. 
Guaranteed. $4.00. Box 2373, Van Nuys, Calif. 91401. 

RENT 4.Track open reel tapes—all major labels-3,000 different 
free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, Ca. 
95401. 

TUBES 

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS. All Brands— 
Biggest Discounts Technicians. Hobbyists. Experimenters—Request 
FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike, 
Mineola. N.Y. 11501 
THOUSANDS and thousands of types of electronic parts, tubes, 
transistors, instruments, etc. Send for Free Catalog. Arcturus Elec-
tronics Corp.. MPE, 502-22nd St., Union City, N.J. 07087. 

RADIO II T.V. Tubes-36X each. Send for free catalog. Cornell, 4213 
University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.   
TUBE Headquarters of World! Send 10e for Catalog (tubes, elec. 
tra m equipment) Barry. 512 Broadway. N.Y.C. 10012. 

TUBES—Lowest  prices.  Foreign-American.  Obsolete,  receiving, 
special purpose, transmitting tubes. Send for tube, parts catalog. 
United Radio Company, 56-P Ferry St., Newark, N.J. 07105. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICES 

TV Tuners rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers specification. 
Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF Ninety day written guarantee. 
Ship complete with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer bro-
chure. 1W Electronics, Box 51C, Bloomington. Indiana 47401. 

PERSONALS 

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international correspondence. 
Illustrated brochure free. Hermes. Berlin 11, Germany. 

INVESTIGATORS, LATEST ELECTRONIC AIDS. FREE LITERATURE. 
CLIFTON, 11500-1( NW 7th AVE., MIAMI. FWRIDA 33168. 

SECRET LOANS BY MAIL. Borrow $100 to $1500 for any good 
reason in absolute privacy. No interviews, no endorsers, no co-
signers. Fast service. Write Dial Finance Co., Dept. B-593, 410 
Kilpatrick Bldg., Omaha, Nebraska 68102. 

INSTRUCTION 

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all makes including 
transistor. Experimental kit—troubleshooting. Accredited NHSC. 
Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A, 
Sacramento, Calif. 95820. 

TUBES -Oldies", latest. Lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood.  LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize! Strange catalog free. Auto 
Hammond. Indiana 46324. suggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia. Washington 98501. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FOR M 
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms, frequency discounts, 
closing dates, etc. 
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DEGREE in Electronics Engineering earned mostly by correspoi.• 
desee. Free brochure. Dept. 0-9, Grantham School of Engineering, 
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood. California 90027. 

HIGHLY effective home study courses in Electronics Engineering 
Technology and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your 
Degree. Write for Free Descriptive Literature. Cook's Institute of 
Electronics Engineering, (Dept. 15), P.O. Box 10634, Jackson, 
Miss. 39209. (Established 1945). 

FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE THROUGH TAPE RECORDED LESSONS. 
Also RADAR ENDORSEMENT. Radio License Training, 1060D Duncan, 
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. 

WANT AN F.C.C. let CLASS LICENSE? WANT TO BECOME A DISC-
JOCKEY? REI has a school near you VA approved. Call toll free: 
1-800-237-2251 or write REI, 1336 Main St., Sarasota, Florida 
33577, Florida Residents call: 813-955-6922. 

PASS FCC Amateur, commercial examinations easily with simplified, 
economical books and code records. Free catalog. Ameco Publishing, 
314P Hillside, Williston Park, New York 11596. 

MEMORIZE, STUDY: "1971 TESTS-ANSWERS" FOR FCC FIRST AND 
SECOND CLASS LICENSE.-plus-"Self-Study Ability Test." Proven! 
$9.95. Satisfaction guaranteed. Command, Box 26348-P, San Fran-
cisco 94126. 

FREE brochure self-improvement books. Eldon McBrayer, 412 Arthur 
Street, Huntsville, Ala. 35805. 

DRAFTING (Electronic, Mechanical, Architectural), Home Courses 
$25.00. Send $2.00 first lesson. Prior. Inc., 2309-169 Stbeet, White-
stone, New York 11357, 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global Marketing Ser-
vice, 2420-P 77th. Oakland, Calif. 94605. 

BOOKS 

FREE catalog aviation/electronic/space books.  hero Publishers, 
329PE Aviation Road, Fallbrook, California 92028. 

FREE book prophet Elijah coming before Christ. Wonderful bible 
evidence. Megiddo Mission, Dept. 64, 481 Thurston Rd., Rochester, 
N.Y. 14619. 

PLAYBOY magazines buying and selling all dates. Jerald Daily, 
2901 Oak, Evansville, Ind. 47714. 

MAGAZINES 

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS GUIDE Business, pleasure, education. $5.00. 
INTERCONTINENTAL, CPO 1717, Tokyo 100-91. 

OVER 2,000,000 backdate magazines! Specify needs. Midtown, Box 
917-PE, Maywood, New Jersey 07607. 

HYPNOTISM 

"MALE-FEMALE HYPNOTISM" EXPOSED, EXPLAINED! "SECRET 
METHOD" -THEY NEVER KNOW! $2, RUSHED. GUARANTEED! ISA-
BELLA HALL, SILVER SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32688. 

SLEEP Learning. Hypnotic method. 92% effective. Details free. 
ASR Foundation, Box 702IPE HC Station, Lexington, Ky. 40502. 

MAGNETS 

MAGNETISM (100) page script newly discovered magnetic principles 
($3.00). Jesse Costa, Box 26, Waquoit, Mass. 02536. 

PATENT Searches including Maximum speed, full airmail report and 
closest patent copies, $6.00. Quality searches expertly administered  PHOTOGRAPHY- FILM, 
Complete secrecy guaranteed. Free Invention Protection forms and  EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 
"Patent Information." Write Dept. 9, Washington Patent Office 
Search Bureau, 711 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. 

INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention, patented or unpatented, until 
you receive our offer. Eagle Development Company, Dept. 9, 79 Wall 
Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10005. 

FREE "Directory of 500 Corporations Seeking New Products." For 
information regarding development, sale, licensing of your patented/ 
unpatented invention. Write: Raymond Lee Organization, 230-GR 
Park Avenue. New York City 10017, 

PATENT SEARCHES, including copies of related United States Pat-
ents. Inventors, attorneys, manufacturers use our "World-Wide" 
Airmail service Free: "Invention Record" form and "Information 
Every Inventor Needs", Hayward Company, 1029HR Vermont. Wash-
ington. D.C. 20005. 

INVENTORS: Protect your ideas! Free "Recommended Procedure". 
Washington Inventors Service, 422T Washington Building, Wash-  PRINTING 

SCIENCE Bargains Request Free Giant Catalog "C.1"-148 pages-
Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, 
Parts. War surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., 300 Edscorp 
Bldg., Barrington, New Jersey 08007. 

RECORDS 

POPULAR organ albums factory direct. Concert Recording, Lynwood, 
Calif. 90262. 

SPECIAL interest records available, produced by the editors of the 
world's leading special interest magazines. Send for free catalog. 
Record Catalog-PE, Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, One Park Ave. 
nue, New York, N.Y. 10016. 

ington, D.C. 20005. 

FREE PAMPHLET: "Tips on Safeguarding Your Invention." Write: 
United States Inventors Service Company, 501-11 Thirteenth Street 
NW., Washington. D.C. 20004, 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 . . . Trucks From $78.40 . . . Boats, 
Typewriters, Airplanes, Multimeters, Oscilloscopes, Transceivers, 
Electronics Equipment. Wide Variety, Condition. 100,000 Bid Bar-
gains Direct From Government Nationwide Complete Sales Direc-
tory and Surplus Catalog $1.00. (Deductible First $10.00 Order). 
Surplus Service, Box 820-1, Holland, Michigan 49423. 

GOVERNMENT LANDS Low as $1.00 acre. Millions Acres! For ex-
clusive "COPYRIGHTED REPORT" . . . plus "LAND OPPORTUNITY 
DIGEST" listing lands throughout U.S.; and valuable 17 x 22 
treasure map of U.S.; send $1.00. Land Disposal, Box 11071-PP, 
Indianapolis. Ind. 46201. 

GOVERNMENT Surplus. How and Where to Buy in Your Area. Send 
$1 00. Surplus Information, Headquarters Bldg., Box 8225 PE, 
Washington, DC 20024. 

SOMETHING different,  1.000 personalized name address labels 
with zipcode, imprinted CB/HAM call letters, or phone number, 
$1.00. Bargain catalog FREE. D. Electronics, 4725 45th NE, 
Seattle, Wash. 98105. 

OFFSET Printing. Free catalog. Speedy Print, 1906 Swede, Norris-
town, Pa. 19401. 

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available now. Construction. 
all trades. Earnings to $3.000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel 
bonuses. Write: Universal Employment, Woodbridge, Conn. 06525. 

JOBS ON SHIPS! Good Pay! Europe, Asia, Worldwide! Who to see 
and Where-$1 00  Seaways, PE, Box 121, Elliott City, Maryland 
21043. 

FLORIDA jobs. List of Florida companies employing electronic tech-
nicians, $2.00. Cape South Co.. 7172 Milwaukee Ave., West Mel-
bourne, Florida 32901, 
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

I MADE $40.000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money! 
Start with $10.00—Free Proof. Torrey, Box 318-N, Ypsilanti, Michi-
gan 48197. 

FREE BOOK "999 Successful Little Known Businesses" Work home, 
Plymouth 445-T, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11216. 

$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your opportunity to do what mail-
order experts do. Free details. Associates, Box 136-1, Holland, 
Michigan 49423. 

MAKE BIG MONEY raising chinchillas, rabbits, guinea pigs for us. 
Catalog-25e. Keeney Brothers, New Freedom, Pa. 17349. 

HOW to make $1,000,000 in only ten years! Start with $10! Details 
Free! International Service, (PE), Box 11796, Atlanta, Georgia. 
30305. 

$2000.00 MONTHLY possible. Details. Ropchan, Box 5341 X, 
Shermanoaks, California 91413. 

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, sup-
plies. full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201. 

MAILORDER! Make big money working home. Free report reveals 
millionaire's trade secrets! Executive (1K2), 333 North Michigan, 
Chicago 60601. 

PIANO TUNING learned quickly at home. Tremendous field! Musical 
knowledge unnecessary. GI Approved. Information Free. Empite 
School, Box 327, Miami, Florida 33145. 

FREE BOOK "996 ODD, UNUSUAL, SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES" on 
request! Work home. National-22. Kerrville, Texas 78028. 

SELL! Home-Auto, Fire-Burglar Alarms, Extinguishers. Watchdog 
Alarms, Williamsburg, Ohio 45176. 

INTERNATIONAL trade. Sources, bank references, etc. Details $1.00. 
Laval International, Box E126, St. Clair Shores, Mich. 48083. 

BIG EARNINGS selling Hertel Bibles. New 3-dimension cover, finest 
reference edition sells fast. Demonstrator furnished. Big commis-
sions. International Book, Dept. PE, Boy 118, Wichita, Kansas 
67201. 

TREASURE FINDERS 

FREE TREASURE GUIDE! Fact-filled collectors edition; send 500 for 
postage. Also request tree literature on ultrasensitive, professional 
Fisher Detectors. FISHER RESEARCH, Dept. PE-2, Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia 94303. 

GOLD, Silver, Relics! Located with powerful Detectron Metal Detec-
tors. Free Information. Terms, Detectron, Dept. PE2, Box 243, San 
Gabriel, California 91778. 

_ 
TREASURE FINDER locates buried gold, silver, coins, treasures. 
5 powerful models. $19.95 up. Free catalog. Relco-A33, Box 10839, 
Houston, Texas 77018. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments. Free catalog. 
Freeport Music, 127-N Sunrise Highway, Freeport, N.Y. 11520. 

STAMPS 

WOW! 110 ALL DIFFERENT GERMANY 10¢ Commemoratives, Air-
mails, High Values. Big catalog, bargain lists. Also, fine stamps 
from our approval service, which you may return without purchases 
and cancel service at any time. Jamestown Stamp, Dept. A21EG, 
Jamestown, N.Y. 14701. 

YOURS FREE! 20 Almost Rare Stamps from 12 Lost Nations—Most 
a Half-Century Old! Nations overrun by invaders and never freed 
again. Stamps so appealing that experienced and beginning collec-
tors alike will want them. You get 110 other stamps from Britain's 
Lost Empire plus illustrated Album to keep as a Bonus should you 
buy $1 from our Approval Selection. Or return Album and 110 
stamps with selection and buy nothing. Cancel Service anytime. But 
Lost Nations stamps are yours to keep! Send lOg for mailing while 
supplies last. 'r(enmore, Milford LN-681, New Hampshire 03055. 
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FREE! BIG BARGAIN CATALOG—NEW EDITION listing thousands of 
bargains including U.S. & B.N.A. stamps, packets. albums, acces-
sories and supplies. Also, fine stamps from our approval service 
which you may return without purchases and cancel service at any 
time. Jamestown Stamp, Dept. E21EG, Jamestown, N.Y. 14701. 

REAL ESTATE 

FREE . . . SPRING 1971 CATALOG! Describes and pictures hundreds 
of farms, ranches, town and country homes, businesses coast to 
coast! Specify type property and location preferred. Zip Code, 
please. UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612-EP West 47th St., Kansas 
City, Mo. 64112. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS $2.00. SIGNATURE $3.50. FREE CAT-
ALOG. JACKSON'S, BOX 443-G, FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS 60131. 

ACTION SPORTS FILMS 

NEW YEAR'S SAVINGS—Indianapolis "500" COLOR FILMS. Choice 
1967, 1968, 1969 . . . $12.95 each postpaid. Indicate Super 8 or 
Regular 8mm. SPORTLITE-PE, 20 North Wacker Drive. Chicago 
60606. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equipment. Sem-
plex. Box 12276, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412. 

WINEMAKERS . . . FREE Illustrated Supply Catalog of yeasts. 
Equipment. Recipes. Winemaker, Box 11071-PP, Indianapolis, led. 
46201. 

COMPUTER LOGIC CAN BEAT THE RACES! New Unimac electronic 
computer. Tremendous leverage; speed and situation handicapping. 
Six analog logic stages. Instant programming all thoroughbred 
tracks—conditions—performance. Fast, superbly accurate, significant! 
Kit or complete. Write: Unimac, 372E, LaCanada, Ca. 91011. 

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

NO W! 
available in 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 

For advertisers who want to achieve maximum expo-
sure at minimum expense, this is the opportunity of 
a lifetime for you! 

The special low rates are: 

1" by 1 column (2 5/8" wide)....$110.00 

2" by 1 column (25/8" wide)....$215.00 

3" by 1 column (2 5/8" wide)....$320.00 

(Ads larger than 3 column inches not accepted for the 
ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE—Please ask for regular ad-
vertising rates.) 

Of course, regular non-display Classified Ads continue 
at $1.25 per word (minimum $12.50). 

For immediate action in getting your Display (or non 
Display) Classifieds into the very next available issue, 
call or write: 

Hal Cymes, Classified Advertising Manager 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 

One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 
(212) 679-7200 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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FASCINATING "ACTION" LA MPS! 
NE W DI MENSIONS IN 
BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING 
511 Create IlI . loll lamps ore 
moving. Turn on any one of 
four new style hmors. and 
!be room  "turns on"  it ith 
whirling. ever•chaturing Pe-
ter . and colors,  lable•top 
tr". 12 - heat-driven glass 
ATNIOtiPIIVRES  or  motor. 
driven  IV and 24"  plaMie 
models t table-top or hanging 
verzionsi. COLOR cOLI'MN 
Patterns loop and roll around 
25" tall. 7- dia. plastic and 
motor-driven unit,  illusions 
swirl up on block  down 
the  nest  brightly  rotor.' 
plastic section of the 14 - hie,  rot. r vo 4. PA. r OMB() Ludt' 
way twitch Mtn, on pinos. read.by vlotir. tito 'death, "action" column. or 
botb. liczt.dmy,“ npd 22,  m ot. Oly additional and Interchangeable masks 
or. as.,  le• for eneh sensational decorator lamp. 

A T M OSP HE RES 
8 - No. 80.139AV   $31.00 Pod. 
12 - Nu. 85.198AV  $40.00 Ppd. 
se -No. 85.196AV   $65.00 FOB 
Hanging -No. 85.197AV   $65.00 FOB 
24' - No. 85.202AV  $115.00 FOR 
Hanging -No. 85.201AV   $91.50 FOB 
CO MBO LIGHT -No. 80. 1476V  $63.50 FOR 
COLOR COLU MN -No. 80.140AV  $58.00 FOB 
PAGODA LITE- No. 80.141AV  .  . .  $25.00 Pp.1. 
REPLACE MENT MASKS -3X 5 " -$6.25: 41's -S7.25, 60 r" -$6.75 

1st LO W-COST XENON STROBE! 

Price breakthrough lo bright. rella. 
hie electronic strobes. :10 W/Sccond 
xenon tube. Variable flank ratc-•,o 
to 500 per minute. Long life-more 
than 1.1100.0N1 flashe. Printed hr. 
cult  board  design.  Safe,  durable 
Bakelite ease.  Etternally Mounted 
bulb. plant Ir ahlebt. 6l .,X1,1,,X2 . 
no.  Perfect  for psychedelic.  ...inn-
er, Ion  I leht I ne effect,  for  h..n1.• 
light shows, earth's. dietp,, , 
=71.342AV .....  $24.95 Ppd. 
B UIL D-IT- Y OU RSELF STR OBE KIT 
71,343AV    $19.95 Ppd. 

HI-VOLTAGE ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR 
Van De Graaff low-antp type. 2.000.-
000 volt  potential,  yet completely 
safe.  Demonstrates  lightning.  St. 
Elmo's fire. repulsion of charges. 
eleetrostatle dont collection,  many 
other  electrical  wonders.  Meter. 
110v. 110-rp•le.  HarnIclIty range. 
0.911ri,. Current.  1.5 to 2.5 micro. 
amps.  Aluminum base,  frame and 
charec collector. Unbreakable plan. 
tie. Inantattne C01.111111. Ht. 1:" din. 
Sh,".  Ingtructions. 
2i.70,284AV ... $53.75 Ppd. 
STATIC ELECTRICITY GEN No. 70.070AV  .... $19.50 Ppd. 

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING HANDBOOK 
100  Inform.tIon  pecked  paged 
Sully explains latest lo m ebeffellc 

development. Cover. oil facet, of 
lighting  equipment,  technique., 

p.ychedelic  light-oho.  tied-hullo. 
Including  .trobes.  Slick  tight. 
projectors. crystals, urgiste slide. 
mirror.,  color  organ.  polar Wd 
color,  light boxe. 
etc. Shows how to ••mychedelite" 
parties, montrai groups,  shoal, or 
how to set up "electric trips" for 
private  gathering..  815"  x  II" 
looseleaf paper for 3 ring. 

Stock No. 9100AV   $3.00 Pod. 

LONG- WAVE BLACKLIGHT FIXTURE 
Extremely vermalle. compactly de-
signed, long wave  (3200-4000 ang-
sport's. bla ,k light lultravloleli bis-
tore. Has li-watt, 110-V lamp with 
hullt-In  alter-eliminate.  harmful 
.horter wave ultraviolet mys, liso 
to  identify  mlne mls,  nowt,  ban-
terta-check for eurface flew.,  oil 
and  km  leakage-perfect  for  dis-
play. with tluoreseent paper. Coins.'. 
chink, crayon., trace powder, Incl. 
adJu•tithle  aluminum  reflector. 
Mount vert.. horr., or on corner. 
Ur L.. 11/2 . W.. Die H. 

Stock No.  70.364AV   $12.50 PpO. 
Stock No. 60.124AV   REPLACE MENT BULB  $4.75 Pod. 

Order by Stock No. -Check or M.0. -MOney-Back G aaaaaa ee 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 300 EDSCORP BLDG, BARRINGTON. NJ. M I 

WRITE FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG "AV" 
Completely  new  edition.  New 
item.  categorle. 
148  easy•to-read  pages  packed 
nith 4000 unusual item. Doren. 
of electrical and electromagnetic 
part., acce morles. Enormous se-
lection  of  Astronomical  'tele-
scopes.  Microscopes.  Binoculars, 
Magnifiers,  Magnet..  Lenses. 
Laser..  Prism.  Many war stir. 
cias  items;  for  hobbyltic  ex-
perimenter. workshop.. factory 
Write for catalog "AV " 

E D M U N D  300 EDSC ORP BLD G. 
SCIENTIFIC C O.  •AIIIIINGTON. NE W JERSEY 00007 
0110511 Al stuns ARNI M • SIND CNICK OR 00085 ORO«. • 111,005,,ACR GUAAAN,11 
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BUILD 20 RADIO 
and Electronics Circuits 
PR OGRESSIVE H O ME 
R ADI O-T V. C OURSE 

Now Includes 
* 12 RECEIVERS 
* 3 TRANSMITTERS 
* SQ. W AVE GENERATOR 
* SIGNAL TRACER 
* AMPLIFIER 
* SIGNAL INJECTOR 
* CODE OSCILLATOR 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary 
* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed 
* EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV 

* Sold in 79 Countries 
SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND 
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE   

The  ••Edu-Itit••  offers you an  outstanding PRACTICAL HO ME RADIO COURSE at a 
rock•botto m price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio 8 Electronics Technicians, making 
use of the most modern methods of ho me training. You will learn radio theory. construc-
tion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL. 

You will learn how to build radios, using regUlar sche matics; how to wire and settle 
in a professional manner:  how to service radios. You will work the standard type o 
punched metal chassis as well as the latest oevelop ment of Printed Circuit chassis. 
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct  study and work with 

RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equip ment. You will learn 
and practice code,  using the Progressive Code. Oscillator. YoU will learn and practice 
trouble-shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector. Pro-
gressive Dyna mic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the acco mpany-
ing instructional material. 

YoU will receive training for the Novice. Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio 
Amateur Licenses, You will build Receiver, Transmitter. Square Wave Generator, Code 
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate the m. You 
will receive an excellent background for television. HI-Fi and Electronics. 
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Eriti•Kit" is 

the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The ••Edu-Kit•• will 
provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many ti mes the low 
•rice you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the •rice of the kit 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background 

in radio or science. Whether you are Inter-
ested in Radio 8 Electronics because you 
want an interesting hobby, a well paying 
business or a lob with a future, you will find 
the "Edu-Kit•• a worth-while Invest ment. 
Many  thousands  of  individuals  of  all 

ages  and  backgrounds  have  successfully 
used the "Edu•Ilit•• in more than 79 Coun-
tries of the world. The "Edu-Kit" has been 
carefully designed.  step by step. so that 
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu-Kit•• 
allows you to teach yourself at your own 
rate. No instructor is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
he Progress ve Ra.iO ••Eclu-Kot" is the fore most educational radio kit In the world, 

and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "(du-
Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Donut. " Therefore you construct, 
learn sche matics, study theory. practice trouble shooting —all in a closely integrated pro-
gra m des.gned to provide an easily•learned. thorough and interesting background in radio. 
You begin by exa mining the various radio parts of the ••Ethr-Itit.•' Tun then learn the 

function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a si mple radio. With this first 
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing 
and trouble-shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theorY 
and techniques.  Gradually,  in  ive manner, and at your own rate,  you will 
find yourself constructing more advanced multi-tube radio circuits, and doing work like a 
professional Radio Technician. 
Included in the ••Edu-Kit•• course are Receiver, Trans mitter, Code Oscillator. Signal 

Tracer. Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not unprofessional 
"breadboard' experi ments. but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional 
wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Printed Circuitry. " These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current. 

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE 
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and 

electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, vari-
able, electrolytic, micra, cera mic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, 
hardware,  tubing,  punched  metal  chassis.  Instruction  Manuals,  hook-up wire,  solder, 
seleniu m rectifiers. coils  volu me controls and switches. etc. 
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis. 

special tube sockets, hardware and Instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools  a 
professional electric soldering Iron,  and a self-powered Dyna mic Rad io and Elec tron ics 
Tester. The ••Edu-Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator, 
In addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for 
servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Inject.),  a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Me mbership in Radio-TV Club. Free Consutta, 
Hon Service. Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts. tools, 
Instructions. etc. Everything is yours to keep. 
Progressive "(du-hits" Inc.. 1189 Broadway. Dept.  6920,  Hewlett. N. Y. 11557. 

•• - • .- -- U NC O N DITI O N AL  MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE — - -
Please rush my Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" to me, as indicated below: 
Check one box to indicate choice of model 
CI Deluxe Model $31.95. 
D New Expanded Model $34.95 (Same as Deluxe Model plus Television Servicing 
Course). 

Check one box to indicate m  e of payment 
D I enclose full payment. Ship "Edu-Kit" post paid. 
D I enclose $5 deposit. Ship "Edu-Kit" C.O.D. for balance plus postage. 
D Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu-Kit." 

Name   
Address   

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC. 
1189 Broad way, Dept.  692 D,  He wlett, N. Y. 11557 

lions Since 1946 Training Electronics Techn 

FREE EXTRAS 
• SET OF TOOLS 

• SOLDERI N G IR ON 

• ELECTRONICS TESTER 
• PLIERS-CUTTERS 
• VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD 
• CERTIFICATE OF MERIT 
• TESTER INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL 
• HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE • QUIZZES 
• TELEVISION BOOK • RADIO 
TROUBLE-SHOOTING BOOK 

• ME MBERSHIP IN RADIO-TV CLUB: 
CONSULTATION SERVICE • FCC 
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING 

• PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

SERVICING LESSONS 
You  will  learn  trouble-shooting  and 

servicing in a Progressive manner. You 
will  practice  re pairs  on  the  sets that 
you construct. You will learn sy mptoms 
and causes of trouble in ho me, portable 
and car radios.  You will  learn how to 
use the nrofessional Signal Tracer. the 
unique signal Injector and the dyna mic 
Radio gi Electronics Tester.  While you 
are learning in this practical way. you 
will be able to do many a repair job for 
your friends and neighbors, and charge 
tees which will far exceed the price of 
the ••Erlu-Kit.•• Our Consuliation Service 
will helo you with any technical probe 
le ms you may have. 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
J. Stataltis, of 25 Poplar Pl., Water, 

bury,  Conn.,  writes:  "I  have repaired 
several  sets for my friends, and made 
money. The ••Edu•Kit" paid for itself. I 
was ready to spend $240 for a Course. 
but I found your ad and sent for your 

Ilit Ben Valerio,  P.  0,  Box 21,  Magna. 
Utah: "The Edu-Kits are wonderful. mere 
i am sending you the questions and also 
the answers for the m.  I have been in 
Radio for the last seven years. but like 
to work  with  Radio  Kits,  and  like to 
build  Radio  Testing  Equipment.  I en. 
loYed every minute I worked with the 
different kits:  the Signal  Tracer works 
line.  Also like to let you know that I 
feel proud of beco ming a member of your 
Radio-TV Club. " 
Robert L.  Shull,  1534 Monroe Ave.. 

Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would 
drop you a few lines to say that I re-
ce.ved my Edu•Kit, and was really amazed 
that such a bargain can be had at such 
a low price.  I have already started re-
pairing  radios  and  phonographs.  My 
friends were really sUrorised to see me 
get into the swing of it so quickly. The 
Trouble-shooting Tester that co mes with 
the  Kit Is really  swell,  and  finds the 
trouble, if there Is any to be found." 

PRINTED CIRCUITRY 
At no increase in price, the "Edu-Kit" 

now includes Printed Circuitry. You build 
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique 
servicing instrument that can detect many 
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary 
new technique of radio construction is now 
becoming popular in commercial radio and 
TV sets. 
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated 

chassis on which has been deposited a con-
ducting material which  takes the place of 
wiring. The various parts are merely plugged 
in and soldered to terminals. 
Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern 

Automation Electronics A knowledge of this 
subject is a necessity today for anyone In-
terested in Electronics. 

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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The Army can take 
your hobby and turn it 

into a career. 
Tear down an engine 

or snap a picture or solder some 
wires to a speaker to rock the 
room. 

Maybe you call it a hobby 
or a knack or maybe even your 
thing. 

And, you know, the Army 
can take that favorite talent of 
yours and turn it into a rewarding, 
lifetime career. 

We have more horsepower 
than the Motor City. 

We have cameras that can 
take a portrait of a bird a half 
mile away. 

We have electronic 
equipment so new that it hasn't 
even been named yet. The Army 
needs people to run it all and 
keep it running. 

We can train you to be an 
expert. What's more, we'll 
guarantee this training in writing 
before you enlist. 

Send for our free book. 
Use the coupon or write: 
Army Opportunities, Department 
200A, Hampton, Virginia 23369. 

It's full of things. Maybe 
yours is one of them. 

Your future, your decision. 
Choose ARMY. 

Army Opportunities  Date 
Dept. 200, Hampton, Va. 23369 

I'd like to find out more about how the Army 
can turn my hobby into a career. Please send me 
your free booklet. 

Name 

Address   

City  County   

State   Zip  Phone _ 

Education 

Date of Birth _ 

2PE 2.71 



...in which there are a modest number of winners, inevitably 
a few losers, and a great deal of inner satisfaction. 

Feedback. We believe in it. And we have utter 
faith in how it works. 
That's why we dare to construct the Ultimate 
Feedback Loop: from Buchanan, Michigan to 
your home and back. It's on behalf of what we 
modestly proclaim is the most exciting design 
advance in any compact system: Motior al 
Feedback. 
What we ask of you is simple: visit any E-V 
showroom. Listen to the new Landmark 100 
system (even if you aren't now shopping for 
a compact). Then tell us what you heard, what 
you think, what your reaction was. In short, 
provide us with direct feedback from your mind 
to ours. 
Especially note the contribution made by our 

Servo-Linear* motional feedback circuits. 
Unique components that sense and measure 
actual cone motion — continuously comparing 
it and correcting it to agree perfectly with the 
original signal. 
But don't listen to just the Landmark 100. 

Compare it. With anything. Components. Com-
pacts. Whatever. Any price, any style. Be critical 
if you like. Or laudatory. But above all be honest. 
Your reward? For most of you, only the satis-

faction that you have made a direct, meaning-
ful contribution to the state of the art. And to 

Look for these 
odd-shaped speakers. 

Or better yet, 
listen. 

... ..., "s 
This c the 

Landmark 100. 
Look for it. 

Win it if you can. 

five of you — those we judge to have submitted 
the most provocative, germane, succinct com-
mentary (be it pro or con) — we will award your 
choice of $399.95 worth of any E-V equipment 
(peculiarly enough, the exact price of a Land-
mark 100)! 
For serious contestants, some background 

data on the Landmark 100 is in order. So we 
urge you to write for our modestly bombastic 
brochure on the subject. (Write direct; if you 
use the reader service number in this magazine 
it may take too much time.) While the brochure 
and the review reprints we send you might 
bias the feedback, we're willing to take our 
chances. 

THE FINE PRINT: 
All entries must be received by March 31, 1971 and the contest 

is void where prohibited. And of course E-V employees, representa. 
tines, dealers and their employees, competitors and their lackeys, 
our advertising agency and all their immediate relatives are not 
eligible. Neatness counts a little, but its the thought that really 
matters. No entries will be returned, and all become the property 
of Electro-Voice. Inc., to do with as we please. Members of the E-V 
sales and engineering staff will be the sole judges. A list of winners 
will be provided to all who enclose a self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope. We can only accept entries submitted on an official entry 
blank, validated by a participating dealer. And just one entry per 
person, please. 
Send today for our Landmark 100 brochure. It has large color 

pictures of our little jewel to help you find It in the store. You also 
get a list of participating dealers, an entry bier*. and all the latest 
reviews. Thus armed, go directly to your dealer, listen, and write. 
But do it soon. Time Is short.  •E.V Trade Mao 

gtem e reilee re  ELECTRO.VOICE, INC. . úk 

Dept. 214P, 630 Cecil St, enchant, Michigan 49107 
Pleas. sand m• Irter•ture on th• Landmark 100. a list of ertl e 
patine dealer  all recent reviews. and my free entry blank for the 

p ,   *  
Greet E.V Feedback Loop Contest. Please be prompt. 

  o  Name 

Address   


